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AN EXPERIMENT. 
London and Home Counties Collectors please read— 

On the Monday morning after the Bulletin has been published we have telephone 
calls, telegrams, cables and a thousand or more letters. 

Besides this we have a number of local collectors who call to view the coins listed. 
But while our staff are attending to them they cannot also be dealing with the orders 

■J that have arrived by post, etc. Also it frequently happens that callers take a coin or 
medal for which we have already received an order but which we have not had time 
to remove from our trays. This seems to us to be very hard on the thousands of 
collectors who live away from the London area. 

We propose, therefore, as an experiment for the next few months, to refuse to 
show items listed in the Bulletin to callers until the Wednesday after it is published 
(on this occasion—Thursday). Local collectors should write, telegraph or phone, 
and they will then be taking their chance with all our other clients. 

I trust that no one will take umbrage at this and that our readers will agree that 
we are trying to be fair to all. 

H. A. Seaby. 

P.S. Notwithstanding the above, I should like to emphasise that we are 
delighted to see callers at any time, and our main stock is always available for viewing, 
even during the first two days after the Bulletin is issued. 
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THIS BULLETIN. 

This office will be closed on December 24, 25, 26 and Monday 27th. So that all 
our clients have an equal chance, no orders from this Bulletin will be dealt with before the 
holiday and the coins and medals will not be available to callers before Thursday 30th. 

1966 Bulletin. Subscription price is the same as last year 14s. (or $2.00) and the bound 
volumes will be 25s. 

Dates of dispatch will probably be as follows:— 
FEBRUARY 28 Jan. JUNE 27 May 
march 25 Feb. july 24 June 
April 25 March august 22 July 
may 29 Apr. sept.-oct. 9 Sept. 

NOVEMBER 

DECEMBER 

JANUARY \ 

1967 / 

28 Oct. 
25 Nov. 

21 Dec. 

Have you renewed your subscription? If not, please write and send 14s. by return, 
or ask us to debit your account. This will ensure that your name is not removed from our 
mailing list. 

If you are not intending to renew your subscription we would be grateful if you 
would return the subscription form in an unsealed (3d. stamp) envelope, marking it 
“ not renewing subscription ” or send a postcard if you cannot find the form. 

Bound Volume, 1965. Copies of the pages have been sent to our binders and the bound 
volume will be ready in February. It will be uniform with all the other volumes issued since 
1949. If you require a copy, price 25s. each, plus 1/6 postage, it will be posted when ready. 

Other volumes are often available, prices on request. 

Articles for the Bulletin. We shall be pleased to consider any short monographs or longer 
articles for publication, and in fact even quite long works if on a subject of fairly general interest. 
For anything published we pay a fee. 

Unless otherwise arranged the publication of an article in this Bulletin gives us the copy¬ 
right. The editor reserves the right to edit any article submitted should he consider it necessary. 
Views expressed in articles are not necessarily those of the Editor. 

Bulletins by Air Mail. An ever-increasing number of our clients receive the Bulletin 
by Air Mail which is despatched to them two or three days before those going by ordinary 
mail. Clients abroad receiving it thus get a much better chance of competing with collectors 
in the U.K. 

Owing to the cost and extra work involved we make the following charges—to be paid in 
advance please:— 

Algeria, Cyprus, Egypt, Persia, Iraq. 21s. 
North and South America, West Indies, Ceylon, Hong Kong, India, Kenya, Malaya, 

Rhodesia, Pakistan, South Africa. 28s. or $4. 
Australia, New Zealand, Philippines. 31s. 6d. 
The payment of air postage to Europe is not necessary, but if the Bulletin is sent by first 

class mail, which normally goes by air, delivery is quicker. Europe, including Turkey, 10s.; 
Malta and Gibraltar, 5s. 

Above charges do not include Bulletin subscription. 

OUR STAFF. 

Experience Tells. A certain amount of numismatic knowledge can be gleaned from 
books, but it is the continued handling of hundreds and thousands of coins, tokens and medals 
that counts. Our senior numismatic staff have a total of over 230 years’ experience of coins 
and medals behind them—more, we believe, than any other firm in the numismatic world. 

Our managing director, H. A. Seaby, has been a dealer for over 45 years and was a collector 
before that, so he has been handling coins of all kinds for over 50 years. 

Our Numismatic Staff. 

No. 61. First floor:— 
J. H. Hine—War Medals and Decorations {Wednesdays only). 
David Agasee—Assistant in War Medal Dept. 

No. 63. Shop:— 
Peter Jones 
David Pogue } Our publications, accessories, etc. 
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No. 65. Firs: floor:— 
P. Alan Rayner—English silver from Henry VIII. 
P. Frank Purvey—Books, Anglo-Saxon and English silver to Henry VII. 
Mrs. M. Amstell—Gold coins and Maundy Money. 
P. Mark Smith—Assistant in English Dept. 
C. Almond—New medal issues. 

Second floor:— 
Peter Seaby—Editor of this Bulletin, Gold coins, buying, etc. 
Laurence Brown 1 British Commonwealth and Foreign coins. 
Mrs. E. Cahn / British and Foreign commemorative medals. 
Anthony Baron—Assistant in Foreign Dept. 

Third floor:— 
Mrs. M. E. Bussell—English, Irish and Scottish copper coins and tokens. 
Robert Sharman—Assistant in Copper Dept. 
David Sear—Ancient coins. 
H. A. Seaby—Gold coins, management. 

Our other staff: Our total staff now numbers 38, and our clerical section is mainly 
^situated at no. 61 Great Portland Street, where Miss M. E. Eccles is in charge and handles 
▼ our Accounts. Mrs. Tucker is responsible for Bulletin subscriptions, and customer’s 

insurances are looked after by Miss Taylor. 

Correspondence with Staff. We welcome our readers writing to members of our staff 
as we feel it puts business relations on a more personal footing. We would however be very 
grateful if, when doing so, readers would address the envelope “ B. A. Seaby Ltd.” and then 
just write the letter to “ Dear Mr.-” (or whatever is appropriate). We ask this so that 
incoming letters can be date-stamped and remittances marked, and also so that they can be 
dealt with if that particular member of our staff is away. 

# ORDERING COINS. 

We are always sorry if we cannot supply a coin or medal ordered. Usually we only have 
a single specimen of the pieces listed in the Bulletin and this may already have been ordered 
by telephone, telegram or by post. Sometimes we may get half-a-dozen orders for the same 
piece in the same post. 

Even if you have been unlucky two or three times, please don’t give up in despair. You 
are bound to be successful in getting what you want in time: not everything sells at once— 
some coins do not sell at all! To look at the matter philosophically, if one could get whatever 
one wanted, with finance the only limiting factor, half the joy of collecting would be lost. 

Delays. It is our aim to give a quick and efficient service and we like to answer all letters 
within a day or so of receipt. We would ask our clients to be indulgent, however, if they do 
not always get a reply by return. Though we now have a staff of thirty-eight, there are times 
when we are just not able to cope with our correspondence expeditiously. 

On days after the Bulletin has been despatched we usually have five or six hundred letters per 
day and in December and January this number is more than doubled. In point of fact we are 
not able to get them all opened and distributed to the staff who have to deal with them on the 

uiAday they are received. They are, however, dealt with in the order they are opened, and as 
■r* Fquickly as possible. There is another cause for delay; some letters have to be dealt with in 

turn by two, three, four, or more of our staff before an order can be completed or all the 
enquiries answered. 

Special Instructions. We would be grateful if clients who have special instructions 
regarding the invoicing or despatch of coins would repeat them with each order, as we may 
otherwise fail to comply with them. 

Payments. Unless specifically asked to do so we do not send receipts for cheques received 
by us drawn on banks in Great Britain. 

When remitting a cheque for an invoice it will not be necessary to return the invoice so 
long as the invoice number is written on the back of the cheque. If your signature is not easily 
decipherable, please print your name clearly on the back of the cheque! 

If, however, some of the items sent on approval are being returned please include the 
invoice and we will return it with the items crossed off. This will indicate that we have 
received your letter and the returned items and your cheque if you included one. 

Receipts will still be sent if payment is made other than by cheque or international money 
order. There is one exception—we do not acknowledge Bulletin subscriptions unless specifically 
asked to do so. 
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NOTES ON ENGLISH HALFPENCE AND FARTHINGS. 

EDWARD III, 1327-1377. 

By E. J. Harris and P. Woodhead. 

The First Period—1327 to 1343. 
Halfpence and farthings of this period are easily identified by a six or eight pointed 

star in the obverse and reverse legends.1 
The period divides into two halves marked by a change in standard of fineness 

in 1335. There was no marked change of design to correspond with this and at the 
present state of our knowledge we can only surmise as to which coins belong to 
which half of the period in the light of style degradation and survival ratios. The 
change in fineness itself is too slight to provide reliable evidence when dealing with 
individual coins. jj 

The first half of the period (1327 to mid 1335) is marked by a paucity of coinage. 
This was due to a continuing rise in the price of silver that made is disadvantageous 
to take it to the exchanges for conversion into coin at the official rate. During this 
time only 447 lb. of metal was coined into pence at London (these are the rare 
pence of Fox sub-group 15d.) and thereafter no more were struck until the com¬ 
mencement of the Florin series in 1344. Similarly, only 41 lb. of metal was coined 
into halfpence, although 3250 lb. was struck into farthings, before 1335. 

The second half of the period (mid 1335 to 1343) provides a different picture. 
The debasement of 1335 (the proportion of silver was reduced from 92.5% to 83.3% 
and the weight reduced to approximately 21.4 grains per penny2 made it attractive 
for people to bring good silver to the exchanges for coining. Although no pence 
were struck over 26,000 lb. of silver was made into halfpence and 5600 lb. made into 
farthings—representing approximately thirteen million and five and a half million 
coins respectively. 

It can be seen, therefore, that survivors of halfpence from the second half of the 
period can be expected to be roughly six hundred times more abundant than those 
from the first half, even without allowing for the tendency for the finer coin to be 
melted. 

Halfpence of this period are known of London and Reading and farthings of 
London only. The opening of the Reading mint is confirmed and dated by a 
charter dated 1338. This mint was controlled by the Abbott who had succeeded 
in establishing a claim for it on the basis of a two century old precedent; the coinsg 
are very rare but the mint probably continued in operation at a low level throughout" 
the rest of the period as its coins are also known of the type of the next “ Florin ” 
issue. 

Turning to the coins themselves, all have the obverse legend edwardvs rex ang 

(the last word of which may be shortened to an or a) and there is a six or eight 
pointed star at its end. The reverse reading is civitas London, villa radingy or, 
rarely, villa rading, and a six or eight pointed star is placed at the beginning, the 
end, or in the middle of the legend. The Reading coins have a scallop in one 
quarter of the reverse in place of the three pellets. Varieties noted and the probable 
sequence of their issue is as follows: 

Summary: 

halfpence 

011 Obv. EDWARDVS REX All 

Six pointed star. Letter n unbarred. 
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Rev. civitas LOnDOn 

Six pointed star between civitas and LOnDOn. 

012 Obv. EDWARDVS REX AIIG 

Six pointed star. Letter N unbarred. 
Rev. as Oil. 

Note: The above varieties are known from three or four specimens only. They are 
the only varieties from this period to use Lombardic ns. It is interesting to 
draw comparisons between these and the pence of Fox Group XVd and it is 
conceivable that they correspond with the very small output of the first half 
of the period. 

A 
m 

013 

014 

|015 

016 

017 

013 014 018 

Obv. EDWARDVS REX AN 

Six pointed star after an. n is barred. 
Rev. CIVITAS LONDON 

Six pointed star before lon. ns are barred. 

Obv. EDWARDVS REX AIIG 

Six pointed star after aiig. n is unbarred. 

Rev. as 013 but ns unbarred. 

Obv. EDWARDVS REX All 

Six pointed star after All. N is unbarred. 
Rev. CIVITAS LOIIDOII 

Six pointed star before civ. ns unbarred. 

Obv. As 013. 
Rev. VILLA RADINGY 

Scallop in quarter under vil. Six pointed star 
between villa and radingy. 

Obv. As 013. 
Rev. VILLA RADING 

Scallop in quarter under ng. Six pointed star 
after rading. 

Note: Fox says that the Reading halfpence are of the type having an eight pointed 
star (see below 018). Although such pieces may exist the specimens of that 
mint seen so far all have six pointed stars and barred ns on the obverse. 
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018 Obv. EDWARDVS REX AIIG 

Eight pointed star after aiig. n is unbarred. 

Rev. CIVITAS LOIIDOII 

Eight pointed star after doii. ns unbarred. 

Note: On some late halfpence the star is omitted from the reverse: on these the 
letter G resembles the one used on the “ Florin ” type pennies of the next 
period. 

0101 

FARTHINGS 

0101 Obv. EDWARDVS REX A 

Six pointed star after A. 

Rev. CIVITAS LONDON 

Six pointed star after civitas. 

0102 Obv. As 0101 but reads an 
Rev. As 0101. 

MONEY WEIGHTS. 
By Richard Turner. 

One must go a long way back to discover the origin of Money Weights. When 
Joseph’s brethren were on their way home from Egypt, where they had journeyed to 
buy corn because of the famine, they found that their money had been returned to 
them, tied up in the mouth of the sacks—a gift from their brother Joseph—and that 
“ the money was of full weight.” The book of Genesis records this fact. 

It is clear from this that they carried their money weights and scales with them 
to weigh the pieces of silver needed in payment for the corn, and that there was in 
existence a system of weights common to both Syria and Egypt. This incident 
happened centuries before the introduction of coined money by the Lydians and 
Greeks, which took place about the 7th century b.c. The weight used was the 
Shekel, which later became the name of their principal coin, like our pound. It is 
defined in Genesis as being equal to the weight of 20 Girah seeds, and was known as 
the Shekel of the sanctuary—a reminder to the Jews that the standard weight was 
kept in the Temple, as our early standards were preserved at Winchester. 

Fortunately many weights of this far off period have been preserved, and being 
made of haematite, an iron oxide-ore, have lost nothing of their original weight, and 
throw much light on ancient standards. Below is a drawing of four of these early 
weights from my collection and a note of their weight in Grains Troy. 

The introduction of coined money was first simply a matter of making the pieces 
of silver uniform in size, stamping them with some device as a guarantee of their 
weight and fineness (quality). This must have been of great advantage to the 
merchants in their transactions and to a great extent did away with the need of 
money weights and scales but it would appear that the need for weighting still 
existed to discover the loss caused through “ wear and tear ” and to detect counterfeit 
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coins, for forgery was common in those days. A collection of Greek coins will 
invariably include some which have been cut with a chisel to see that the coin was 
silver throughout and not merely coated over with silver. 

COJ/M3 of VNCICNT pRGCCG 

m 

J’A/^rnyi ia f/y\ynyi.y/\ 51^4 of e 

I have illustrated some Greek Money Weights from my collection and some 
Greek coins which have been so cut. This did not prevent them from being accept¬ 
able to the merchant as it was the weight of the silver piece which was all important. 

Unfortunately these weights being of bronze are no real guide to the standard 
weights of the Greeks, but we have their coins in great abundance and in such fine 
state of preservation that it has been possible to ascertain their standard weights 
which bring us to the very basis of our own system, which we shall discover when we 
consider this in detail. 

English Money Weights. 

The coins of the Greeks and Romans cover well nigh 1,000 years. It was a 
golden age, for gold and silver were minted in great profusion so that the beginnings 
of our own coinage was modest and crude by comparison. For 500 years the silver 
penny alone sufficed until the 14th century when coins of higher value were needed. 
In that century gold was established in our coinage and with it the need for money 
weights and scales. 

It would seem there was little need for money weights during the period of the 
silver penny, for payments, when made to the King’s Treasurer and others, would 
be weighed in bulk against the Pound weight (12 oz.) or Mark weight (8 oz.). The 
Moneyer (the person responsible for their manufacture) would possibly need them 
although it appears to have been largely guesswork, a matter of cutting 240 pennies 
out of a pound of silver, as they vary in weight making it impossible to learn from 
them the standard upon which they were based. The exception is in the coins of 
Offa for from these we are able to trace our link with ancient Greece. 

It is therefore difficult to understand the proclamation of King John—1205— 
stating that for discovering lack of weight “ there was issued from the Mint office a 
penny-poize wanting one eighth of a penny, to be delivered to anyone who would 
have it.” 

Bi-metallism 

There had been an attempt in the reign of Henry III to introduce a gold coin 
into our monetary system but we read that it was valued too low in relation to silver 
and disappeared from circulation. It was not until the reign of Edward III that a 
gold coinage was finally established in 1344. Thus came to an end a long period 
during which the country had run on a Silver Standard. Now the country was to be 
plagued for four and a half centuries by what is known to economists as Bi-metallism 
which can be defined as a monetary system in which gold and silver are on precisely 
the same footing as regards mintage and legal tender. 
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With the first gold coins from the mint came also weights with which to check the 
weight, for a deduction was made for any loss of weight through wear. Later two 
pence per grain became the rule. If gold and silver were to be on the same footing 
as regards legal tender it was necessary to try to establish the correct value ratio of 
gold to silver. Henry III failed, for his gold ratio to silver was ten grains of silver 
to one grain of gold. Edward’s gold coin, the Noble, to pass for 6s. 8d., remained 
right for two years and was superseded in 1346 by another weighing eight grains 
less, and the heavier Noble was in all probability raised in value and the lighter one 
would require another issue of weights by the Mint. In 1351 it was again reduced 
in weight and no less than four attempts were made in this reign to arrive at the 
correct ratio, the Mint finally fixing twelve grains of silver equal to one grain of gold. 
This one reign is sufficient to show how important money weights were to become 
and what troubles were to be faced as a result of the unconscious introduction of 
Bi-metallism. 

One other example may be mentioned to show the complicated business of money \ 
weighing, and the large assortment of money weights which were necessary to keep 
pace with the continual changes due to this system of bi-metallism. 

The reign of James I (1603-1625), a period of 22 years, saw three different 
issues from the Mint, resulting in a total of no less than 22 gold coins varying in 
value from the Rose Ryal of 30/- to the Half Crown 2/6. 

In 1612 the earlier coins were by proclamation raised in value by 10% when 
coins of lighter weight were issued to pass at the old values. 

I have a box with the following weights: 
Heavy Light 

Ryal 33/- 30/- 

Half Ryal 16/6 15/- 

Sovereign or Laurel 22/- 20/- 

Half Sovereign or Half Laurel 11/- 10/- 

Angel 11/- 10/- 

Half Angel 5/6 

Crown 5/6 5/- 

Half Crown 2/9 

Thistle Crown 4/41 
Quarter Angel 2/9 

The box contains a total of 16 weights with the necessary grain weights issued 
from the Mint, and bearing the Royal Cipher. These, together with the weights for 
the coins of the previous reigns, would add up to a considerable number. 

There appear to be no changes in the weight of the Gold Coins of Charles I who 
minted the Unite (20/-), Angel (10/-) Double Crown and Britain Crown, weights 
for which are to be found in boxes in company with those coins of James I which 
remained in circulation usually from 22/- dowm to 2/9 (] Angel). 

In this reign were issued weights for the silver Half Crown, Shilling and Sixpence. 
The Half Crown weights are not rare—they vary much in weight but would appear 
to be some check on the evil practice of “ clipping,” that is, trimming off parts ci 
the coin at a time when coins were irregular in shape. 

The Guinea 

The 20 - piece of Charles II, later to be called the Guinea (the gold being of a 
lighter colour and recently brought from Africa) was reduced in weight on two 
occasions during this reign, coming to rest finally in 16/0 at 129.V grains at which 
figure it remained until it was superseded by the Soverign at 123] grains in 1S17 
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when the Gold Standard was established. Henceforth gold only was legal tender 
for any amount, silver and copper to be taken only or money of account, and bi¬ 
metallism under which the country had been troubled for four and a half centuries 
came to an end, mainly through the efforts of the Earl of Liverpool whose address to 
the King (George III) urging a single standard is a record of great importance to those 
interested in money weights. However, the year 1670 did not see the end of the 
trouble caused by this bi-metallism. The Mint in that year gave up the struggle to 
establish the relative value of the two metals—I can hear them saying “ This is our 
last.” The value of silver fell and the silver money in circulation was so badly worn 
that the value of the Guinea rose gradually to thirty shillings in the reign of William 
and Mary and was reduced to 21/6 in the reign of William III mainly owing to the 
great re-coinage of the silver money in 1695. The Guinea was finally reduced to 
21.'- in the reign of George I at which figure it remained until the Sovereign appeared 
in 1817. 

The Sovereign continued to be weighed to discover the loss due to wear, when 
a deduction of two pence was made for each grain deficient and this went on until the 
passing of the Coinage Act of 1891, under which Act the Government, by replacing 
all worn gold coins, undertook to bear the loss. Now we manage with paper notes 
which, when worn out, are replaced by clean ones. 

It now remains to mention the money weights used to weigh the large quantities 
of foreign gold coins in daily use here until the end of the 18th Century. The only 
evidence we have, so far as I have been able to discover, is to be found on the labels 
stuck on the lids of the money weight boxes which contain a list of these coins together 
with their weight and value in English money, a practice which continued throughout 
the 18th Century. There is also the King’s Proclamation for Gold—a copy of such 
proclamation for the year 1611 is to be found in Dr. Robert Recorde’s “ Arithmetic,” 
first published in the reign of Edward VI and to whom it is dedicated. This contains 
the names of no less than 72 gold coins with their weight and value in English money, 
and includes such names as French Noble, Flanders Rider, Flemish Angel, Crusa 
Long Cross, Milreys, Portigue Ounce, Golden Castillo, Hungary Ducat, Single 
Pistolet and so on. 

On the other hand the elaborate boxes of the Dutch of the 16th and 17th 
Centuries, containing often as many as 36 weights, invariably include weights for 
our English coins being marked Rose Noble, Henry Noble, Angel, Jacobus, Carolus 
etc. They are mostly made by Dutch weight makers but it is sometimes seen that 
weights for our English coins have been obtained from the Mint and bear the Royal 
Cipher. 

In the 18th Century our boxes of Money Weights and Scales are commonly met 
with containing weights for the following foreign coins in use here until the end of 
the century, together with weights for the Guinea and its parts:— 

Portuguese Pieces £3/12/-, 36/-, 18/-, 9/- and 4/6 
Spanish Pieces 27/-, 13/6 and 6/9 
French Pistol and Half Pistol 

Weights with which to weigh silver coins, used in all probability before the great 
recoinage of 1695, are to be found. Some, unlike most money weights, are cup 
shaped, fitting snugly into a circular recess in the box, the set comprising weights 
for 5/-, 2/6, 1/- and 6d. 

Mention has been made of money weights issued by the Mint. I imagine this 
was the original practice. In 1587 Elizabeth ordered by Proclamation the making 
of certain small cases for balances and weights “ to weigh all manner of gold coins 
current within the realm to be sold to all persons that should have cause to use the 
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same. "I he case is described as wood with several partitions for 13 printed weights 
tour other compartments for other weights, a space for Grains, a suit of weights from 
ob. weights to 5 dwts. and a balance. Its price was 4 6. 

These cases were made by order ol the Master of Her Majesty’s Mint, apparently 
by one Richard Martin who complained that, after expending £600 in providing 
scales and weights marked with an E Crowned, the greater part still remained on 
his hands. He therefore asked the wardens ol the Mint to seek authority to see that 
all other weights and grains used against the meaning of the Proclamation should be 
forfeited. 

In 1617 James I commanded the Master of the Alint to prepare a sufficient 
quantity of upright balances and true weights at reasonable prices, to all as should 
require the same. After this the making of money weights was done by weight 
makers, first under the authority of the King, but I imagine the quantity required 
was so great that many makers were employed without authority. Possibly the 
finest of our weights were made by John Kirk of St. Paul’s Church Yard, a famous 
medallist. Notable are his Guinea and Half Guinea of George II and his range of 
Weights for the Portuguese pieces with the portraits of Josephus and Johannes. 

In 1821 the Mint again undertook the duty of providing weights for the new 
So\creign and Halt Sovereign, and again in 1842 and 1843, the latter weights bearing 
the portrait of Queen Victoria. 

Certification marks could well be the subject of a separate article, but I am 
reminded that as late as 1878 the Weights and Measures Act contained a clause 
requiring that ‘ every coin weight . . . shall be verified and stamped by the Board of 
Trade . . . and every person who uses any weight declared by this section not to be 
a just weight shall be liable to a fine not exceeding £50.” I imagine that for the most 
part weights for weighing the Sovereign and Half Sovereign had been gradually 
superseded by the simple brass balance device in use until 1891, the year when the 
weighing of gold coins ceased. 

Irish AIoney Weights 

Irish Money Weights are a subject on their own and have been fully dealt with 
in a paper entitled Irish Money Weights and Foreign Money current in Ireland,” 
prepared by Dudley Westropp and printed in the Proceedings cf the Royal Irish 
Academy in 1916. 

From this it would appear that foreign money, both gold and silver, formed by 
far the greater part of the currency of Ireland for very many years. The range of 
Irish Money Weights as would be expected is therefore extensive, covering as it does 
both gold and silver coins. The paper sets forth the first Irish Statute which 
legalised the use of foreign coins. This was in the reign of Henry VI in 1460 which 
gives a list of the coins and their values and a note that if they be not of the full 
weight they are “ to be abated according to the rate and so to be received.” 

From this time Proclamation follows Proclamation in quick succession, listing 
the gold and silver coins which are to pass current at the weight and value set forth 
in the proclamation, until finally the proclamation of 1775 directed that no coin is 
to be accepted “ save only His Alajesty’s Coins current in Great Britain. 

This was waived for a period in 1797 when the Spanish Dollar stamped with the 
bust of George III on the neck of the Spanish King was allowed to pass current as 
it did in England at that time owing to a grave shortage of silver coin. This was 
withdrawn in Ireland in 1819. 

The weights from this time, although of Irish make, are for the English Guinea 
and its parts and later the Soverign and its Half. 
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FACTS and FIGURES—1964. 

The following notes have been culled from Royal Mint—Ninety-Fifth Annual Report of 
the Deputy Master and Controller for the year 1964, commonly called “ Mint Report 1964,” 
which we can supply for 9/-, postage 1/- extra. 

Production. During the year the Mint produced 1,044 million coins, a record It 
represents a rate of over 4 million per working day, double that for the decade up to 1960. 
No sovereigns were struck—those dated 1964 must have been made in 1965. 

New Effigy of Her Majesty. This was made from a portrait by Arnold Machin, R.A. 
and is a draped bust of the Queen wearing a large tiara, Canada and Rhodesia are now using 
it and Australia and New Zealand are to have it on their new decimal pieces. 

Proof sets. The following were issued during the year: 

Cyprus: 2,500 sets containing 5 coins. 

Jersey: 7,000 sets containing two each, 3d and Id. 

Sierra Leone: 7,604 sets containing four cupro-nickel coins and two bronze. 

I In addition there were 12 sets with the leone in gold and the 20c, 10c and 5c in 925 silver; 
also 10 sets as last but with the leone in silver. Both these sets will be of the highest rarity 
and worth a great deal if any of them should ever come on to the market. 

New Designs or Denominations. 

Bermuda: crown (500 silver). Obv. As the 1959 crown. R. Lion supporting a 
shield on which is a representation of the ship “ The Sea Venture,” which was the flagship 
of the fleet of Sir George Somers, who established the colony and after whom the islands 
were first called. [Numismatists will be reminded of the earliest coinage of the'English-American 
colonies, the Somer Islands “ hogge money,” which we see so seldom these days]. 

East Africa: 10 and 5 cents—value has replaced the Queen’s name and east Africa appears 
at the base where the value was. 

Ethiopia: copper 10 and 5 cents—as existing designs. 

Ghana: new decimal cupro-nickel coinage, 50, 25, 10 and 5 pesewas. Modified portrait 
ofNkrumah. R. Continues to show the five-pointed Ghana star. Only 10 and 5 p. struck 
and these dated 1965. 

Jersey: the 3d. is now duodecagonal. 

Jamaica: Id. and |d. have been altered to show the new version of the Jamaica arms. 

Malawi: new nickel-silver coinage, all with head of Dr. Banda and Malawi on scroll 
beneath. R. 2/6, arms; 2/-, full-grown and baby elephant; 1/-, maize cob; 6d., cockerel. 

Philippines: nickel-silver 50, 25, 10 and copper 5 cents, central bank of the Philippines, 

shield. R. Value and date, female striking anvil, volcano in background. 

Sierra Leone: new coinage, all with head of Sir Milton Margai. R. Cupro-nickel I 
leone, arms; 20 cents, lion passant and palm trees; 10 cents, grains of rice; 5 cents, cottonwood 
tree; bronze 1 cent, leaves and fruit of the oil-palm; £ cent, two bongo fish. 

South Arabia: new coinage with a common obverse; a geometric design based on an 
ancient Arabic coin. R. Cupro-nickel 50 and 25 fils, a dhow; bronze 5 fils and aluminium 
1 fil, crossed daggers. 

Viet-Nam: cupro-nickel 10 and 1 dong, value on obv. R. Sheaf of rice. 

Zambia: new nickel silver coinage, obv. shows a shield with hoe, pick and eagle above. 
R. 2s., an oribi; Is., a hornbill; 6d., a wild plant. 

n.b. What is now called “Nickel-silver” does not contain silver; the composition is 
Cu 60, Ni 20, Zn 20 or Cu 70, Ni 12, Zn 18. 

New Medals for wearing: Civil Defence L.S. for issue in Gibraltar, Hong Kong and Malta; 
Malawi Independence Medal; Singapore Police L.S. 

British Commonwealth (including Irish Rep.) Coinage dated 1964. 

Figures are only given when less than one million were made. 

United Kingdom. N sovereign (struck in 1965); cu-ni. 2/6, 2/-, 1 /—(E), 1/—(S), 6d.; /R 
4d. (1213), 3d. (1213), 2d. (1137), Id. (1215); ni.-br. 3d.; A, Id., Jd. 

Australia. /R 3d.; AL Id., 4d. 

Bermuda. /R crown (470,000). 
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British Caribbean Territories. Cu.-ni. 25 c. (480,000), 10 c.; ni.-br. 5 c.; A 2 c., 1 c. 

British Honduras. Cu.-ni. 50 c. (50,000), 25 c. (100,000), 10 c. (60,000); ni.-br. 5 c. 
(105,000); A 1 c. (300,000). 

Canada. /R dollar, 50 c., 25 c.; ni. 5 c.; A cent. 

East Africa. A 10 c., 5 c. 

Fiji. Ni.-br. 3d. (240,000); cu.-ni. Id. 

Hong Kong. Cu.-ni. 50 c.; ni.-br. 10 c. 

India. Ni., rupee (commemorative), rupee (normal, 551), 50 n.p. (comment.), 50 n.p. 
(normal), 25 n.p.; cu.-ni. 10 n.p., 5 n.p., 2 n.p.; al. 3 n.p.; ni.-br. 1 n.p. 

Irish Republic. Cu.-ni., 2/6, 2/-, 1 /-, 6d., 3d.; AL Id., id. 

Jamaica. Ni.-br., Id. (480,000), id. 

Jersey. Ni.-br. 3d., Id. 

Malawi. Ni.-sil. 2/6, 2/-, 1/-, 6d. 

.Mauritius. Cu.-ni. rupee (200,000), 25 c. (400,000), AL, 5 c. (400,000), 2 c. (500,0G0\ 
1 c. (500,000). 

New Zealand. Cu.-ni. 2/-, 1/-, 6d., 3d.,; A- Id., id. 

Pakistan. Ni. 50 p., 25 p.; cu.-ni., 10 p.; ni.-br. 5 p.; A 2 p., 1 p. 

Seychelles. Cu.-ni. 25 c. (40,000); A 5 c. (20,000). 

Sierra Leone. Cu.-ni. 25 c., 10 c., 5 c.; A 1 c., | c. 

Zambia. Ni.-sil. 2/-, 1/-, 6d. 

THE MEDALS OF THE GERMAN STATES FOR THE 
CAMPAIGNS OF 1848-49. 

By Alec A. Purves. 

Quite a number of medals and decorations were issued for the War against 
Denmark, and for the insurrections in some of the German States, in 1848-49, 
but they have been completely neglected by most British writers on medals, and 
the following notes may, perhaps, assist collectors unfamiliar with the German 
language. 

ANHALT-BERNBURG. Campaign Medal. Bronze-gilt, 30 mm. Obv. The 
Anhalt bear and swords, and legend, furchte gott und befolge seine befehle 

(Fear God and obey His command). Rev. 1848-1849. Alexander carl, seiner 

braven kriegern fur unerschutterliche treue {To kis worthy troops, for imper¬ 
turbable loyalty). Ribbon, with green side stripes and narrow green centre stripe. 

BADEN. Field Service Decoration. As described under the awards for the 
Napoleonic Wars (q.v.), but with clasp dated 1848 or 1849. 

Commemorative Medal. A3, 31 mm. Obv. Leopold grossherzog von baden, 

dem tapfern befreiungsheer, 1849 {To the brave Liberation Army). Rev. A sword. 
The ribbon is that of the Order of Loyalty, but in medal width—yellow, with 
narrow silver thread side stripes. 

BAVARIA. Campaign Cross, 1849. A, 36 mm. Obv. The Bavarian lion on 
a lozengy ground. Rev. 1849. Ribbon, red, with narrow green edges. 

Medal for the Pfalz Rebellion, 1849. A, 31 mm. Obv. Head of King Maxi¬ 
milian II, with titles. Rev. in treue fest, 1849 (Firm in loyalty). Ribbon as 
previous. 
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BRUNSWICK. Commemorative Medal, 1848-49. FL, 33 mm. Obv. Crowned 
w in a wreath. Rev. Beneath a star, schleswig-holstein, 1848-1849. Ribbon, 
equal stripes of light blue, yellow, light blue, with very narrow yellow edges. 

FRANKFURT-AM-MAIN. Decoration for the Line Battalion, 1848-49, FL 
Cross, 33 mm. Obv. Eagle and dates, 1848-1849, in a wreath. Rev. fur treuen 

dienst im kriege (For faithful service in the war). Ribbon, white, with red side 
stripes. 

HAMBURG. Decoration for the Militia, 1848. Cast Iron, 42 mm. Obv. B.M. 
(.Biirgermilitdr, or civilian militia), gott mit uns (God with us); also two Hanseatic 
crosses and the date, 1848, d.3 Nov. Rev. The recipient’s number. Ribbon, 
half red, half white. 

HESSE-HOMBURG. Field Service Decoration. FL, 30 mm. Issued to 203 
men of the Jager Coy. Obv. Crowned f in a wreath, and gestiftet am 4 juni 

1850 (Instituted on 4 June 1850). Rev. fur treuen dienst im kriege, in a wreath. 
Ribbon, nine equal stripes, 5 red, 4 white. 

MECKLENBURG-SCHWERIN. Cross for Military Merit, 1848-49. 2E (gun 
metal), 41 mm. Obv. Cypher, f.f., and the appropriate date, 1848 or 1849. 
Rev. fur auszeichnung im kriege (For distinction in war). Ribbon, pale blue, 
with yellow and red edges (members of the Medical Service received it with a carmine 
ribbon with pale blue and yellow edges. 

Commemorative Medal for 1848-49. iE, 29 mm. Identical to that issued for 
1808-15 (q.v.), except that the date, 1848, replaces 1841. Same ribbon as the 
earlier medal. 

NASSAU. Medal for Bravery, 1849. (Campaign in Baden). Similar to the 
medal instituted for the Napoleonic Wars (q.v.), but obv. has the head of Adolph, 
Duke of Nassau. Ribbon, as for the Netherlands Military Order of William— 
orange-yellow, with Nassau blue side stripes. 

Medal for Eckernforde, 1849. iR, 30 mm. Awarded to 127 members of the 
artillery. Obv. Head of Duke Adolph, with titles. Rev. A frigate, and meinen 

tapfern kanonieren (To my brave gunners), eckernforde, 5 April 1849. Ribbon, 
plain Nassau blue. The recipients were also given an iron medallion, 42 mm., 
by the girls of Eckernforde, made from the Danish warship, Christian VIII, showing 
the action in which that ship was destroyed and the frigate, Gefion, captured. 

PRUSSIA. (It will be noted that the Iron Cross was not revived for the War 
with Denmark). 

Hohenzollern Medal, 1848-49. FL, 30 mm. For Combatants: Obv. Cross 
of the House Order of Hohenzollern. Rev. friedrich wilhelm iv, seinen bis 

IN DEN TOD getreuen kriegern, 1848-1849. (To his troops, faithful unto death). 
Ribbon, wThite, with black side stripes and narrower black centre stripe. 

For non-combatants the medal is similar (with the same ribbon), but with only 
the royal title and dates on the rev. 

REUSS. Cross for Eckernforde, 1849. iE, 36 mm., with rays between the arms. 
Obv. The royal cypher, f.h.r., and eckernforde, with an anchor. Rev. f.h.r., 

and the date, 5 April 1849, within a laurel wreath. Ribbon, yellow, with black 
side stripes and narrow red edges. 
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SAXONY. Commemorative Cross, 1849. AL, 36 mm. For combatants the ends 
ot the arms of the cross are straight, while for non-combatants they are curved. 
Obv. The crowned cypher, a.r., in a wreath. Rev. 1849 in a wreath. Ribbon, 
for combatants, yellow, with wide (inner) and narrow (outer) pale blue side stripes; 
for non-combatants the colours are reversed. 

S A XE - CO B L R G-GOTHA. Cross for Eckernforde, 1849. 36 mm., in silvered 
bronze for officers, and in bronze for “ other ranks.” Obv. A crowned e, and 
eckernforde, with an anchor. Rev. A crowned e, and the date, d. 5 April 1849, 
in a wreath. Ribbon, black, with adjacent orange and green side stripes. 

SAXE-ALTENBURG. Medal for the Campaign in Schleswig, 1849. Bronze- 
gilt, 30 mm. Obv. A ducal crown above the cypher, a double E. Rev. 1849, in 
a wreath. Ribbon, green, with narrow white side stripes. 

SCHAUMBURG-LIPPE. Cross for 1849. Ai, 36 mm. Obv. Within a 
wreath, a.g. seinen tapfern und getreuen kriegern (Adolph Georg, to his brave 
and loyal troops). Rev. 1849 in a wreath. Ribbon, blue, with red side stripes 
and a narrower red centre stripe. 

SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN. Commemorative Cross for 1848-49. Struck in 
iron from the guns of the Danish worship, Christian VIII, 29 mm. Obv. The 
arms of the state, and the date, 1849. Rev. Plain. Ribbon, red, white, blue, in 
equal thirds. 

Commemorative Decoration for Military Bands, 1848-49. An oval medal, struck 
in iron, 45x30 mm. Obv. A lyre in an oak wreath; above, two clasped hands in 
a nimbus. Ribbon as previous. 

WALDECK. Campaign Medal, 1849. Aa, 30 mm. Obv. The cypher, G.v., 
in a wreath. Rev. Within a wreath, a vertical sword with the figures, 18 - 49, 
on either side. Ribbon, red, with gold and black edges. 

WURTTEMBURG. Medal for the 1849 Campaign. AL, 30 mm. Obv. As 
for the 1793-1815 Campaigns (q.v.), but the w is thinner. Rev. As for the 1793- 
1815, but fur treuen dienst in einem feldzuge, 1849. Ribbon, dark red, with 

three black stripes. 

BOOK NEWS AND VIEWS. 
The last twelve months have seen more new numismatic publications and reprints than 

any other similar period that I can remember. This boom in books accurately reflects the 
greatly increased number of interested coin buyers during the year and only goes to substantiate 
the old saying that the greatest enjoyment of one’s coins lies in being able to find out all there 
is to know about them. 

Apart from our own series of Seaby’s Numismatic Publications we have offered our 
readers some thirty or more new books, ranging over the Greek and Roman series, European 
coins. Communion Tokens, War Medals and Decorations, etc. This is apart from the 
reprinting of the British Museum Catalogue of Greek coins in twenty nine volumes which 
was completed in August. (The set is now available at £225 or individual volumes at £9 5s. 
Prices include carriage). 

Our own publications department have also been extremely busy. In March we reprinted 
A Dictionary of Roman Coins by Seth W. Stevenson, and during the year we prepared for 
the publication of our 1966 Standard Catalogue, now greatly improved by giving values for 
each date from 1816 to 1965. The last section is available separately under the title British 
Coins, 1816-1965. 

Our new Concise Catalogue of British Coins should prove popular to those who desire 
a moderately priced, well illustrated general guide. 
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What of 1966 ? Our next publication will be a greatly improved and enlarged Greek 
Coins and their Values, and will be a cloth bound edition at 30/-. This should be ready before 
Easter. We hope shortly to have copies of Gold Coins of the World, by Robert Friedberg. 
This new edition has been long awaited and with the additional interest in gold these days 
this new book is going to be much in demand. 

A recent reprint which we are now able to offer is Atlas de Mommies Gauloises, by Henri 
de la Tour (originally published in 1892). This consists of 45 plates, 13x9] inches with 
10 pages of explanations, an alphabetical index and a map showing the disposition of 
the Celtic Tribes during the first century b.c. 

Although modern research has shed new light on some of the attributions this is still 
a most useful book and no student of Celtic coins should be without a copy. Price £5+2/6 
postage and packing. 

Another recent arrival from America is the revised and enlarged fourth edition of Coins 
in China's History, by Arthur Braddon Coole. There are two additional maps, one of the 
Ching dynasty and one of the mints of Sinkiang. Six new charts show the variations of 
the mint' marks of the Ching dynasty. There is also considerable improvement in some of 
the illustrations. There are now 189 pages (40 more than the last edition) and the work is 

I lavishly illustrated. Despite all the improvements the price remains the same at 65/—h3/6 
postage and packing. 

It is expected that 1966 will see the reprinting of Forrer’s Keltische Numismatic. Although 
this, like “ de la Tour,” may be considered obsolete in some respects these standard works 
are still of inestimable importance to students. 

A second volume containing some of the fruits of modern research into Celtic numismatics 
by leading experts will be available as a companion volume, and will thus be ol great value 
to the archaeologist as well as to the numismatist. 

Turning from new books to second hand books. We hope to be able to list in our Bulletin 
for February or March a number of books principally on Musulman and Oriental numismatics 
from the library of Paul Balog. 

Due to a shortage of useful second hand books only two lists appeared during 1965. We 
hope to do rather better this year!—P.F.P. 

f 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, FROM THE PRESS, ETC. 
Pseudo Coins. (1) Congratulations on your interesting and most timely article “ The 

Day of the Pseudo Coin.” This will be read and appreciated by many collectors who should 
also benefit by your warning ... J. French. 

(2) Congratulations to Mr. P. J. Seaby on his recent article in your last Bulletin. As 
I pride myself on being a numismatist, I feel that his hard hitting comments have not come 

a moment too soon ... H. D. Johnson. 
(3) Three cheers for P. J. Seaby and his editorial “ The Day of the Pseudo Coin ! 

It took courage to speak out against these frauds, and even to name names • • • But Mr. 
Seabv said what he knew had to be said. May his words echo through every coin club meeting, 
bourse-show and association Convention in the U.S. and all over the numismatic world . . . 

Herbert C. Bardes, New York. 

Crime Report. (1) Anglo-Saxon silver coins stolen from the Prittlewell Priory 
Museum, Southend, in November, were recovered when they were offered recently to a 

London coin dealer. 
(2) During the night [of 21st Nov.] the Societe Jersiaise Museum in Pier Road was 

broken into and some 250 Armorican coins, valuable only as collector’s pieces, together with 
some Queen Victoria, King Edward and King George crown pieces, about seven in all, and 
some Roman and French coins were stolen from the historical room. 

The museum was entered by way of some scaffolding erected at the side of the building 
in Caledonia Place and the intruders got into the Barreau Art Gallery through a window, 
n the historical room they forced open a display case w.th a screw-driver The Armoncan 

-oins dating back to A.D. 40 [ ?] were taken from display cards, from a bowl whtch contained 
ldumber of them that had just been cleaned, while others were in the state in which they 
were found at La Marquanderie, St. Brelade in 1935. 

’ Anyone being offered any of these coins or able to give information leading to their recovery 
is asked to set in touch with the C.I.D. (telephone Central 25511), Jersey .-From Jersey Evemng 

Post, November 22nd, 1965. 
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(3) In July a consignment of 21 coins, consisting mainly of Jewish Shekels and half 
shekels, were sent by air from Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio, to the British Museum, 
London, for examination by neutron bombardment to get information regarding their metallic 
content. After arrival at London Airport the consignment somehow mysteriously disappeared. 
Photographs of those coins of which a photographic record were made have been forwarded 
to London Airport police, the British Museum and B. A. Seaby Ltd.—Charles Colbert, 
Assistant to the Dean of Faculty for Sponsored Research, Antioch College. 

Aminus Silver Coin From Folkestone. A coin found by Nicholas Knight at Caesar’s 
Camp, Folkestone, may well provide a missing link in local history. Nicholas, a pupil at 
Mundella county primary school, was on a nature ramble with the fourth form, led by their 
master, Mr. E. Palmer. He and his sister took it to the Folkestone Museum, where it was 
identified as a silver coin minted about A.D. 15. It is attributed to Amminus, part of whose 
name it bears, chieftain of the Cantii tribe. 

On the obverse there is a plant or tree with seven buds or berries. On the other side 
the letters dvn appear beneath a pegasus. 

The Cantii tribe lived in an area closely corresponding to modern Kent. The principal 
areas of habitation were on the coastal strip either side of the Medway and on belts of hills 
further inland. Caesar considered it the most civilised part of the country, and thought 
the inhabitants came from Gaul. All that is known of Amminus is that he probably ruled 
in Kent, but until more of his coins are found his connection with the Cantii tribe must remain 
in doubt. 

Caesar’s Camp has been known by this name for only the last 100 years or so. Its correct 
name is Castle Hill, and it is known to have been a Norman earthwork. Minor excavations 
were made in the late 19th century, when some evidence of Roman occupation was found. 
—Folkestone Herald, November 20th, 1965. 

NUMISMATIC SOCIETIES. 
Roy. Num. Soc. At the October meeting Mr. G. C. 

Boon exhibited coins from a hoardj of about 320 bar¬ 
barous radiates found during the Ministry of Public 
Building and Works excavations at Coygan Camp, 
Laugharne, Carmarthenshire, in 1964. The deposit was 
divisible into relatively large and small specimens: 
among the latter there were about a dozen from the 
same dies in the name of Probus and about ten more, 
also from the same dies, with the head, probably of 
Carus. Large copies in a half-melted condition, and a 
portion of crucible, suggested that the hoard was 
related to counterfeiting activities on the spot, and large 
copies being melted down (about a.d. 282 ?) to make 
minims. A full study of the hoard and its implications 
is in preparation. . .. . 

Dr. Kraay exhibited some staters ol Melos as 
illustrations of the paper which he read on “ The Melos 
Hoard of 1907 reconsidered.” The paper will be 
published in the Numismatic Chronicle, 1965. 

Bath and Bristol Num. Soc. (Bristol Section). At 
the October meeting in Bristol members had the 
opportunity of viewing the Rovce Collection of Cotswold 
Antiquities' which has been acquired on loan by the 
City Museum. Mr. L. V. Grinsell, Curator of 
Archaeology, gave a resume of the collection which was 
accumulated by the Rev. Royce of Lower Swell during 
the mid eighteen-hundreds, and consists of items 
discovered in the Cotswrolds or having Cotswold 
associations. Present and former members of the staff 
of Bristol Museum have contributed to the cataloguing 
of the collection which contains several subjects of 
numismatic importance. 

The earliest numismatic items on display are five 
Iron-Age currency bars from a total of some 140 
excavated at Salmonsbury Camp near Bourton-on-the- 
Water, also a pair of Ancient British silver coins, area 
30-50 a.d., of the Dobunni, who inhabited this region. 
Examples of holed Roman coins worn as ornaments in 
the Saxon period are included together with a small 
selection of pre-Norman silver pennies. The latter 
originate from as far afield as Canterbury (Coenwulf 
796-822 a.d.) and N.W. England (Aethelstan 924- 
939 a.d.) illustrating the flow of currency through the 
country. An item of comparatively local origin is the 
possibly unique Warwick penny of Edward the 
Confessor. The numismatic items are completed by a 
comprehensive collection of the area s trade tokens. 

During the period of loan the Collection is on view 
to the public during normal opening hours of the 
Museum. 

The remainder of the meeting was given to short 
papers and displays presented by some half dozen 
members of the Society. Mr. & Mrs. Bagnall exhibited 
some really choice specimens covering the whole period 
of numismatic art from the glories of Greece to the 
master engraving of Wyon. They also showed specimens 
of a local numismatic poser, namely the 16th century 
Bristol farthings struck in lead on a square blank. 
These carry the City Arms and inscription CB (for 
Civitas Bristol) but their dates antedate the granting of 
City status. Grinsell inclines to the view that these 
coins are probably genuine and may have been the 
subject of an engraving error. 

Mr. J. Hancock gave a further demonstration of the 
techniques of colour photography as applied to the 
illustration of numismatic specimens, with particular 
emphasis on choice of backgrounds. Visitors to the 
1964 Numismatic Congress at Bristol will no doubt 
remember the superb set of colour slides which Mr. 
Hancock produced for this occasion. 

Two short papers were presented by Messrs. I. P. 
Layne and Neil Beaton. The former commented on the 
recent decree of the Republican Government in the 
Yemen which seeks to suppress the Maria Theresa 
Dollar as basic unit of currency in that country. He 
traced the 250 years relationship which the Theresa 
Dollar has had with that country and drew a comparison 
with the attempts at suppression during the Turkish 
rule (1872-1918). This was thwarted both by tradition 
and by the extremely tenuous administration away 
from the main towns, a situation which still pertains. 
A further parallel is that in both instances the deposed 
Imam has been able to maintain a strong resistance 
movement in the hinterland. The speaker displayed an 
overstruck example of the Maria Theresa Dollar struck 
in the later years of the Imam Ahmed’s reign for pay¬ 
ment of his household. 

Mr. Beaton gave a masterly summary of five centuries 
of coin design, very effectively illustrated with a 
minimum of specimens. His Henry VII Half-Angel 
represented a fine example of Renaissance style; the neo¬ 
classical period of design was represented by a guinea 
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of Queen Anne, whilst, a modern 5 franc gold piece of 
Katanga was a typical example of the purely functional 
modern trend. 

Mr. J. Shum-Cox, Chairman for the evening, 
rounded off the programme with a display of three 
further medals from his collection. Of particular 
historical interest was the square obsidional Double 
Taler of Salzburg, minted in 1593 by Wolf Dietrich von 
Raitenau to pay three regiments enrolled in the campaign 
against the Turks (ref. Plate 59 Seaby’s Bulletin 1963). 

The medallic art of Dassier was epitomised by an 
exceptionally fine medal struck in 1752 in honour of 
Baron Montesquieu of Bordeaux. Mr. Shum-Cox left 
his audience with a final local poser, a large silver medal 
with loop, undated but with a design indicative of the 
mid or late nineteenth century. The obverse showed an 
outdoor scene showing a student at work, surrounded 
by emblems of science, learning and the arts, with an 
early type of railway train and arched viaduct in the 
background (a possible allusion to a feature of the 
district mentioned on the reverse.) The reverse has a 
Latin inscription surrounded by the words. Educational 
Institute, Redlands (an incorrect plural), Bristol. So far 
the owner has been unable to throw any light on the 
origin of this medal or to identify the Institute 
mentioned. 

MEETINGS AT BATH—1966 
Jan. 7th T. R. Hardaker, Esq., b.a.—“ Knowing 

and buying Indian Coins.” 
Feb. 4th Numismatic Quiz. Bath v. Bristol. 

Annual Competition for the F. J. Jeffery 
Trophy. Conducted by F. J. Jeffery, 
Esq., F.R.N.S. 

Mar. 4th Sixteenth Annual Auction. 
Part II—General Coins (7.0 p.m.). 

April 1st H. W. A. Linecar, Esq., f.r.s.a., f.r.a.s., 
f.r.n.s.—“ Curious Currency.” 

May 6th Wyndham S. Boundy, Esq., f.r.n.s.— 
“ Economics of Coinage through the 
Ages.” 

May 21st Visit to Devizes Museum to view the 
Museum coin collection. Meet outside the 
.Museum at 11.0 a.m. (Saturday). 

Bath meetings are held at the City of Bath Technical 
College, Room 53, Lower Borough Walls, Bath, on 
Fridays at 7.15 p.m. (unless otherwise stated). 

MEETINGS AT BRISTOL—1966 

Jan. 27th 

Feb. 24th 

Mar. 4th 

Esq., B.A.—“ Victorian 
J. M. Pullan, Esq.— 

Mediaeval Reckoning 

J. Cooper, 
Coinage ” and 
“ Roman and 
Counters.” 
G. C. Boon, Esq., b.a., f.s.a., f.r.n.s.— 
“ Imitations of Roman Coins in Britain.” 

Auction. Part II. 

f.r.n.s.—“ Maundy 

Esq., F.S.A., 
of Coin 

F.M.A., 
Hoards 

Sixteenth Annual 
(at Bath), (7.0 p.m.). 

Mar. 24th F. J. Jeffery, Esq. 
Money.” 

Aptil 28th L. V. Grinsell, 
f.r.n.s.—“ The Deposits 
in Burial Mounds.” 

Bristol meetings are held in the Schools Lecture 
Room at the City Museum, Queens Road, Bristol, 8, on 
Thursday at 7.15 p.m. (unless otherwise stated). 

Birmingham Medal Soc. On Saturday, 16th Octo¬ 
ber, 1965, a joint meeting took place at the Imperial Hotel, 
Birmingham, with the Orders and Medals Research 
Society of London. There were 27 members of the 
two societies present at the meeting which commenced 
with lunch at the hotel, and then a joint meeting in a 
room reserved for the occasion. This meeting took the 
form of short talks by many members on their own 
particular interests in medal collecting, which lasted for 
about an hour, then the remainder of the afternoon was 
devoted to viewing the many medals and other militaria 
put on display by the Birmingham Society, and a 
general talk amongst the members. This was the first 
time that the Birmingham Society had ventured outside 
their normal fortnightly meetings amongst their own 
members, and it was voted a great success by all piesent, 
with the hope that it may well become an annual event. 
Amongst the many and varied medals displayed by 
members of both societies, the following are worthy of 

note: three C.G.M. groups, one for the Somaliland 
campaign of 1901 to a Marine; the second with a China 
1900 Medal and bar “ Defence of Legations ” to a 
Leading Seaman; the third for the Zeebrugge raid in 
April 1918 together with a D.S.M. for submarine 
service again to a Leading Seaman (shown by J. Loffet). 
A pair consisting of Indian Mutiny bar Relief of 
Lucknow, and I.G.S. bar Bhootan to a Deputy Assistant 
Commissioner of Police, shown by M. Minton. A pair of 
medals, Canada G.S. with two bars, and N.W. Canada 
with bar to a Colonel of Artillery, shown by Mr. Harris 
(President of the O.M.R.S.). The Naval Engineers’ 
Medal and a Maida Medal in silver were shown by Mr. 
Denham. Also shown was a V.C. Group to a C.P.O. 
Prowse of Drake Battalion, who was awarded both the 
V.C. and the D.C.M. whilst serving in France, later 
being killed in action. 

Birmingham Num. Soc. Programmed for the 
Meeting at the “ Cambridge Inn,” on Wednesday, 
October 27th, was a slide-show dealing with the 
“ Coinage of Charles I ”—to be presented by Mr. 
Peter Selby. Due, however, to a projector fault it was 
necessary to postpone this until a later date, and for this 
evening Doreen Sherwood stepped into the breach with 
a fascinating account of “ British India.” This dealt, 
primarily, with the historical aspect of the British Regime 
in the Far East from the time that the first British ship 
set sail in 1601 until the proclamation of Independence 
but a few years ago. Mrs. Sherwood illustrated her talk 
with various historical prints, and relevant coins from 
her own collection. 

Details of the Society obtainable from the Hon. Sec. 
P. J. Leighton, 17, Roughley Drive, Four Oaks, Sutton 
Coldfield, Warks. 

Cambridgeshire Num. Soc. .Although a sudden 
arrival of snow and ice prevented a number of members 
from attending the November meeting of the C.N.S., 
those who were present were afforded a most interesting 
and instructive evening by Miss M. M. Archibald, of the 
British Museum, who lectured on the “ Hartford 
Hoard.” The hoard consisted of 1,108 silver coins and 
was unearthed at Hartford, close to Huntingdon, in 
1964, and a party of members of the Huntingdon Local 
History Society managed to get through to Cambridge 
by coach to join with the C.N.S. for the occasion. 

The coins in the hoard wTere groats and half-groats 
from Edward III to Henry VII, and smaller numbers of 
pieces for the dukes of Burgundy, Scottish, Irish, and 
Portuguese were present. In dealing with the English 
coins, by far the greatest part of the hoard, Miss 
Archibald gave a numerical analysis by reigns, and in 
doing so, reference was made to pieces of importance 
and interest to numismatic study. Although a complete 
study of the hoard is not yet concluded. Miss Archibald 
told how the large number of Henry VII Canterbury 
half-groats had provided an excellent opportunity for 
a special study of this group, and how it had become 
evident that the broken letters so commonly found, were 
not deliberate mutilation of the punches for privy¬ 
marking purposes, but were caused by the normal wear 
and tear. Examples of the gradual breaking up of 
some of the letter punches were illustrated on two of the 
excellent slides which were used to accompany the 
lecture. 

The thanks of the meeting were offered to Miss 
Archibald for her lecture by the president of the C.N.S., 
Dr. C. H. Roads, who was in the chair, and by the 
Huntingdonshire County Archivist, Mr. P. G. M. 
Dickinson, who had dealt with the initial cleaning of the 
coins when found and for presentation at the inquest. 
An exhibition of a run of the English coins covered by the 
period of the hoard was provided by a member of the 
society. 

Derbyshire Num. Soc. The paper at the 
November meeting, by the President, Mr. D. Sherwin, 
was the second the Society had heard on the coinage of 
Imperial Rome. It covered the Emperors from Nero 
to Marcus Aurelius and drew from the Roman authors 
for the characters and activities of these rulers. Details 
of the denominations, metals, designs, quality and 
quantity of the issues were discussed. Emphasis was 
laid on the use of coinage as an important medium of 
propaganda, although legends proclaiming Peace or 
Victory were sometimes hopes far removed from the 
actual state of affairs. Several members contributed 
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to a supporting exhibition of coins of this period, Mr. 
Sherwin himself displaying many specimens, including 
a number of well struck sestertii in a beatiful condition. 

Huddersfield Num. Soc. The twenty-eight 
members and visitors who attended this informal 
meeting, held on November 1st, were invited by Mr. 
Speight, the President, to exhibit and talk about their 
unusual coins and medals. 

Primitive currencies proved popular and particularly 
the exhibits of Mr. Adams, comprising Manillas, Cowrie 
shells and a Katanga Cross. The Manilla is merely 
one form in which a length of metal can be conveniently 
shaped for trading purposes and all sizes are to be found 
from the impressive King Manillas, which were 
commonly worth the price of a slave in the days of the 
slave trade, to tiny ones weighing only a few ounces. 

Cowrie shells have been used in Siam from time 
immemorial as currency with the rate of exchange 
fluctuating from between 200 to 1600 to the Ferang. 
During the reign of King Mongkut of the Bangkok 
dynasty (1851-68) the value was fixed at 800 to the 
Furang; in large payments they were not counted but 
measured in plaited baskets or coconut shells. Siamese 
history records a shortage of cowries in 1744 and small 
red clay seals, called prakab, were stamped with various 
designs and issued as substitutes. 

Katanga crosses were made in the Congo in the 
Katanga region and measured around 9 inches across, 
being some two pounds in weight. The value was 
variable; in Kasai in 1910 one cross would buy five 
fowls, six axes or two lengths of cloth. The crosses 
were valued by natives mainly for the sake of the copper 
which could be made into weapons, tools and ornaments; 
unlike other currencies they were never refused, for 
although cattle may die, cloth will rot, copper will 
remain intact. 

Mr Wood exhibited a series of emergency pieces from 
the reign of George III. The scarcity of silver was 
acute during this period in England, but Spain, on the 
other hand was mining large quantities from her 
American Colonies and turning these into pieces of 
eight. Considerable quantities of these were captured 
by English ships on the high seas and were counter- 
stamped with the head of George III in an oval in order 
to make their circulation legal. 

Mr. Farrer exhibited the modern version of the first 
American decoration to be awarded for conspicious 
military service; namely the Purple Heart. It was 
Instituted by George Washington and was originally 
not a medal in the strictest sense of the word but a 
representation of a heart in purple cloth or silk edges 
with narrow lace. 

Another interesting medal shown by Mr. Oates was 
one commemorating the opening of Stephenson’s 
viaduct over the Sankey Canal Valley for the Liverpool 
and Manchester railway in 1830. 

Num. Soc. of Ireland: Northern Branch. At 
the meeting held in the Ulster Museum on 10th 
September, Mr. D. W. Dykes, Deputy Registrar of the 
University College of Swansea, read an important 
paper entitled “ The Anglo-Irish Coinage of the 
Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries.” 

The speaker opened his talk by emphasising the 
intermittent nature of Anglo-Irish Coinage in the middle 
ages and indicated the documentary and numismatic 
proof for none being struck between, at the very latest, 
1215 and 1251. He showed from hoard evidence how 
during this period Ireland was completely dependent 
upon some Anglo-Irish coinage of John and a great 
deal of Short Cross English. The Anglo-Irish Coinage 
of Henry III began nearly four years after its English 
counterpart and lasted only some two years. Not 
struck in great quantities, it was produced in the Dublin 
Castle Mint under two moneyers, davi and ricard, 
who are probably to be identified with the London 
moneyers, David of Enfield and Richard Bonaventure. 
Exchanges for the distribution of the new coinage were 
established in Limerick and Carrickfergus. 

After the closure of the Dublin Mint and the recall 
of its Warden, Roger de Haverhull, to England in 1254 
there was again a complete gap in coining until 1276 
when it would seem that for three years a new Long 
Cross Coinage in the name of Henry III was struck for 
his son Edward I. This coinage is now' known from 

only five coins and while similar to the 1251-54 coinage 
is marked by a more realistic rendering of the King’s 
head and, on certain coins, by the introduction of 
Lombardic ‘ U’’s. Only one moneyer appears to 
have been responsible for this coinage struck at Dublin— 
ricard, known from the documents as Richard Olof 
(or Olave). 

Olof’s coinage was short-lived because in 1279 the 
great recoinage took place and the first of the Edwardian 
Sterling coins appeared. Mr. Dykes attempted to 
place the various types of the Anglo-Irish Sterling 
coinage in their logical sequence. His arguments, he 
explained, were based largely on documentary evidence 
but he had been gratified to find that work done quite 
independently by his friends, Mr. Stuart Lane, on the 
coins themselves, and Mr. Michael Dolley, on the 
hoard evidence, seemed to be leading to the same 
conclusions. The earliest Edwardian coins were those 
with three pellets on the King’s breast and the earliest 
Mint, Dublin, joined in 1281 bv Waterford. The three 
pellet types ran until 1284 (Allen classes B & C—Dublin 
only; Allen C. D, E and F—Dublin and Waterford). 
The speaker considered 1284-85 as the period of issue 
of the Dublin and Waterford types with a rose on the 
King’s breast (Allen class G).* There was then a break 
of ten years until the type with pellets in the angles of 
the triangle appeared at Dublin and Cork. The final 
Edward I types were those with a single pellet on the 
King’s breast which were to be associated with the 
recoinagc of 1300-1302 (Allen classes H and A). 

Mr. Dykes referred to a document, misdated to 1304 
by Simon and ether numismatic authorities, and showed 
that again between 1302 and 1339-40 there was no 
Anglo-Irish coinage. In the latter years, Edward III 
issued at Dublin a coinage, now known only from the 
unique “ star ” halfpenny in the Ulster Museum, which 
was first identified by Raymond Carlyon-Britton. 

The speaker emphasised that the number of extan 
Anglo-Irish sterlings, and indeed the number actually 
struck, was lower than is generally thought. The 
coinages, too, were not struck for circulation in Ireland 
but rather for the King’s broader needs—a point well 
brought out by both hoard and documentary evidence. 
It was significant that in nearly all cases the high points 
of Anglo-Irish coin production in the reigns of Henry III 
and Edward I coincided with military excursions and the 
campaigns in France, Wales and Scotland. 

An interesting discussion followed in which Mr. 
Wilfred Seaby, Mr. Michael Dolley and Dr. T. S. Agnew 
took part. Mr. Dolley referred in particular to the 
valuable evidence provided by the hoards of the period, 
the bearing which the statistical evidence of the 
quantities of existing coins could have on actual 
quantities produced and some political reasons for the 
closure of the Waterford Mint and the brief flowering 
of the Cork Mint in 1295. A vote of thanks was 
accorded to the speaker by the Chairman for the valuable 
contribution which Mr. Dykes had made to Irish 
medieval numismatics. 

* Mr. Michael Dolley would place this issue to 
1294-95. 

London Num. Club. At the July meeting Dr. 
J. C. Malcolm spoke on the coinage of British Africa. 
He began with a survey of the history of South Africa, 
by far the most important of the territories in that 
Continent which have at one time or another formed 
part of the British Empire. Originally a Dutch trading 
post, this territory had for a long time no coinage of its 
own but met its commercial requirements with coins 
from Holland (rix-dalcrs, guilders and stuivers), India, 
Portugal and other foreign states. By the time of the 
first British settlement in 1795, however, these had 
given place to an almost universal paper circulation. 
Various attempts were made to eliminate this but with¬ 
out much success. The introduction of the British 
copper pennies of the 1797 issue had some success but 
when the Dutch took over again in 1802 these were 
replaced by guilders and stuivers. The paper currency 
persisted until the ’40s by which time British coins had 
at last come into general use, although the shortage of 
small change led to a certain number of tokens being 
produced. An outline of the coinage of the South 
African Republic followed. This started in 1868/73 
and although based on British standards was struck in 
Berlin: it included the famous ponds. As a result of 
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the Boer War there was a twenty-year break in the 
South African coinage and it was not until 1923 that 
issues were back to normal. These were on the British 
standard and continued until 1961 when decimalisation 
took place. All these issues, as well as those of the 
contiguous territories of the Hottentots (Grique Land) 
and the Orange Free State were described in detail. 
Dr. Malcolm then went on to detail the history of the 
coinages of the other British colonies in Africa, Rhodesia, 
East and West Africa, the Gold Coast, Nigeria and 
finally the islands of Mauritius and St. Helena. The 
lecture was illustrated with a fine selection of specimens 
from the speaker’s collection. The exhibition theme of 
the evening was “ edge inscriptions ” and this produced 
some interesting pieces both British and European. 

Reading Coin Club. Traditionally foggy weather 
welcomed our first “ home ” meeting of the autumn on 
6th October, but apparently without deterring 65% of 
the members who were able to browse through a large 
selection of numismatic books on display. 

The principal speaker of the evening was Mr. Peter 
Seaby who had chosen as his subject “ British Gold 
Coins of the Last Two Centuries.” Aided by a type 
collection of these coins, Mr. Seaby led us easily through 
the financial history of this period, showing the tre¬ 
mendous variation in the number of gold coins minted 
each year and the reasons for the changes. An 
interesting sideline was the subject of forgeries and the 
fact that these coins were often of correct fineness and 
weight but were still worth making was due to the 
scarcity of genuine sovereigns. 

This seems to have been the direct cause of the issue 
of gold coins during the last few years and in one way, 
perhaps, we should be grateful for the forgers. With¬ 
out them it is doubtful if we should have ever seen 
sovereigns bearing the head of Queen Elizabeth II and 
should have been unable to add this most attractive coin 
to our cabinets. 

Swindon & Dist. Num. Soc. Report of meeting 
held on Monday, 8th October, 1965, the Speaker for the 
evening was Mr. P. M. Finch, of Oxford Numismatic 
Society', who treated the members to a most enlightening 
talk on Roman Imperial Coinage. He illustrated his 
talk with coins from his own collection. Mr. Finch 
told us of the first Emperor to have his own head 
portrayed on a coin during his own lifetime, and how 
the coins were used to tell a story to the people of the 
Roman world of a new victory. He outlines his talk 
with many stories of the personal lives of the Emperors. 
Mr. Finch was warmly thanked by the President and 
members. 

Full details can be obtained of future meetings from 
the Hon. Sec., Mr. Roy S. Stevens, 5 Farleigh Crescent, 
Swindon, Wilts. 

Wessex Num. Soc. At the Meeting held in 
November at Bournemouth “ The Royal Aiaundy ” was 
the subject for a talk by F. J. Jeffery', who has been a 
keen student and collector of this series of coins for 
many years. Mentioning that this ceremony has its 
origin in Biblical times, when Jesus washed the feet of 
his disciples, it was stated that the giving of Maundy 
“ presents ” in the shape of food, clothing and small 
amounts of silver coins, dates back in this country to the 

12th century. Likewise, it was interesting to learn 
that similar ceremonies had taken place in the past in 
other European countries. This service which takes 
place on the Thursday before Good Friday each year, 
is attended by the Queen, who personally distributes the 
gifts, now in the shape of small silver pence of denomi¬ 
nations of 4d, 3d, 2d and Id, these are, in fact, our only 
truly silver coins minted to-day. 

Westminster Abbey has been the traditional seat where 
each year the same number of both men and women, of 
good standing and honest character, based upon the age 
of the monarch, take part in this time-honoured cere¬ 
mony. In 1966, the queen being 40, each participiant 
will receive 40 pence, made up of four complete maundy 
sets of coins, together with other gifts of money in lieu 
of the clothing and food that was once distributed. It 
is known that Elizabeth 1st gave her cloak, and in 
Victorian times rolls of cloth were provided. Charles 
II, upon his restoration did wash the feet of the poor, 
and James II was the last monarch to personally dis¬ 
tribute the gifts until in 1932 George V undertook to 
do so. In 1936 Edward VIII carried on this tradition, 
and it is interesting to note that the very first public 
appearance of each new monarch is at this service. 
Nowadays this ceremony takes place at various Cathedral 
cities outside of London, during this year it was held at 
Canterbury. 

We were able to see photographs taken inside the 
Cathedral this year showing the Queen distributing the 
Royal Alaundy, and the leather bags containing the coins 
were also on view, and sets of these coins dating back to 
Charles II. It was not generally known that until 1908 
anyone could purchase these coins through their bank, 
since that date however such pieces have been restricted 
to those who take part in this service. Although one 
would be foolish to attempt to spend any of these pieces, 
all are strictly legal tender, but a set of the four coins 
dated 1965 to-day sells to collectors for as much as 
£25.0.0. Mr. Jeffrey answered many questions on this 
subject, and was warmly thanked by the Chairman for 
his interesting display and talk on this subject. 

West Midland Num. Soc. 
Programme—1966 

J. Greaves—“ The Coinage under the 
Stuarts 1603-1713 ” 
P. J. Whitting, g.m., b.a. (Ex President of 

B.A.N.S.)—“ The Coinage of Heraclius.” 
“ Aspects of Numismatic Literature.” 
Talk in connection with National Library 
Week. 
Coin Auction of Member’s Duplicates. 
P. W. Selby—“ The Coinage of the Great 
Rebellion (1642-46). 
D. Parry—“ Williams and Their Coins.” 
Short Papers by Alembers. 
A.G.M. and Election of Officers. 
“ Modern Coinage.” Speaker to be 
arranged. 
Dr. B. Gough—“ Augustus—His Life and 

Coins.” 

Jan. 12th 

Feb. 9th 

Alar. 9th 

April 13th 
May 11th 

June 8th 
July 13th 
Sept. 14th 
Oct. 12th 

Nov. 9th 

Aleetings are held at the Dudley Library and 
commence at 7.30 p.m. Members are invited to bring 
coins with them for general interests and discussion at 
all meetings. 

CONDITIONS OF A COIN 

(i.e. grade of preservation) in order of merit. 

Proof = Specially struck coin with a mirror¬ 
like or matt surface. 

FDC = Perfect mint state. 
Unc. = Uncirculated. 
Almost FDC. 
Good EF. 
EF = Really beautiful, but not absolutely 

perfect. 
Nearly EF. 

Where two conditions are given with a line 
to the obverse and the second to the reverse. 

Good VF. 
VF = Slight wear or damage. 
Nearly VF. 
Good F. 
F = Worn but still distinct. 
Nearly F. 
Fair = Considerably worn or damaged. 
M = Mediocre; not a good piece. 
Poor = Indistinct. 

between them (such as EF/VF) the first applies 
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SEABY’S COIN AND MEDAL LIST 
A PRICE LIST OF ARTICLES Offered for Sale by 

B. A. SEABY, Ltd., 61-65 Gt. Portland Street, London, W.l 

Approval.—All coins and medals are sent out on approval and may be returned within 7 
days of arrival if not entirely satisfactory. Collectors unknown to us should send a cash 

deposit covering their order or give suitable trade references. 

Postage, insurance and packing charges. According to weight on books and heavy 
sendings (i.e. over 1 lb. inland or 8 oz. overseas) and on all sendings under £10 in value 
Minimum charge, 9d. inland, 2/6 British Commonwealth, 3/- elsewhere. 

N.B.—When ordering coins from this list please state numbers, brief description and price. 

As in most cases we have only one example of each number for sale and this may be 
sold when your order is received, please send alternative numbers or instruct us if 

we may send another piece somewhat like it if possible. 

N = gold 

ABBREVIATIONS 

7R = silver PC = copper or bronze 
O. or obv. — obverse R or rev. = reverse Mm. — mintmark 
r. = right 1. = left diad. = diademed 
laur. = laureate rad. = radiate dr. = draped 
R = rare RR = very rare RRR = extremely rare 
std. = seated stg. = standing emit. = countermark 
hd. - head mon. = monogram mm. = millimetres 

BOOKS OF REFERENCE most often used 

B.M.C. = British Museum Catalogues; £. = Babelon, Monnaies consulaires and various other 
works; C. = Cohen, Monnaies imperiales, 2nd Edn.; Af. or Af. & 5. = Mattingly and Sydenham, 
Roman Imperial Coinage; G. = Goodacre, Byzantine Coins’, M. = Mack, Coinage of Ancient 
Brit.’, 5. = Seaby’s Standard Cat. of British Coins; Br.~Brooke, English Coins; K.= 
Kenyon, Gold Coins of England; H. or Hks. — Hawkins, Silver Coins of England; E.S.C.— 
Seaby, English Silver Coinage from 1649; Af. = Montagu, Copper Coinage of England; B.= 
Burns, Coinage of Scotland; N. = Nelson, various works; A.— Atkins, British Colonial 
Coins; M.I. = Medallic History of England; S’.^. = Schulthess-Rechberg, Talcrcabinet; Rm. 
= Reimann, Sale Catalogues; W.R.— Wayte Raymond, Coins of the World, etc.; W.= 
Williamson, Tokens of the Seventeenth Century; D.H. = Dalton & Hamer —Token Coinage of 
the Eighteenth Century; P.M.C.= Punjab Museum Cat.; I.M.C.— Indian Aluseum Cat.; Y= 
Yeoman, Modern World Coins; F. = Friedberg, Gold Coins of the World; P. = Peck, English 
Copper, Tin and Bronze Coins. (Brit. Mus. Publication). 

GOLD 
ANCIENT. 

G1 GREEK, Macedon, Philip II, 359-336 
b.c., stater of Heracleum. Laur. head of 
Apollo r. R. Charioteer in biga r., crescent 
moon below; in ex., ‘MAinnoY. Af. 145. 
Plate 1 . . . . .. good VF £80 

G2 BYZANTINE, Constantine V, 741-775 
a.d., solidus. Diad. and dr. busts of Con¬ 
stantine and Leo IV, small cross above. R. 
Diad. and dr. bust of Leo III holding cross 
potent. G. 16; Ratto 1751. Plate 1 £36 

COINS. 
G3 Leo IV, 775-780, solidus. Leo and Con¬ 

stantine VI seated on double throne, small 
cross above. R. Busts of Leo III and 
Constantine V. G. 2; R. 1767. Plate 1 

some knocks on edge, otherzvise VF £30 

G4 Constantine VIII, 1025-28, broad 
nomisma. Facing bearded bust, holding 
mappa and labarum. R. Bust of Christ. 
G. 3; R. 1969. Plate 1 

nearly EF £37/10/- 
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G5 Andronicus II and Michael IX, 1293- 
1320, scyphate nomisma. Christ stg., 

crowning Andronicus and Michael, ic xc 
above. R. Virgin within city wails, stars 
above kn 

badly struck as usual, irregular flan £8 

G6 ETHIOPIA, Endybis, k. of Axum, c. 
250-275 a.d., Al quinarius (wt. 41.5 grs.). 
baliaeyc enaybic, bust r. in close fitting 
cap, within two ears of corn. R. Similar, 
but biciaaxy A5WMITW. Anzani \. Plate 1 

EF £130 

G7 Ousanas I, c. 300-310 a.d., A7 tremis (wt. 
25 grs.). ovcana baciagqc, crowned bust 
r. within two corn ears. R. bgp vxapic, 
capped bust within corn ears. Plate 1 

EF/nearly EF £140 

| G8 Anonymous, 4th cent, a.d., At tremis. 
OEOV evxapictia (Holy Eucharist), crowned 
bust with corn ears. R. OAPiACveNe 
DOUJA, capped bust within corn ears. A 
most interesting obverse inscription. Plate 1 

VF £175 

BRITISH. 
G9 Edward III, Treaty period (1361-69), 

noble of Calais. King in ship, holding sword 
and shield, no flag, x€D. R. Ornate cross, 
leopards in angles, c in centre. L.A.L. 1; 
5. 927. Plate 1 . . . . EF £200 

G10 — half noble of London. Similar, but e 
in centre of reverse. S. 924. Plate 1 

trace of mounting, F £14 

Gil Post Treaty period (1369-77), noble of 
London. As G9, but with French title and 
annulet over sail. R . e • in centre of cross, 
two pellets by spikes of lis at upper and 
lower end of cross. S. 936; L.A.L.—. 
Plate 1.EF £200 

G12 Richard II, 1377-99, noble of London. 
Small letters, ornate gs. Fleur-de-lis on 
rudder, slipped trefoil on forecastle. R. 
R in centre of cross. S'. 1070A. Plate 1 

RRRR, VF £450 

f G13 Henry VI, quarter noble of London. 
Annulet issue (1422-26). Royal arms in 
tressure, small lis above. R. Lis in centre 
of ornate cross fourchee. S. 1215 

good F £24 

G14 Edward IV, continental imitation of a 
London rose noble, mm. sun (both sides). 
King in ship, rose on side, banner at stern. 
R . Rose and radiant sun in centre of cross 
fourchee. Pierced through centre and 
countermarked with the arms of Riga (cross 
over crossed keys) for use in the Baltic. 
Thompson no. 3; B.N.J. XXV. Plate 1 

F £37/10/- 
G15 Second reign, 1471-83, angel ol London, 

mm. cross and pellet. St. Michael spearing 
dragon. R. Royal arms on ship, e and rose 
over shield. S. 1489 . . small crack 
in flan, a little irregular, good F £37/10/- 

G16 Henry VII, 1485-1509, angel, mm. 
pheon. Angel of new style. R. h and rose 
over shield. S'. 1582 

crack along inner circle, F £25 
G17 Elizabeth I, fine sovereign (of 30s.), 

mm. tun (1592-95). Queen enthroned, 
holding orb and sceptre, portcullis below. 
R. Royal arms on Tudor rose. S. 1906. 
Plate 2 

crack in flan belozu portcullis and pierced 
above crozvn, nearly VF /good VF £125 

G18 James I, second coinage, unite, mm. 
cinquefoil (1613-15). Fifth half-length 
bust r. with orb and sceptre. R. IR by 

^ crown. S. 1977 FI nearly VF £26/10/- 
G20 Third coinage, rose ryal of 30s., mm. spur 

rowel. King on throne with ornate back, 
portcullis at feet. R. xxx over royal arms 
on cross fourchee; lis, leopards and roses 
around. A. 1988. Plate 2 
has come virtually undamaged out of circular 
mount, good portrait, nearly EF, RR £450 

G21 — quarter laurel (=5s.), mm. trefoil 
(1624). Laur. bust 1., v behind. R. 
Crowned arms over cross. 5. 1995 

nearly VF/F £14 
G22 Charles I, crown, mm. cross calvary 

(1625-6). First bust 1. in ruff. R . Crowned 
garnished shield. 5. 2053. An extremely 
rare mark for this type (c.f. Lockett, lot 2228). 
Plate 1 VF/F but as struck £37/10/- 

G23 Commonwealth, unite, 1649. Arms of 
England in palm and laurel wreath. R. 
xx over arms of England and Ireland. The 
final two figures of the date appear to be 
struck over “ 50 ”! />. 2542. Ex Lord St. 
Oswald coll. 

a little creased, good F/VF £105 

TO COLLECTORS IN THE U.S.A. 

Re U.S. Executive Order 11037. 

We are finding that collectors in the States are having no difficulty in obtaining 
Licences for the importation of gold coins (with the exception of some common 
modern pieces). 

We will reserve any coins ordered, if still available, and will send an application 
form by air mail that clients should sign and forward to the U.S. Treasury Department. 
Coins will be despatched by us after clients have notified us of the licence number 
they have obtained. 
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G24 William and Mary, five guineas, 1692. 
Conjoined busts r. R. Crowned arms. 
5. 2687. Plate 2 .. .. VF £275 

G25 William III, five guineas, 1701. Laur. 
bust of fine style r. R. Lion of Orange in 
centre of four shields, sceptres in angles. 
5. 2720. Plate 2 toned, good EF £650 

G26 Guinea, 1695. First bust r. 5. 2722 
nearly F £20 

G27 George I, guinea, 1715. Third bust r- 
5. 2855 . F £22/10/- 

G28 Half guinea, 1718. First bust. 5. 2860 
EF £15 

G29 Quarter guinea, 1718. Only date. S.2863 
good F/VF £9 

G30 George II, guinea, 1733. Laur. young 
head 1., large letters on obv. S. 2900 

good F/VF £00 

G31 Half guinea, 1729, e.i.c. below head. 
S. 2908 . . nearly F, RRR £27/10/- 

G37 George III, guinea, 1792 .. [sold] 

G41 One-third guinea, 1798. First tvpe. 
S. 2965 . F £5/5/- 

G42 — 1800 . . . . VF £7/10/- 
G43 — 1802. Second type. S. 2966 

VF £8 
G44 — 1803 . . .. good F £6 

G45 — 1810. Third type. 5. 2967 VF £6 
G46 — 1811. An exceedingly rare date. 

Plate 2 . . . . .. . . [sold] 

G47 Sovereign, 1818. S. 2971 F £12/10/- 

G49 Half sovereign, 1817. S'. 2972 fair 40/- 

G52 George IV, sovereign, 1830. Second 
type. S. 3042 .VF £15 

G53 Half sovereign, 1824. Type 2. Laur. 
head 1. R. Crowned shield with flat top. 
S. 3044 . F £8 

G54 — 1827. Type 3. Bare head 1. S. 3045 
nearly VF £ 12/10/— 

G56 Victoria, young head coinage, sovereign, 
type 1, 1842. R. Crowned arms in wreath 

FI good F £7 
G57 - 1844 

G58 - 1845 
G59 - 1850 

G60 - 1852 

G61-1853 
G63 - 1855 
G64 — — 1856 

G65 - 1860 
G66 - 1861 

good F/VF £8 
.. good F/VF £8 

good F £12 

good F/VF £6/10/— 
nearly EF/EF £13 

good F/VF £6/10/— 
nearly VF/VF £8 

FI good F £5/10/— 

. . F/VF £5/10/- 
G67 — — 1862 good F/nearly VF £5/15/— 

G68 — — 1863 (without die number) 
nearly VF/VF £6/10/- 

G69 — — 1863, die no. 10 on rev. VF £8 
G70 — — 1864, die 16 

good F/VF £5/15/- 
G71 - 1865, die 15.. F/VF £7/10/- 
G72 - 1866, die 5 .. F/VF £5/10/- 

G73 
G74 

G75 

G76 

G78 

G79 

G80 

G83 

G85 
G86 
G87 

G88 
C89 

G90 

G91 
G92 

G93 

G95 

G96 
G98 

G99 
G100 
G101 
G102 
G103 
G104 

G105 

G106 
G107 

G108 

G109 

Gill 
G112 

G113 

G114 

G115 

G116 

G117 

G118 

G119 

G120 
G123 

G124 

G125 
G126 

G127 

G128 

G129 

G130 
G131 

VF £6/10/- 
FIgood F £6/10/- 

— R. 

1866, die 18 
1868, die 3 

1869, die 46 
VF Igood VF £7/10/- 

1870, die 96 nearly VF/VF £7 

1872, die 105 
VF I nearly EF £6/10/- 

1872M .. .. VF £10 

1873, die 9 
nearly VF/nearly EF £11/10/— 

St. George, 1876 nearly EF £8 

— 1878M .. .. VF 90/- 
— 1879M .. .. VF 90/- 

— 1884 .. . . good VF £8 
— 1886M nearly EF £6/10/— 

— 1887S VF/nearly EF £6/5/- 

half sovereign, 1870, die 38 
VF 75/- 

— 1878, die 162 good VF 75/— 

— 1884 .VF 62/6 

Jubilee coinage, five pounds, 1887 
good EF £130 

— sovereign, 1887 .. VF £6 
- 1887M .. EF £7 
- 1888 .. .. VF £6 
- 1888M nearly EF £5/10/- 
- 1889.. .. good F/VF 97/6 

- 1889M .. VF 92/6 
- 1889S nearly EF £6/5/— 

- 1890.. .. EF £12 

- 1890M good VF £5/5/- 

- 1891.. nearly EF £9 

-1891M VF/nearly EF £5 

- 1892.. VF/nearly EF £6/15/- 

- 1892M nearly EF £5/10/— 

- 1893M VF /good VF 95/- 
— half sovereign, 1892 .. VF 551- 
Old head coinage, two pounds, 1893 

good EF £62/10/- 
— sovereign, 1893 . . VF £7 

- 1893S goodW F £5/10/- 
- 1894.. good VF £6 

- 1894M nearly EF £5/5/- 
- 1894S 

good VF/nearly EF £5/10/- 

- 1895.. .. VF 951- 
- 1895M good VF 90/- 
- 1896.. good VF £5/10/— 
- 1898.. .. VF 95/- 
- 1898M nearly EF £5/5/— 

- 1899.. . . VF 90/- 

- 1899M nearly EF £5/10/— 

- 1899S nearly EF £6/10/- 

- 1900.. good VF £5/5/- 

- 1900M good VF 95/— 
- 1900P good VF £6 

-1901 nearly EF £6/10/- 
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G132 — — 1901M nearly EF £5/5/- 

G133 - 1901P good VF £5/15/- 
G134 — half sovereign, 1898 

good VF/VF 67/6 

G137 Edward VII, half sovereign, 1902 
VF 57/6 

G139 — 1908 .. . . nearly EF 65/- 

G140 — 1910.EF 70/- 

G141 George V, sovereign, 1931SA 
nearly EF £5 

G142 Half sovereign, 1914 good VF 55/— 

G143 — 1926SA .. . . EF 80/- 
G144 Elizabeth II, sovereign, 1958 

good EF 85/— 
G145 — 1965  EF 85/- 

EUROFE. 
G146 BELGIUM, Leopold II, 20 francs, 

1871. Head r. II. Arms. F. 8 
nearly EF 85/— 

G147 FRANCE, Charles VIII, 1483-98, ecu 
an soleil of Montpellier (pellet under 4th 
letters of legends). Sun over crowned arms. 
R. Cross fleury. F. 66 .. F £16 

G148 Louis XVIII, 20 francs, 1815, Paris. 
Bust r. R. Crowned arms in wreath. 
F. 263 .. \ . good VF £7/10/- 

G149 Louis-Napoleon, 20 francs, 1852. Head 
r. R. Value in wreath. F. 303 

VF £6/10/- 

G150 Napoleon III, 10 francs, 1860, Paris. 
Similar. F. 311 .. .. F 50/— 

G151 5 francs, 1854. Similar, small size, 
milled edge . . . . VF/EF £6 

G152 — 1857. Large size . . F 40/— 

G153 10 francs, 1862, Paris. Laur. head r. 
F. 321 .. . . . . good F 50/— 

G154 Third Republic, 20 francs, 1901. Head 
of France r. R. Cock. F. 334 

nearly EF 75/— 

G155-1912.EF 80/- 

G159 GERMANY, Brunswick & Lune- 
berg, George II of England, gold gulden or 
2 thalers, 1755. Crowned arms. R. Value. 
F. 62.VF £25 

G160 GREECE, Georgios I, 20 drachmai, 
1884. Head r. R. Arms 

good VF £6/10/— 

G161 HUNGARY, Leopold I, one-sixth 
ducat, 1685. Bust r., value below. R. 
Virgin and Child over arms. F. 59 

EF £14 

G162 Transylvania, John II Sigismund 
(under the regency of his mother Isabella), 
ducat, 1558. Virgin and Child. R. 
Crowned arms. Resch 50; F. 5. Plate 2 

VF £25 

G163 Karl VI, ducat, 1724. Bust r. R. 
Imperial eagle with arms of Transylvania. 
R.good VF/EF £22/10/- 

G164 ICELAND, 500 kronur, 1961. Head of 
Jon Sigurthsson r. R. Arms FDC £9 

G165 ITALY, Vittorio Emanuele III, 50 lire, 
1912. Uniformed bust 1. R. Italy with 
plough and corn. F. 22 .. EF £40 

G166 Milan, Galeazzo Maria Sforza, 1466- 
76, ducat. Thin bust of fine style r. R. 
Helm, gz, etc. Bernareggi 76; F. 19 var. 
Plate 2 . . . . . . . . some let¬ 

ters double struck on obv. otherwise EF £120 
G167 Savoy, Carlo Alberto, 20 lire, 1849, 

Turin. Head 1. R. Arms in wreath. F. 130 
nearly VF £6/10/— 

G168 LIVONIA, Army Masters, Gotthard, 
1559-61, 2| ducats, gothard • d • g . 
magis • livonial, half-length figure r., 
holding sword. R. mariai • fili • serwe • 
nos, two crests over arms, Christ on cross 
above. F. 7. Plate 3 VF £250 

G169 POLAND, 10 zlotych, 1925. Head of 
K. Boleslaus. R. Polish eagle. F. 41 

nearly EF £10/10/— 
0170 PORTUGAL, John V, 400 reis, 1724. 

Crown in wreath. R. Cross. F. 76 
VF 90/- 

G171 RUSSIA, Nicholas -I, platinum 3 
roubles, 1831. Imperial eagle. R. Value 
and date. Struck from Ural platinum. 
F. 118. Plate 2 .. . . EF £60 

G172 SPAIN, Philip V, 8 escudos, 1712, 
Seville. Crowned arms within double collar. 
R=. Cross potent in quatrefoil, M 8 S 8 
around. F. 82 var.; Carles-Tobra 1261. 
Plate 3. VF £120 

G173 SWEDEN, Gustaf V, gold medal of 
the Kungl. Patriotiska Sallskapet. Bare 
headl. R. for langvarig trogen tjanst. 
Plate 3 . . . . . . good EF £45 

AMERICA. 

G175 UNITED STATES, 20 dollars, 1908. 
Eagle flying 1., against radiant sun, no motto. 
R. Liberty stg. holding branch and torch. 
F. 100.EF £20 

G176 Five dollars, 1880S, San Francisco. 
Head of Liberty 1. Pv. Heraldic eagle, 
motto above. F. 62 . . . . EF £10 

G177 — 1881, Philadelphia. Similar 
good VF £8/10/— 

G178 — 1886S, San Francisco VF £7/10/— 
G179 — 1907, Philadelphia EF £8/10/— 

G180 — 1916S, San Francisco. Head of 
Indian 1. R. Eagle stg. 1. on bunch of 
arrows. F. 67 . . . . . . VF £12 

G191 Tzoo and a half dollars, 1852. As G176, 
but no motto over eagle. F. 31 

EF I nearly EF £16/10/— 

G192 — 1862. Similar.. VF £12/10/- 

G193 — 1905. Similar.. good VF £15 

G194 Dollar, type L 1849. Liberty head 1. 
R. Value in open wreath. F. 1 

nearly VF/VF £12 
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G195- 1851.. nearly EF/EF £15 

G196 - 1853.. .. goodV F £13 

G197 — Type 2, 1855. Head of Liberty 1. 
in Indian headdress. F. 6 F £27/10/- 

G198 California, unofficial octagonal f dollar, 
1875. Indian head 1., 13 stars around. If. 
4 / dollar / cal in wreath EF £11 

G199 — round £ dollar, 1866. Liberty head 1., 
7 stars around. If. \ / dollar / 1866 in 
wreath .. . . . . VF £6/10/— 

G200 MEXICO, 5 pesos, 1906. Head of 
Hildago. If. Eagle on cactus. F. 163 

EF 67/6 
G201 BRAZIL, Peter II, 4000 reis, 1700. 

Crowned arms. If. Voided cross in 
quatrefoil. F. 13. Plate 3 

VF £32/10/- 

AUSTRALIA. 

G202 Sydney coinage, sovereign, 1855. 
Head 1., hair bound with fillets. If. Crown 
over AUSTRALIA within wreath. F. 1 var. 

VF /good VF £30 
G203 — 1866. Wreath of corn in hair 

good VF/EF £10 
G204 — 1867 .. nearly VF/VF £6/10/- 

ASIA. 

G205 AFGHANISTAN, Habibullah, tilla of 
10 rupees, a.H. 1319 (=1901). Arms below 
palace gate within wreath. If. Toughra in 
wreath. Y. 13 nearly EF £22/10/— 

G206 INDIA, Mughal Empire, Akbar, 
square mohur of Jaunpur, a.h. 988 (=1580). 
Kalimah in lozenge .. .. VF £30 

G207 Shah Jahan, mohur of Lahore, A.H. 1064 
(=1653). Inscriptions in four panels 
around curved lozenge centre good F £11 

G208 — — Shahjahanabad, regnal year 24 
(=1650). Legends in centre circles and two 
panels 
RR, has been mounted in necklace, F £10 

G208a Aurangzeb Alamgir I, mohur of Kam- 
bayat (in Gujerat), a.h. 1109 (=1697). 
Inscriptions across field, regnal year 41 

F, RR £12 
G209 — — Islamabad, a.h. 1112 (=1700). 

Similar, regnal year 44. . . . VF £18 
G210-Sholapur, a.h. 1114 (=1702). 

Regnal year 46 .. . . .. F £12 
G211 Shah Alam Bahadur, mohur of Khujistah 

Bunyad, a.h. 1123 (=1711). Regnal year 5 
VF £13/10/- 

G211a Jahandar, mohur of Shahjahanabad, 
a.h. 1124 (=1712). Regnal year ahd (l). 
This emperor only reigned one year 

VF £30 
G212 Farrukhsiyar, mohur of Sikakul, a.h. 

[11]30 (= 1717) .. .. nearly VF £20 
G213 Muhammad Shah, mohur of Kura, 

a.h. 1150 (=1737). Regnal year 20, cross 
patonce on rev. . . .. F, RR £15 

G214 — — Muazzamabad, A.H. 1132 ( = 
1719). Regnal year 2 good VF, RR £20 

G215 Shah Alam II, nizarnana of Shahjahana¬ 
bad, a.h. 1218 (=1803). Regnal year 46, 
star and umbrella symbols VF £32/10/— 

G216 TIBET, 20 srangs, 1918. Lion 1. ft. 
Rosette centre, inscription around. F.—; 
Y.—. Plate 3.. .. nearly EF £85 

G217 YEMEN, Imam Yahya ibn Moham¬ 
mad, gold striking of imadi, A.H. 1344 
(=1925). Inscription in two panels and 
across field. If. Inscription in double 
crescent. A small number were made for 
presentation purposes. Plate 3 

trace of mount on edge, EF £220 

As in most cases we have only one example of each number for sale and this 
may be sold when your order is received, please send alternative numbers 
or instruct us if we may send another piece somewhat like it if possible. 

ANCIENT COINS. 
GREEK. 

All are silver unless otherwise stated. The 
number after metal is diameter in millimetres. 

A1 GALLIA, Massalia, after 400 b.c., obol. 
Youthful male hd. 1. If. ma in two quarters 
of a wheel. De la Tour 580 

VF /good VF £7/10/- 
A2 ETRURIA, Populonia, 350-280 b.c., 

didrachm (piece of twenty units). Gor- 
goncion with tongue protruding; below, xx 
It. Plain (perhaps traces of uncertain type). 
Cf. B.A1.C. 8. Plate 3 . . . . die 
Jlazu, otherwise VF, flan almost square £30 

A3 CAMPANIA, Phistelia, 380-350 b.c., 

obol. Young male hd. almost facing, turned 
slightly to r. R . Oscan legend. Corn-grain 
between mussel and dolphin. B.AI.C. 4 

VF £7 

A4 CALABRIA, Tarentum, 212-209 b.c. 

(the last issue—period of the Hannibalic 
Occupation), didrachm (52 grains). Horse¬ 
man, holding palma lemniscata, on horse 
stg. r., lifting fore-leg. It. Taras astride 
dolphin 1., holding kantharos and trident. 
Evans X, E.l. Plate 3 

RR, nearly VF £20 
A5 LUCANIA, Poseidonia, 480-400 B.C., 

stater. Poseidon advancing r., brandishing 
trident, 1. hand extended with open palm. 
R. Bull walking r.; all within small incuse 
circle. Cf. Grose 1051-8. Plate 3 

nearly F £15 
A6 Velia, 400-268 R.C., didrachm. Hd. of 

Athena r., in crested Athenian helmet 
decorated with griffin. If. Lion prowling 
r.; above, pentagram between <t> and i. 
Grose 1460 . . . . . . F £6 
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A 7 SICILY, Gela, 466-415 B.c., liira. Fore¬ 
part of man-headed bull swimming r. 11. 
Horseman, holding spear and shield, on 
horse prancing 1. B.AI.C. 52 

R, good F/F £10 
AS MACEDON, 3rd Cent, a.d., A, 25. Hd. 

of Alexander as young Herakles r., wearing 
lion’s skin. R. Hygieia seated 1., feeding 
serpent arising from altar. B.M.C.— 

fair 25/— 

A9 — Aphytis, 424-358 b.c., AL 16. Hd. of 
Zeus Ammon r. R. Two birds (doves?) 
billing, astragalos between them. B.M.C. 3 

R, nearly F 60/— 

A10 — Lete, 500-480 b.c., trihemiobol. Naked 
satyr, with horse's feet and tail, kneeling r. 
R. Incuse square of swastika pattern. 
B.M.C. 29 .. .. R, F £8 

All — Kings of, Philip JI, 359-336 b.c., 
tetradrachm. Laur. hd. of Zeus r. R. 
Bearded Macedonian horseman on horse¬ 
back 1., wearing kausia and raising r. hand. 
Plate 4. R, F £25 

A12 — Alexander III, 336-323 b.c., drachm. 
Hd. of young Herakles r., wearing lion’s 
skin. R. Zeus enthroned 1., holding eagle 
and sceptre. .. .. nearly VF 65/- 

A13 — Antigonus Gonatas or Doson, 277- 
220 B.C., AL 16. Helmeted hd. of Athena r. 
R. Pan stg. r., erecting trophy. Cf. Grose 
3594 .. .F 37/6 

A14 — Autonomous issue under Philip V, 
185-178 b.c., tetrobol. Hd. of Maenad r. 
R. MAKEAONQN. Prow of galley r. B.M.C. 
26 .VF £7 

A15 THRACE, Lysimachus, 323-281 b.c., 
tetradrachm. Hd. of deified Alexander the 
Great r., with horn of Ammon. Ii. Athena 
enthroned 1., holding Nike and resting 1. 
elbow on shield, spear resting against r. knee 

F £12/10/- 
A16 Byzantium, 357-340 B.C., hemidrachm. 

Fore-part of cow 1. on dolphin. R. Orna¬ 
mented trident-head. Grose 4238 

good F 75/- 

A17 MOESIA INFERIOR, Istrus, before 
336 B.c., drachm. Two young male hds. 
facing, side by side, one of them inverted. 
R. Sea-e2gle stg. i. on dolphin 1., which he 
attacks with his beak. B.M.C. 9. Plate 4 

nearly VF £25 

A18 THESSALY, Thessalian Confederacy 
196-146 B.C., drachm. Laur. hd. of Apollo r. 
R. Athena Itonia advancing r., brandishing 
spear and holding shield. B.M.C.— 

good F £8 

A19 — AL 19. Similar. B.M.C. 49 etc. 
Fifair, green patina 30/- 

A20 ILLYRIA, Dyrrhachium, 450-350 b.c., 
stater. Cow stg. 1., looking back, suckling 
calf. R. ayp around double floral pattern 
in linear square; below, club. B.M.C. 8. 
Plate 4 .. .. F/VF £17/10/- 

A21 — 229-100 B.C., drachm. Cow stg. r., 
looking back, suckling calf; above, eagle 
and magistrate’s name. R. Similar to 
previous, but also magistrate’s name around. 
B.M.C. 112 .. .. nearly F 35/- 

A22 EPIRUS, Republic, 238-168 b.c., triobol. 
Hd. of Zeus r., crowned with oak. R. 
aitei / potan. Thunderbolt; all within oak- 
wreath. B.AI.C. 44. Plate 4 

R, VF £10 
A23 BOEOTIA, Orchomenus, 600-480 b.c., 

obol. Corn-grain. R. Incuse square 
divided into five unequal compartments. 
B.AI.C. 11 var. Plate 4 R, good F £15 

A24 EUBOEA, Histiaea, 196-146 b.c., 
tetrobol. Hd. of Maenad r. R. Nymph 
Histiaea seated r. on stern of galley 

VF I good F 65/- 
A25 AEGINA, 550-480 b.c., obol. Sea-turtle 

with smooth shell with row of dots down 
the back and three across the top. R. 
Similar to A23. B.AI.C. 115. Plate 4 

good F £10 
A26 CORINTH, Colonies of, Anactorium, 

350-300 B.C., hemidrachm. Fore-part of 
Pegasos, with curled wing, 1. R. Hd. of 
Aphrodite 1. B.M.C. 48 nearly F 45/- 

A27 ACHAIA, Patrae, Divus Augustus, 
A1 26. Rad. hd., 1. R. col . a . a . patrens. 
Colonist, togate, ploughing 1. with two oxen. 
B.M.C. 19 .fair 37/6 

A28 ARGOLIS, Argos, 350-228 B.C., hemi¬ 
drachm. Foie-part of wolf r., ii above. R. 
A in shallow incuse square; in field, np; 

below, club. B.AI.C. 72 F/good F 50/— 
A29 PONTUS, Amisus, 120-63 b.c., AL 16. 

Dr. bust of youthful Perseus r., winged. 
R. Cornucopiae between pilei of the 
Dioskuri. B.M.C. 65 .. . . F 35/- 

A30 PAPHLAGONIA, Sinope, 333-306 
B.C., drachm. Hd. of Sinope I., hair in 
sphendone; in front, aplustre. R. Sea- 
eagle on dolphin 1.; beneath wing, 4>ateta. 
B.M.C. 12 var. Plate 4 nearly VF £12 

A31 — 290-250 B.C., triobol. Turreted hd. 
of Sinope 1. R. Eagle facing, hd. 1., wings 
spread. B.AI.C. 30 var. 

obv. off-centre, FIgood F 75/- 
A32 MYSIA, Pergamum, Imperial Times, 

AL 17. Youthful dr. bust of the Senate r. 
R. Turreted and dr. bust of Roma r. 
B.AI.C. 211 .. .. fair!F 22/6 

A33 TROAS, Birytis, 4th Cent. B.c., A, 12. 
Hd. of Kabeiros 1., wearing pileus. R. 
bi / PY in two lines divided by club; all in 
laurel-wreath. B.AI.C. 4 . . F 32/6 

A34 IONIA, Colophon, 350-300 B.c., A 18. 
Laur. hd. of Apollo r. R. Horseman 
prancing r., holding spear. B.AI.C.— 

fair 15/- 
A35 Erythrae, 200-133 b.c., AL 21. Fid. of 

young Herakles r., in lion’s skin. R. Bow 
in case / AnOAAHNO / bust of Herakles / 
mhtpqna / club / epy. B.AI.C. 160 var. 

F 35/- 
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A36 Phocaea, 5th-4th Cent. b.c., hemidrachm. 
Hd. and neck ol griffin 1. I<. Incuse square, 
within which frame, divided into small 
compartments, and containing in the centre 
star of eight rays. B.M.C. 81 

nearly F/F 65/- 
A37 CARIA, Mylasa, Eupolemos, General 

of Cassander, 314 b.c., A 17. Three 
Macedonian shields thrown together so 
that each is partially hidden, if. EYno / 

aemoy. Sword in sheath with strap. 
B.M.C. 4 . . R, nearly F 65/- 

A38 RHODES, Rhodus, 88-43 b.c., A 18. 
Rad. hd. of Helios r. If. Full-blown rose 
to front. Cf. B.M.C. 346-56 F//a/r 25/- 

A39 LYDIA, time of Croesus, 561-546 b.c., 

sighs (half-stater). Fore-parts of lion r. and 
bull 1., face to face. If. Two incuse squares 
of different sizes, side by side. B.M.C. 41. 
Plate 4 . . . . good F/VF £25 

A40 Acrasus, Sept. Severus, A 19. Laur. 
hd., r. If. Asklepios stg. facing, hd. 1., 
holding serpent-wreathed rod. B.M.C. 22 

F 35/- 
A41 Tralles, 133-126 b.c., cistophorus. Cista 

mystica, with half-open lid, from which 
issues serpent; all in wreath of ivy-leaves 
and berries. If. Two coiled serpents with 
heads face to face; between them, bow-case 
ornamented with aplustre and containing 
strung bow; to r., Dionysos stg. facing, 
holding thyrsos and bunch of grapes. 
B.M.C. 44. Plate 4 . . . . R, 
rev. off-centre, otherwise nearly VF/VF £22 

A42 PAMPHYLIA, Perga, 2nd Cent, b.c., 

tetradrachm. Laur. hd. of Artemis r., 
quiver behind neck. If. aptemiaoe 
nEPTAiAE. Artemis, in hunting attire, stg. 1., 
holding wreath and sceptre; at feet 1., stag 
to 1., looking up; in field to 1., i. B.M.C. 1 
var. Plate 4 RR, F/nearly F £65 

A43 Side, 190-36 B.C., tetradrachm. Hd. of 
Athena r., wearing crested Corinthian 
helmet. If. Nike advancing 1., holding 
wreath; in field 1., pomegranate; across field, 
ka / e. B.M.C. 38 var. Plate 4 VF £15 

A44 — A 16. Similar, but with legend 
eiaht.qn on rev. B.M.C. 65 

F/good F 30/— 
A45 CILICIA, Celenderis, 450-400 b.c., 

stater. Naked rider seated sideways on 
horse prancing 1.; below, A. If. Goat 
kneeling 1., hd. turned; above, ivy-spray. 
B.M.C. 10. Plate 4 

VF /good F £27/10/- 
A46 Tarsus, 2nd-lst Cent, b.c., A 16. 

Zeus seated 1., holding Nike and sceptre. 
If. Club tied with fillet, in oak-wreath. 
B.M.C. 126 var. . . nearly F/F 25/— 

A47 CAPPADOCIA, Caesarea, Nero, 
hemidrachm. Laur. hd., r. R. Nike seated 
r. on globe, holding wreath. Cohen 352 

nearly F 65/— 

A48 SYRIA, Seleucus I, 312-280 b.c., A, 13. 
Winged hd. of Medusa r. If. Indian bull 
butting r. B.M.C. 64 fair/F 21/- 

A49 Antiochus IV, 175-164 b.c., A 20 of 
Laodicea. Rad. hd. of Antiochus r. It. 
Poseidon stg. facing, holding patera and 
trident. B.M.C. 57 .. R, fair 30/- 

A50 Antiochus VII, 138-129 B.c., didrachm of 
Tyre. Diad. and dr. bust of Antiochus r. 
R. Eagle stg. 1., palm over shoulder; in 
field 1., monogram typ on club. B.M.C. 6 

R, F/nearly F £6 
A51 Antiochus IX, 116-95 B.c., drachm. Diad. 

hd. of Antiochus r. R. baeiaeqe antioxoy 

<MAonATOPOE. Nike advancing 1., holding 
wreath. B.M.C.—; Nezvell 404. Plate 4 

R, good V/nearly VF £10 
A52 Seleucis and Pieria, Antioch, 149-147 

b.c., A 21. Laur. hd. of Zeus r. It. azp 

and monogram / aaea<j>qn / thunderbolt / 
ahmdn / two monograms; all within laurel- 
wreath. B.M.C. 1 var. 

scarce, nearly F/F 45/- 
A53 Augustus, A 27. Laur. hd., r. It. 

apxie / patikon / antioxeie / A in four lines 
within wreath. B.M.C. 145 . . fair 30/— 

A54 Claudius, A 23. Similar. R. s . c . in 
wreath. B.M.C. 166 . . nearly F 35/— 

A55 Nero, A 30. Similar. B.M.C. 178 
nearly F/F 40/— 

A56 Herennius Etruscus, billon tetradr. Bare¬ 
headed and dr. bust, r. R. Eagle stg. r. on 
palm-branch, wings spread, wreath in beak; 
in ex., s . c . Cf. B.M.C. 616 

scarce, good VF £12/10/— 
A57 Trebonianus Gallus, A 30. Laur., dr. 

and cuir. bust, r. R. Tetrastyle shrine, 
containing statue of the Tyche of Antioch 
facing, river-god Orontes swimming at feet. 
B.M.C. 653 . . .. nearly F 45/— 

A58 Decapolis, Gadara, L. Verus, A 25. 
Laur. and dr. bust, r. If. noM . taaap . 

ckc . ( = 225 = a.d. 161). Bust of beardless 
Herakles r., laur., lion’s skin round neck. 
B.M.C.— .. .. R, F £12 

A59 PHOENICIA, Aradus, 174-110 E.C., 
drachm. Bee, with straight wings, seen 
from above; monogram on either side. R. 
Stag stg. r. in front of palm-tree. B.M.C. 147 

V/goodV £5 
A60 Tyre, 1st Cent. b.c.-1st Cent, a.d., A 19. 

Turreted and veiled bust of Tyche r. R. 
Galley 1. Cf. B.M.C. 252-67 

good F/tiearly VF 45/- 
A61 ARABIA, HImyarites, ‘Amdan Bayyin, 

2nd Cent, a.d., drachm. Beardless male hd. 
r., hair in ringlets, monogram behind. R. 
Small beardless male hd. r.; inscription 
above; monogram to r.; mint-name in ex. 
(mint of Raidan). B.AI.C. 1 .. VF £5 

A62 MESOPOTAMIA, Edessa, Elagabalus, 
A 25. Rad. hd., r. R. Tyche seated 1. on 
rock, holding branch, river-god swimming 
at feet. Cf. B.M.C. 55-68 nearly F 35/- 
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A63 EGYPT, Alexandria, Severus Alexan¬ 
der, bill, tetradr. Laur., dr. and cuir. bust, r. 
R. Homonoia stg. 1., holding double 
cornucopiae. B.M.C. 1622 

B/good F 40/— 
A64 Philip I, bill, tetradr. Laur. and cuir. 

bust, r. R. Eagle stg. 1., hd. r., wings 
spread, wreath in beak. B.M.C. 1997 

good F 25/— 
A65 Trajan Decius, bill, tetradr. Similar. R. 

Alexandria stg. 1., holding sceptre. B.M.C. 
2082 . . .. nearly Fjgood F 30/— 

A66 Claudius II, bill, tetradr. Similar. R. 
Bust of Selene r., large crescent in front. 
B. M.C. 2309 .F 18/6 

A67 Aurelian, bill, tetradr. Similar. R. Eagle 
stg. 1., hd. r., wreath in beak. B.M.C. 2359 

i good F 15/— 
A68 MAURETANIA, Juba II, 25 b.c.-a.d. 

23, drachm (denarius), rex ivba. Diad. hd. 
of Juba r. R. Cornucopiae and sceptre in 
saltire. Muller 25 .. good F/F £6 

A69 — with his wife Cleopatra (daughter of 
Antony and Cleopatra), drachm (denarius). 
Obv. Similar. R. baciaicca KAeoriA. 
Head-dress of Isis and sistrum side by side. 
M. 90 .. * nearly VF/good F £8/10/- 

ROMAN, 

All have head or bust of emperor, empress 
or prince to right, unless otherwise stated. 

A70 Pompey the Great, <35. MAGN. Jani- 
form hd. of Pompey. R. pivs imp. Prow r. 
C. 16 . . . . nearly F £6/10/- 

A71 Julius Caesar, as (?). caesar dic . ter. 
Winged bust of Victory r., star behind. R. 
C . CLOVI . praef. Minerva advancing 1., 
holding trophy, spears and shield decorated 
with hd. of Aledusa. C. 7 F/good F £10 

A72 Brutus, denarius. L . plaf.t . cest. 
Laur., dr. and veiled bust of Ceres r., 
surmounted by modius. R. brvt . imp. 

Axe and simpulum. C. 2. Plate 4 
VF/F a little rust-corrosion on rev. £20 

! A73 Augustus, cistophorus. R. avgvstvs. 
Six ears of corn bound together. C. 32 

fair!nearly F £9 

A74 Den. Very youthful bare hd. r., with 
slight beard. R. cos . iter . et ter . desig. 
Sacrificial implements. C. 91 

obv. a little off-centre, but VF £12 

A75 Caligula, quadrans. Inscription around 
Cap of Liberty between s . and c. R. 
Inscription around r . c . c. C. 5 

VF 55/- 

A76 Nero, sestertius. R. roma s . c. Roma 
seated 1. on cuirass, r. foot on helmet, 
holding Victory and parazonium. C. 261 
var. ¥ I nearly F £7/10/— 

A77 Vespasian, den. R. Vespasian seated r., 
holding sceptre and branch. Cf. C. 387 

good F/F 40/- 

A78 Domitian, sest. R. s . C. Domitian stg. 
1., holding thunderbolt and spear, crowned 
by Victory stg. behind him. C. 515 var. 

nearly F/F, 
large flan, but patches of erosion on rev. 75/— 

A79 Hadrian, sest. R. Pax seated 1., holding 
olive-branch and sceptre. C. 1017 var. 

F 80/- 
A80 Dupondius. R. Salus seated 1., feeding 

serpent arising from altar. C. 367 
F[good F 50/— 

A81 Antoninus Pius, den. R. annona avg. 
Modius containing four ears of corn and 
poppy. C. 33 good VFjnearly VF 65/- 

A82 Sest. R. Liberty stg. r., holding pileus 
and raising 1. hand. C. 540 

nearly ¥ [fair 35/— 
A83 Dup. R. genio senatvs s . c. Genius 

stg. 1., holding branch and sceptre. C. 404 
F 45/— 

A84 As. R. MVNIFICENTIA AVG . COS . IIII . 
s . C. Munificentia stg. I., holding wreath ( ?) 
and sceptre, lion at feet. C. 563 

FI fair 35/— 
A85 Faustina Senior, as. R. Ceres stg. 1., 

holding torch (?) and sceptre. Cf. C. 99 
¥ [nearly VF, green patina 60/— 

A86 M. Aurelius, den. R. tr . p . xxx . imp . 
viii . cos . hi . p . p. Rectangular altar, with 
flame on top in centre and horns 1. and r., 
inscribed fort . / redv / ci. C. 939 (quoted 
from the British Museum Collection, zvhose 
coin is considerably inferior to this piece). 
Plate 4 . . .. RRR, nearly VF £20 

A87 Sest. R. restitvtori italiae imp . vi . 
COS . in . S . C. Aurelius stg. 1., raising figure 
of Italy who kneels r., holding globe. C. 538 

F, nice green patina £6 
A88 Faustina Junior, sest. R. ivno S . c. 

Juno stg. 1., holding patera and sceptre, 
peacock at feet. C. 121 

F, large, thick flan, green patina 70/— 

A89 Commodus, as. R. col . l . an . com . 
P . M . TR . P . XV . IMP . VIII . COS . VI . S .C. 
Commodus, veiled and togate, ploughing r. 
with yoke of two oxen. C. 40 R, F £6 

A90 Crispina, sest. R. CONCORDIA S . c. 
Concord seated 1., holding patera and 
cornucopiae. C. 6 F/good F £7 

A91 Sept. Severus, den. R. adventvi avg . 
felicissimo. Severus on horseback r., 
raising r. hand. C. 6 

good F, ragged flan 37/6 

A92 — R. Apollo stg. 1., holding patera and 
lyre. C. 42 .. . . good F 22/6 

A93 — R. Victory advancing 1. C. 697. 
Eastern mint . . VFIgood F 35/— 

A94 Caracalla, den. R. Victory stg. r. on 
prow of galley. C. 188 . . EF 85/— 

A95 — R. virtvs avgg. Mars stg. 1., 
holding Victory and spear. C. 667 

good VF 40/- 
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A96 Geta, den. R. Felicity stg. 1., holding 
caduceus and cornucopiae. Cf. C. 137 

good VF/VF 65/— 
A97 As. R. Fecunditas ( ?) stg. r., holding 

sceptre and drawing out folds of drapery, 
two children playing at feet. C. 133 

R, nearly F fair, green patina 75/- 

A98 Elagabalus, antoninianus. li. victor . 
ANTONINI AVG. Victory advancing r. C. 291 

VFIgood F 65/- 
A99 Julia Paula, den. R. CONCORDIA. 

Concord seated 1., holding patera and resting 
1. arm on chair. C. 6. Plate 5 

nearly EF £17/10/- 
A100 Julia Maesa, ant. R. Pietas stg. 1., 

sacrificing over altar and holding box of 
perfumes. C. 30 R, good F £7/10/- 

A101 Sev. Alexander, den. R. Spes 
advancing 1. C. 546 EF Igood VF 50/— 

A. 102 Sest. R. iovi consf.rvatori s . c. 
Jupiter stg. 1., holding thunderbolt and 
sceptre, small figure of Alexander at feet. 
C. 74 . . . . .. FI nearly F 37/6 

A103 — R. Mars advancing r., carrying 
spear and trophy. C. 308 .. F 35/— 

A104 Orbiana, sest. R. concordia 
avgvstorvm s . c. Concord seated 1., 
holding patera and double cornucopiae. 
C. 4. Plate 5 

nearly VF Igood F, green patina £40 
A105 Maximus, den. R. princ . ivventvtis. 

Maximus stg. 1., holding rod and spear; to r., 
two standards. C. 10. Plate 5 

R, EF/good VF £17/10/- 
A106 Balbinus, sest. R. liberalitas 

avgvstorvm s . c. Liberalitas stg. 1., 
holding tessera and cornucopiae. C. 11. 
Plate 5 good F/F, olive-green patina £20 

A107 Pupienus, sest. R. pax pvblica s . c. 
Pax seated 1., holding olive-branch and 
sceptre. C. 23 

nearly F, light-green patina £12/10/— 
A108 Gordian III, ant. R. Sol stg. 1., 

raising r. hand and holding globe in 1. C. 41 
good VF 30/— 

A109 — of Antioch (?). R. Fides stg. 1., 
holding standard and sceptre. C. 86 

good VF/VF 30/- 
A110 Den. R. Gordian on horseback 1., 

raising r. hand and holding sceptre in 1. 
C. 234 . . VF, very large flan 75/— 

Alll Sest. R. iovi statori s . c. Jupiter 
stg. facing, hd. r., holding sceptre and 
thunderbolt. C. 111 . . . . F 40/- 

A112 — R. Gordian seated 1. on curule 
chair, holding globe and sceptre. C. 231 

good F 60/— 
A113 Philip I, ant. of Antioch. R. P . M . 

tr . p . vi . cos . p . p. Lion, radiate, 
walking r. C. 157 

R, nearly VF, but cleaned 65/— 
A114 Sest. R. Felicity stg. 1., holding 

caduceus and cornucopiae. C. 125 
FI nearly F 35/— 

A115 Otacilia Severa, sest. R. Pudicitia 
seated 1., drawing veil from her face and 
holding sceptre. C. 55 .. nearly 
VF/F, green-brown patina, large flan 80/— 

A116 Trajan Decius, ant. R. genivs 
exerc . illyriciani. Genius stg. 1., holding 
patera and cornucopiae; to r., standard. 
C. 49. Ex Plevna hoard 

VF Igood VF 35/- 
A117 Herennius Etruscus, ant. R. Heren- 

nius stg. 1., holding rod and spear. C. 26. 
Found at Gzvinear, Cornwall VF/F 47/6 

A118 — R. Spes advancing 1. C. 38. 
Ex Dorchester hoard .. .. patches 
of rust corrosion, otherwise VF Igood F 37 6 

Ail 19 Sest. R. Similar to A117. C. 28 
small, irregular flan with 

chip in edge, but F/fair; good portrait 75/— 

A120 Trebonianus Galius, ant. of Antioch. 
R. marti pacifero. Mars advancing 1., 
holding branch and spear. Cf. C. 72 

good VF 65/- 
A121 Sest. R. Pietas stg. 1., raising both 

hands, altar at feet. C. 89 
F, green patina 75/— 

A122 Gallienus, ant. (billon). R. cohh . 
praet . vi . p . vi . f. Lion, radiate, walking 
r. C. 104 .. R, good F/F 85/- 

A123 — (silver). R. concordia exercit. 
Concord stg. 1., holding patera and double 
cornucopiae. C. 131 

nearly EF I nearly VF 40/- 
A124 — (billon). R. deo marti. Tetrastyle 

temple containing statue of Mars stg. 1., 
leaning on shield and holding spear. C. 149 

nearly EF, flan a little irregular 45/- 

A125-Hd. 1. R. diana felix. Diana 
advancing r., holding bow and drawing 
arrow from quiver, hound at feet. C. 170 

scarce, VF Igood F 45/— 
A126 — (silver). R. iovi victori. Jupiter 

stg. facing, holding Victory and sceptre, on 
cippus inscribed imp . / c . e . S. C. 397 

good FIgood VF 3116 
A127 — (billon). R. leg . vn . cl . vi . p . 

VI . f. Bull walking r. C. 510 
R, good FI nearly F 75/— 

A128 — (silver-plated bronze). R. pax 
fvndata. Tw’o captives seated at foot of 
trophy. C. 769 . . . . VF 30/— 

A129 — (silver). R. rf.stit . galliar. 
Gallienus stg. 1., raising kneeling figure of 
Gaul. C. 898. Found at Gwinear, Cornwall 

VF Igood F 30/— 
ABO-R. vict . germanica. Victory 

advancing 1., captive at feet. C. 1060 
nearly EF Igood VF 37/6 

A131-Hd. 1. R. VICTORIA AVGG. 
Victory flying 1., holding wreath in both 
hands. C. 1149 good VF/VF 40/- 

A132-R. VIRT . GALLIENI AVG. 
Gallienus advancing r., holding spear and 
shield, captive at feet. C. 1209 VF 25/- 
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A133 Diocletian, ant. of London (struck under 
Carausius). II. pax avggg. Pax stg. 1., 
holding olive-branch and sceptre. C. 377 

R, good F/F 85/— 

A134 Carausius, ant. It. Blundered 
legend. Salus stg. 1., feeding serpent arising 
from altar and holding sceptre. R.I.C.—. 
Ex Little Orme’s Head hoard, 1907 

barbarous style, F/good F 65/— 

A135 Allectus, ant. of Colchester. R. 
providentia avg. Providence stg. 1., 
holding globe and cornucopiae. R.I.C. 108 

good F £6 

A136 Constantine I, PL 3 of London. Hel- 
meted bust 1. R. beat . tranqlitas. 

Large altar, surmounted by globe and 
inscribed vot / is / xx. C. 26 

good VF 37/6 

A137 Crispus, £ 3 of London. Helmeted 
bust 1., holding spear and shield. R. As 
previous. C. 28 nearly EFI good VF 45/— 

A138 Constantine II, Ai 3 of London. 
Similar to A136. C. 10 .. VF 30/- 

A139-Rad. bust 1. R. virtvs exercit. 
Two captives seated at foot of standard 
inscribed vot . / xx. C. 252 

VF jgood VF 37/6 
A140 Magnentius, centenionalis. R. SALVS 

dd . nn . avg . et caes. Large Christogram 
between a and in. C. 31 

F/nearly F 35/- 
A141 — of Treveri. R. Two Victories stg. 

facing each other, holding between them 
shield inscribed vot / v . / MVLT . / x. C. 68 

VF, but flan a little irregular 30/- 
A142 Decentius, cent, of Lugdunum. R. 

Similar. C. 33 . . . . VF 45/— 
A143 Julian II, AL 1 of Constatitinople. R. 

secvritas reipvb. Bull stg. r.; above, two 
stars. C. 38 .. .. Fjnearly F 50/— 

A144 /E 3 of Antioch. Helmeted bust 1., 
holding spear and shield. R. vot . / x . / 
mvlt . / xx . in laurel-wreath. C. 151 

good F 25/— 
A145 Johannes, AE. 4. [d.]n . iohJannes 

p . f . avg.]. Bearded bust r., diad., dr. and 
cuir. R. Victory advancing 1., hd. r., 
holding trophy over shoulder and dragging 
captive by hair. Cf. C. 1 

RRR}. nearly F/F £8 

I As in most cases we have only one example of each number for sale and this 
may be sold when your order is received, please send alternative numbers 
or instruct us if we may send another piece somewhat like it if possible. 

SILVER COINS OF 
POUND. 

Y1 Charles I, Oxford mint, 1642, mm. plume. 
carolvs : d : g : magni : britan • et • hib • 

rex. King on horseback 1., riding over arms 
on battlefield j exergue chequered. R. 
• : • : • exvrgat : devs : dissipentvr : 

inimici. Three plumes and • xx • over 
“ Declaration,” 1642 below. Morrieson D/2. 
Plate 6 a really good F, RRR £225 

HALF-POUND. 

Y2 Charles I, Oxford mint, 1642, mm. plume. 
carolvs : d : g : magn : brit : fran : et : 

hib : rex. King on horseback 1. R. 
• : • : • exvrgat, etc. Plate 7 

about VF £110 

CROWNS. 

Y3 Edward VI, 1551, mm. y. : cdward’, 
vi*. d'. • g’. agl\ fra’. • z : hlBE’. • rcx :. 

e of hibgr over r (?). King on horseback r., 
• 1551 • below. R. : posvi : / Devm : a / 

divtor / e’. • mev’. y. Square-topped shield 
over cross fourchee . . nearly F £40 

Y4 — 1552/1, mm. tun. cdward’. vi, etc. 
Similar to last. Plate 7 

VF, scarce £125 

Y5 — 1553/2, mm. tun 
a really good F/nearly VF, R £95 

GREAT BRITAIN. 
Y6 Elizabeth I, mm. 1 (1601). elizabetfi : 

D : g’. etc. Bust 1., holding orb and sceptre 
pointing to g. R. : 1 : posvi : / devm : 
ad / ivtore / m : mevm :. Square-topped 
garnished shield over cross fourchee 

F, weak £100 

Y7 James I, first coinage, mm. thistle. 
IACOBVS • d’. g’. ang’. SCO’, fran’. et • hib’. 

rex. King on horseback r., large crowned 
rose on housings; ground-line below. R. 
Thistle • exvrgat • devs • dissipentvr • 
inimici. Square-topped garnished shield. 
Plate 7 

a really good F/nearly VF, RR £170 

Y8 — Second coinage, mm. lis. iacobvs • d’. 

g’. mag’, brit’. fran’. et • hib’. rex. King 
on horseback r., similar to last coin. R. 
QVAE • DEVS • CONIVNXIT • NEMO • SEPARET. 

Square-topped garnished shield. Plate 7 
nearly VF/'VF, R £200 

Y9 — Third coinage, mm. lis. Obv. Similar, 
but small rose on housings, and grass on 
ground-line. R. qvae devs etc.. No stops, 
square-topped garnished shield 

F/nearly F £52/10/- 

Y10 — trefoil over lis, plume over shield on 
rev. Plate 7 .. about VF, R £170 
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Yll Charles 1, Tower mint, type la. 
: • carolvs : d : g : mag : brit : fra : et : 
hib : rex : lis. King on horseback 1., plume 
on head and crupper. R. chris / to • avs / 
pice. R. regno • lis. Square-topped 
garnished shield over cross fourchee. Plate 
7 . . good F/nearly VF £82/10/- 

Y12 — Type 2a, mm. harp. • carolvs’. d\ 
g’. mag’, brit’. fra’, et hib’. rex +. King 
on horseback 1., broad cross on housings. 
R. Harp’ christo + avspice + regno +. 
Oval garnished shield over cross fourchee; 
CR above. . . . about FI good F £55 

Y13 — Type 3a, mm. anchor. • carolvs • d’. 
g’. etc. King on crude horse 1., sash flies 
from waist. R. • : • christo • avspice • 
regno • : •. Oval scroll-garnished shield 

FI good F £60 

Y14 — Type 3b, mm. portcullis. Similar to 
last, but plume over shield 

nearly F, R £50 
Y15 Truro mint, mm. rose, carolvs’. d’. g’. 

etc. King on horseback 1. R. • christo’. 
etc. Oval scroll-garnished shield. R. C. 
Lockett 1 

nearly VF, weakly struck £42/10/— 

Y16 Shrewsbury mint, 1642. • carolvs : d’. 
g’. etc. King on horseback 1., ground below, 
Shrewsbury plume behind. R. • : • ; • 
EXVRGAT • DEVS : DISSIPENTVR : INIMICI. 

Three Shrewsbury plumes and • v • over 
“ Declaration 1642 below. Plate 8 

nearly VF/VF, striking crack £110 
Y17 Parliament, Tower mint, type 4, mm. 

sun. carolvs • D’. g’. etc. King on fore¬ 
shortened horse 1. R. • : • christo 
avspice • regno • : *. Oval scroll-garnished 
shield . . a really good F, large £90 

Y18 — Type 5, mm. sun. Similar, but tall 
horse . . . . . . VF, large £145 

Y19 Commonwealth, 1656/4, large 6 in date, 
mm. sun nearly VF/a really good F £90 

Y20 Cromwell, 1658 good EF, toned £250 

Y21 — The Dutch crown, 1658 
fair, RRR £87/10/- 

Y22 Charles II, first bust, 1662, rose below, 
edge not dated 

poor 32j6; fair/F £6/10/— 
Y23 — Another . . VF /good VF £50 

Y24 — new rev., 1663 . . .. fair 75/— 

Y25 Second bust, 1664 
a really good F £15/10/— 

Y26 — 1666 (Year of the Great Fire of 
London). . . . nearly F, R £14 

Y27-Elephant below bust. Plate 8 
nearly VF, unusually fine, RR £160 

Y28 —• 1668, edge date in words F £18 

Y29 — 1669, primo fair I poor, RRR £20 

Y30 — 1671 . . .. fair IF £5/5/— 
Y31 Third bust, 1671 . . VF £32/10/— 

Y32 — 1672 . . . . F £10/10/- 
Y33 — 1673 a really good F £ 13/10/— 

Y34 — 1676 VF /good VF, toned £40 
Y35 James II, first bust, 1686 F, R £30 

Y36 Second bust, 1687 . . good VF £45 

Y37 — 1688/7 .. F/good F £22/10/- 

Y38 William and Mary, 1692/5 F £45 
Y39 William III, first bust, 1695, septimo 

fair, scarce 50/— 
Y40 — 1696 . F £7 

Y41 Third bust, 1696 . . . . fair 35/— 
Y42 Third bust variety, 1700, dvodecimo 

a really good VF/EF £70 
Y43 Anne, before Union, 1703, vigo 

fair £20 
Y45 — Pair, 1703 vigo and 1708 plumes, 

both engraved assembly / r. floyd. 
vigo crown good F, 1708 

plumes VF, holed for wearing, the pair £20 
Y46 — 1707, r. & p. Plate 8 

VF /good VF £75 
Y47 After Union, 1707E (Edinburgh) F £15 

Y48 — 1713, r. & p. .. good VF £60 
Y49 George I, 1716, r. & p. Plate 8 

good VFlnearly EF £105 
Y50 — 1723, SSC . . nearly F £45 
Y51 — Another. Plate 8 

nearly EF /good EF, toned £185 
Y52 George II, young head, 1735, r. & p. 

nearly VF, scarce £60 
Y53 — 1739, roses . . good F £40 
Y54 Old head, 1743, roses 

good F/nearly VF £57/10/— 
Y55 — 1746, lima .. .. F £40 

Y56 — 1746, proof 
EF/almost FDC, toned £230 

Y57 George III, Emergency coinage, pattern 
“ Garter” dollar, 1804. Traces of original 
Spanish dollar dated 1801 are visible. 
Plate 9 .. brilliant, FDC, RR £145 

Y58 — Bank of England dollar, 1804. 
E.S.C. 144 . . . . EF £17/10/- 

Y59 — Spanish dollar of Charles III, 1754, 
Lima mint, oval cmk. of George III 

about VF, scarce £37/10/- 

Y60 — Charles III, Mexico City mint, oval 
cmk. .. .. VFjgood VF £37/10/- 

Y61 — — — 1797, octagonal cmk. 
EF, scarce £50 

Y62 Last issue, 1818, lviii . . EF £25 

Y63 — 1819, lx a really good VF £17/10/— 

Y64 — 1820, lx . . . . about EF £25 
Y65 George IV, 1821 . . nearly EF £48 
Y66 — proof brilliant, FDC, RR £125 
Y67 — 1822, tertio . . .. F 75/— 
Y68 Third issue, proof or pattern, 1826. Plate 

8 (numbered Y66 in error). 
nearly FDC £250 

Y70 Victoria, young head, 1845 
a really good VF £22/10/— 

Y71 Gothic issue, 1847 
VF £50; good EF £85 
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Y73 — plain edge 
brilliant, FDC, toned, R £160 

Y74 — 1853, inscribed edge 
about FDC, RR £385 

Y75 Jubilee issue, 1887 
good VF £8/10/-; nearly EF £12/10/— 

Y76 — 1888 . . nearly EF, R £30 

Y77 — 1889 . . .. nearly VF 90/- 
Y78 — 1890 . . . . about F 

Y79 — 1891 .F 

Y80 Old head, 1893, lvi, proof 
brilliant, FDC, toned 

- 1893, LVil nearly F, R 

45/- 

50/- 

Y81 

Y82 

Y83 
Y84 

Y85 

£180 
80/- 

£10 . . VF 
nearly EF £9 

about EF £24 

.. VF £12 
about F 90/-; 

■ 1895, lix 
■ 1897, lx .. 

■ 1897, lxi 

■ 1900, lxiii 
Y86 Edward VII, 1902 

nearly VF £12; good VF/about EF £22/10/— 

Y87 — proof, matt surface FDC £35 
Y88 George V, first coinage, 1927, proof 

about FDC £35 
Y89 — 1928 VF £17; nearly EF £28 

Y90 — 1929 .. VF Igood VF £22/10/- 
Y91 — 1930 a really good VF, scarce £24 

Y92 — 1931 .. .. EF 

Y93 jubilee issue, 1935 . . .. EF 
Y94 George VI, first coinage, 1937 

VF 32/6; EFIgood EF 

Y95 — proof brilliant, about FDC £22/10/— 
Y96 Third coinage, 1951, “ Festival of 

Britain ”. . . . . . . . unc. 60/— 
Y97 Elizabeth II, coronation issue, 1953 

EF 20/-; unc. 25/- 
Y98 — proof . . .. FDC £20 

Y99 Second issue, 1960 . . . . unc. 30/— 

Y100 — polished dies .. . . EF 50/— 

£32 
40/- 

80/- 

DOUBLE FLORINS. 

Y101 Victoria, Jubilee issue, arabic 1, 1887 
nearly EF £7/10/— 

Y102 — 1887 .. nearly EF £8/10/— 

Y103 — 1888 .VF 90/- 
Y104 — 1889 .VF 90/- 

THREE SHILLINGS. 

Y105 George III, first issue, bust, 1812 
VF /good VF 90/- 

Y106 Second issue, head, 1812, proof 
FDC, RR £27/10/- 

Y107 — 1815 .. .. nearly EF 75/— 

HALFCROWNS. 

Y108 Edward VI, 1553/2/1, mm. tun, 
galloping horse . . . . . . F, R £40 

Y108A Elizabeth I, mm. 1 
about F/F £25; good F £37/10/- 

Y109 — Another. Plate 9 
good EF, toned £100 

Ylll James I, third issue, mm. lis fair IF £8 

Y112 Charles I, Tower mint, type la3, mm. 
cross on steps .. .. . . F £7 

Y113 — Type 2a, mm. plume .. fair 32/6 

Y114-mm. rose Figood F £5/10/— 
Y115 — Type 2c, nun. portcullis fair 35/— 
Y116 — Type 3a1, mm. crown 

about F 60/— 
Y117 — Type 3b, mm. crown 

good F, large, R £22/10/— 
Y118 — Type 3a1, mm. tun 

a really good F 80/— 
Y119 — Type 3a2, var. .. F, large 85/- 
Y120 — Type 4, mm. triangle in circle 

F 52/6 
Y121 — Type 3a3 (Parliament), mm. (p) 

fair IF 50/— 
Y122 — — mm. (r) . . . . fair 35/— 

Y123-mm. eye .. good F 80/— 
Y124 — Type 5, mm. sun 

about F, scarce £5 
Y125 Aberystwyth mint, mm. book. S'. 2222 

nearly F, holed, RR £12 

Y126 York mint, type 6 . . nearly EF £20 

Y127 — Type 7 a really good VF £8/10/— 
Y128 Shrezosbury mint, 1642, mm. plume. 

S. 2277 . . .. fair, holed, R 60/- 

Y129 Oxford mint, 1643, mm. plume. S. 2298 
fair 60/— 

YT30 — 16430X, Briot horse, large central 
plume. S. 2301 . . .. fair 80/— 

Y131 — 16440X. Obv. As last. R. Large 
central plume, 1644 in script. S. 2302 var. 

F/nearly VF £20 

Y132 Bristol mint, 1645BR. S. 2350 
F, scarce £16 

Y133 Commonwealth, 1651 
good F, RR £30 

Y134 — 1653 .. .. F, weak £15 

Y135 — 1656 . F £15 
Y136 Cromwell, 1658 

F/nearly VF £37/10/— 

Y137 Charles II, third hammered issue 
nearly F 75/— 

Y138 Milled coinage, first bust, 1663 
fair, R stamped on obv. 52/6 

Y139 — third bust, 1670 . . fair 63/— 

Y140 Fourth bust, 1675 
ttearly VF/VF, R £32/10/— 

Y141 — 1676 . . F/good F ’ £8/10/- 

Y142 — 1677. Plate 9 
about FDC, as struck £105 

Y143 — 1680 nearly VF/F, RR £28/10/- 
Y144 James II, first bust, 1685. . F £9 

Y145 William and Mary, first issue, 1689, 
caul and interior frosted; pearls 

nearly VF £6/10/— 

Y146 — caul only frosted; no pearls 
a really good F, scarce £6 

Y147 Second issue, 1689, no frosting, no 
pearls .. good F/nearly VF £7/10/- 
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Y148 Third issue, 1693/£ nearly EF £25 

Y149 William 111, small shields, 1696 
about VF, scarce £9/10/- 

Y150 Large shields, early harp, 1696 
fairjnearly F, scarce 70/— 

Y151 — later harp, 1697B 
fair I nearly F, scarce 65/— 

Y152 Large square shields, 1698 
nearly VF £6; nearly EF £16 

Y153 — 1700 nearly VF, but plugged 20/— 

Y154 — 1701, plumes 
good VF, toned, RR £37/10/- 

Y155 Anne, before Union, 1703, VIGO 
nearly F £7/10/-; good VF £21 

Y156 — 1707, r. & p. 
F/good F £7/10/-; nearly VF/VF £12/10/- 

Y157 After Union, 1707E nearly F 52/6 

Y158 — 1708 .. .. nearly EF £15 

Y159 — 1709 a really good F/VF £6/10/— 

Y160 — 1710, r. & p. afottt F, scarce £6 
Y161 — 1712, r. & p. a really good F £8 

Y162 — 1713, r. & p. .. F £7 

Y163 George I, 1720/17, r. & p. 
nearly EF £50 

Y164 — 1723, ssc . . . . VF £35 
Y165 George II, young head, 1731, r. & p. 

VF £15 
Y166 — 1741, roses EF /good EF £35 

Y167 Old head, 1743, roses about EF £30 

Y168 — 1745, roses . . good F £8/10/— 
YI69 — 1745, lima FI nearly VF 80/— 

Y170 — 1746, lima 
good F/nearly VF 75/-; nearly EF £11 

Y171 — 1746, proof . . EF, R £55 
Y172 — 1751 good VF/nearly EF, RR £45 

Y173 George III, 1816, bull head 
nearly F 25/—; about EFjnearly VF £7 

Y174 Small head, 1817 
VF 70/-; a really good VF 90/— 

Y175 — 1819 '. . . . nearly VF 65/— 
Y176 George IV, first issue, 1820 

VF £6; EF £12 
Y177 — 1821 .. F 42/6; good F 57/6 

Y178 — proof .. . • FDC, RR £75 
Y179 — 1823 . . nearly F, RRR £24 

Y180 Second issue, 1823 
nearly F 50/—; nearly VF £7; VF £9 

Y181 — 1824 . . nearly EF/EF, R £25 

Y182 Third issue, 1825 .. . . VF £5 
Y183 William IV, 1834 about F 35/-; 

good F/F 45/-; VF £6; good EF £14 
Y184 — 1836 . F 40/- 
Y185 Victoria, young head, 1839, proof 

FDC £70 
Y186-A2, 1840 

nearly EF/EF £42/10/- 

Y187-A4, 1844 F 80/-; good VF £15 

Y188 - 1845 . . . . nearly VF 
£10; nearly EF but slight corrosion marks 
on edge £22/10/-; nearly EF/EF but corrosion 
marks on obv. edge £25; tiearly EF £30 

Y189 - 1846 VF /good VF £22/10/- 
Y190 - 1849 

a really good F £8/10/— 
Y191-As, 1874 .. . . EF £20 
Y192 - 1881 . . . . fair 12/6 
Y193 — — — 1883 . . nearly EF £17 
Y194 - 1885 

a really good VF £9/10/— 
Y195 - 1886 .. .. EF £18 
Y196 — — — 1887 .. . . nearly 

VF 90/-; a very good EF/FDC £22/10/— 
Y197 — Jubilee head, 1887 

VF 20/-; nearly EF 37/6; EF 45/— 
• — 1889 . . .. VF 90/- 
■ old head, 1893 .. .. VF 52/6 

■ — proof brilliant, FDC, toned £45 

- 1898 a really good VF, scarce 80/— 

Y198 

Y199 
Y200 

Y201 
Y202 

Y203 
Y204 

Y205 

— 1899 
— 1900 

— 1901 
Edward VII, . 1902 

good VF/nearly EF £6/10/— 
Y206 — proof, matt surface 

— 1905 
— 1907 

Y207 
Y208 

Y209 
Y210 

Y211 

Y212 

Y213 
Y214 

Y215 
Y216 
Y217 

Y218 

Y219 

Y220 
Y221 
Y222 

nearly EF £6 
nearly EF £5 

.. EF £6 

F 35/-; 
about EF £10 

FDC £12 
.. fair, RRR £16 

good EF, R £14/10/- 
— 1908 good VF/nearly EF, R £9 
George V, first issue, 1911, proof 

FDC, R £20 
— 1916, 1917 each, nearly EF 25/— 
Fourth coinage, 1927, proof 

FDC, R £14 
— 1928 .. .. nearly EF 21/— 

— 1929 .EF 25/- 
— 1932 .. .. nearly EF 25/- 
— 1933 .. . . nearly EF 24/— 

— 1936 .EF 25/— 
George VI, first issue, 1937, proof 

— 1937 

— 1943 
Third issue, 1950 .. 

Elizabeth II, first issue, 1953 

FLORINS. 

FDC a 
.. EF 17/6 
.. EF 16/- 
.. EF 10/- 
1953 

unc. 10/- 

Y223 Victoria, Godless type, 1849 
EF £11; nearly EF £ 10/10/— 

Y224 — Gothic type, B1, 1852 .. EF £10 

Y225 -B3, 1872 good VF £8; EF £9 

Y226 - 1873 . . .. EF £9 
Y227 -B8, 1885 . . .. EF £7 
Y228 — Jubilee head, 1887 

good F/VF 15/-; a really 
good VF 37/6; nearly EF 42/6; EF 50 - 

Y229 - 1889 . . .. fair 5/- 

Y230 — — 1891 almost VF, RR £5 
Y231 — Old head, 1897.. nearly EF 90/— 

Y232 - 1898 .. good F 20/- 

Y233 - 1899 .. .. EF £7 
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Y234 - 1900 .. .. EF £6 

Y235 - 1901 .. about EF £5 
Y236 Edward VII, 1902, proof 

almost FDC £10/10/- 
Y237 — 1902 . . nearly EF £8/10/- 

Y238 — 1903 .VF 90/- 

Y239 — 1904 nearly EF, RR £10/10/— 
Y240 — 1910 . . . . nearly F 27/6 

Y241 George V, first issue, 1911 
nearly VF 9/- 

Y242 - 1914 
nearly VF 8/6; good VF 15/— 

Y243 - 1918.. .. good EF 30/- 

Y244 — second issue, 1920 . . VF 15/— 

Y245 - 1922.. nearly EF/EF 35/- 

Y246 — — 1926.VF 15/- 
Y247 — third issue, 1927, proof FDC £10 

Y248 — fourth issue, 1929 
good VF 12/6; nearly EF 30/— 

Y248a-1931 . . nearly EF 27/6 

Y249 - 1932.F, R 8/6 

Y249a — — 1935 .. nearly VF 7/- 

^250 — — 1936 (struck wider Edward VIII) 
good F/VF 5/—; VF 12/6; nearly EF 

Y251 George VI, first issue, 1937 
good EF 17/6; EF 

Y252 - 1939 nearly EF 20/-; EF 

20/' 

Y253 - 

Y254 - 

Y255 - 
Y256 - 

1942.. .. VF 7/-; EF 

1944. . good VF/'EF 

1945.. .. nearly W 

1946. . VF I nearly EF 
Y257 — third issue, 1950, impaired proof 

nearly EF/EF 15/— 
Y258 Elizabeth II, first issue, 1953 

unc. 9/- 

15/- 

22/6 
15/- 

9/6 
12/- 

7/6 

EIGHTEENPENCE. 

Y259 Bust type, 1811 
F 12/-; good F 20/-; VF 25/-; EF 75/- 

Y260 Head type, 1813 .. nearly VF 20/- 
Y261 — 1816 .. .. nearly EF 40/- 

As in most cases we have only one example of each number for sale and this 
may be sold when your order is received, please send alternative numbers 
or instruct us if we may send another piece somewhat like it if possible. 

ENGLISH HAMMERED COINAGE. 
S. = Seaby. Standard Catalogue of British 

Coins. Vol. I. England and U.K. 1966 Edition. 
Every type listed from Ancient British Times 
to George III, and every date from 1816 to 

1965. Cloth only 25/-. 
Br.= Brooke. English Coins from the 7th 

Century. 65/-. 

NORTHUMBRIA. 

H3147 Eanred, FE sceat. R. broder. S’. 410 
good F/F 60/— 

H3148-R. pihtred .. VF 90/— 

H3149 Aethelred II, FE sceat. R. ALGhERE. 

5. 41 .. good F/F 40/-; VF 80/- 

J H3150-R. br • odr (retrograde) 
goodVY £5 

H3151 — — R. EANRED good VF 85/— 

H3152-R. FORDRED 
of a good silver appearance, ? plated, 

nearly EF, small corrosion marks £8 

H3154-four small annulets and pellet 
within inner circle in centre. R. leofdegn, 

central device consists of eight wedges 
VF/F, interesting £8 

H3155-R. monne good F 45/— 

H3156-R. pihtrd about VF 60/— 

H3157 Redwulf, FE sceat. R. monne. S. 413 
VF £12 

H3158 Archbishop Wigmund, FE sceat. 
Cross and pellet. R. coenred, around 
central cross. S. 423... . . VF £5 

ANGLO-SAXON. 

H3159 Burgred, type A. Bust r. R. 
dvdecil moneta in and between lunettes. 
S’. 486. Plate 5 EF, of better than 
usual style and of good silver, rare thus £24 

H3160 St. Edmund, memorial coinage. 
Large chevron barred a in centre with 
trefoil of pellets either side. R. daiemond 
moa. S. 503. Plate 5 

good EF, toned £25 

H3161 Cnut (Vikings). cnvt rex around 
patriarchal cross. R. cvn net ti around 
cross pattee and two pellets. S. 532. Plate 5 

good EF, toned £16 

H3162 Aethelberht. Bust r. R. ebelgeard 

moneta on and between limbs of voided 
long cross. S. 582. Plate 5 

EF, but edge a little chipped £30 

H3163 Eadgar. Small cross. R. adelaver 

mo in two lines. S. 649. Plate 5 VF £15 

H3164 Aethelred II, crvx type, Rochester. 
Bust 1. with sceptre. R. sidepine mon rofe 

Br. 3; S. 667. Plate 5 
nearly VF, RR £25 

H3165 — Southwark. R. tvneman mo 

svdge. Br. 3; S. 667. Plate 5 
good EF, toned £15 

H3166 Long cross type, Exeter. Bust r. R. 
manna mo eaxe. Br. 5; S. 668 

F, scarce £5/10/— 

H3167 — Winchester. R. leofpold mo pint 

good F 90/- 
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H3168 — York. R. svmrlida mo eofr, 
cross in 1st quarter, pellet in 3rd quarter. 
Hildebrand 890/1. Plate 5 good VF £15 

H3169 Cnut, helmet type, York. R. 
svrtinc MO EOF. Br. 3; S. 676. Plate 5 

EF, as struck, nicely toned £20 
H3170 Small cross type, York. R. earngrim 

ON EOF. Br. 4; S. 677. Ex Ernst coll. 
VF £14 

H3171 Edward the Confessor, trefoil quad¬ 
rilateral type, York. Crude bust 1. R. 
LEOFENOD ON eoe. Bri. 1; 5. 690 

VF £9 
H3172 Small flan type. Bust 1. R. rerrne 

ON rde ?, blundered. Br. 3; 691 
nearly F 60/— 

H3173 — London. R. lifinc on lvnd 
good F £6 

H3174 — Winchester. R. ifinc on pince 
Plate 5 
practically FDC, toned, a superb coin £18 

H3175 Expanding cross type, York. Bust 1. 
with sceptre. R. arcil on eofer. Br. 5; 
S. 692 (lightweight issue) 

EF, toned £17/10/— 
H3176 Helmet type, London. R. brihtma.r 

on lvn. It would appear that the die was 
prepared for Wallingford as it was altered 
from pa to LVN (vn ligate). The moneyer’s 
name is common to both mints. Plate 5 

good VF/VF, RRR £20 

H3178 Sovereign type, Northampton. R. 
pvlnod on ham. Br. 7; S'. 694. Plate 6 

good VF, probably as struck £20 

H3179 Hammer cross type, Steyning. R. 
DIORMAN ON STALNIG. Br. 8; S. 695 

VF £10 
H3180 — Winchester. R. brihtmae.r on 

pince . . . . VF /good VF £9 
H3181 Facing bust type, Exeter. R. eofpine 

on exec. Br. 9-, S. 696 .. VF £10 

NORMAN AND LATER KINGS. 

H3182 William I, Bonnet type, York. R. 
dorr on eofer. S. 702. Plate 6 

good VF, but slightly flat in places £18 

H3183 Two stars type, Northampton. R- 
sepine on hmp. S. 705. Plate 6 

good EF, as struck £30 
H3184 paxs type, York. R. aleif on 

efrpic. S. 708. Plate 6 
EF, as struck £15 

H3185 Henry I, pellets in quatrefoil type, 
London. R..ON LVN. S. 728 

FI fair £10 
H3186 Stephan, “ Watford ” type, Salis¬ 

bury (?). R. [stan] GhvND on [sa]. Br. 1; 
S. 730 . fair, R £12 

H3187 Type II. Cut farthing. R. gill. 
S. 731 .. .. good F £7/10/- 

H3188 Henry II, short cross Ic, London. R. 
ravl on lvndc. S. 768 good VF/VF £7 

H3189 Edward III, “ florin ” coinage, penny 
ot York. S. 974 .. . . fair 30/— 

H3190 — halfpenny of London. S. 975 
F 20/- 

H3191 Pre-treaty, series F, groat of London. 
S. 984 .F 50/- 

H3692 — E, halfgroat of York. S. 996 
good VF £6 

H3193 Richard II, halfpenny of London, 
mule of classes I I/I V. Vide B.N.J. XXXI, 
plate IX, 25 .. good F, RR 90/- 

H3194 Henry V, class C, groat of London, 
mullet on r. shoulder. S. 1173 

good F/F £7 
H3195 — Similar. Plate 6 . . VF £12 
H3196 Henry VI, rosette-mascle issue, groat 

of Calais. S. 1261 .. good F 50/— 

H3197 Leaf-pellet issue, groat of London. 
ANGLE S. 1316 . . . . VF 85/— 

H3198 Edward IV, first reign, heavy coinage, 
group I, lis on neck, groat of London. S. 1368 

EF, small striking crack £9/10/— 
H3199 — — Similar, but lis on breast, mm. 

plain cross (obv.); lis (rev.). S. 1369 
nearly EF £ 10/10/— 

H3200 — — group III, groat of London, mm. 
rose. S. 1373 EF, small striking crack £12 

H3201 — — group IV, groat of London, 
annulets by neck, eye after tas. S. 1376 

nearly VF £6/10/— 
H3202 — Light coinage, groat of London, 

mm. rose. S. 1399 . . EF, toned £8 
H3203 — — halfgroat of Canterbury, mm. 

crown (obv.)-, sun (rev.). S. 1430 
nearly VF 60/— 

H3204 Henry VII, class I, groat of London, 
mm. lis and rose dimidiated. S’. 1588 

good F £6 

H3205 — — — saltires at neck, mm. cross 
fitchee. S’. 1589 nearly VF £7/10/— 

H3206 Class Illb, groat of London, mm. 
greyhound’s head. S. 1593 

FI good F 40/- 
H3207 — — mm. pansy . . F 45/- 
H3208 Class IVa, groat of London, mm. cross- 

crosslet. S’. 1594 .. VF £5/5/— 

H3209 “ Sovereign ” type, penny of Durham. 
Bp. Sherwood. S. 1626 . . F 40/- 

H3210-Bp. Fox. S. 1628 
about F 30/— 

H3411-York, Archbp. Rotherham. S. 
1630 . . about VF for issue 80/- 

H3212 “ Tentative ” issue, groat of London, 
mm. cross-crosslet. S. 1649. Plate 6 

F {good F £18 
EI3213 Regular profile issue, groat of London, 

mm. phcon. S. 1653 . . . . F 65/— 
H3214 — half groat of York, keys below shield. 

S. 1657 .. F, portrait nearly VF 45/— 

H3215 Henry VIII, first coinage, groat of 
London, mm. portcullis. S. 1709 

good F £6/10/- 
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H3216 — Plate 6 good VF £12 

H3217 — halfpenny of London, nun. port¬ 
cullis. 5“. 1726.. .. good F 68/— 

H3218 Second Coinage, half groat of London, 
mm. arrow (obv. only). S’. 1733 

good F 80/— 
H3219 — half groat of Canterbury, Archbp. 

Warham, mm. cross-patonce (obv.); t (rev.). 
S. 1735 . . . . nearly VF/VF 55/- 

H3220 — halfpenny of London. S. 1748 
nearly F 30/— 

H3221 Posthumous Coinage, groat of South¬ 
wark, mm. —/E. Y. 1796 . . legend 
only F, but portrait EF for this issue 75/— 

H3222 — penny of London. S. 1809 
fair 15/— 

H3223 Mary, groat. S. 1884 .. F 55/— 
H3224 Philip and Mary, groat. S. 1901 

nearly VF, but 
small striking crack, nice portrait £6/10/- 

H3225 — half groat. S. 1902 (£50). Plate 6 
F, tooled in places and plugged RRRR £15 

H3226 Elizabeth I, threepence, 1562, mm. 
pheon. S’. 1936 good VF/VF 85/— 

H3227 — 1578, mm. Greek cross 
good F 45/— 

H3228 Halfgroat, mm. martlet. S. 1939 
VF £7/10/- 

H3229 — with mark of value, mm. escallop. 
S. 1940 . good F 50/- 

H3230 Threehalfpence, 1576, mm. eglantine. 
•S. 1941.F 75/- 

H3231 Penny, mm. cross-crosslet. S. 1943 
F 45/- 

H3232 — mm. hand . . good F 60/— 
H3232A — mm. 2 (1602) good F 65/- 
H3233 Milled coinage, threepence, 1561, small 

bust with plain dress. S'. 1959. Plate 6 
nearly VF/VF £22 

In leather bag of Issue. 
MB1 George V, 1926, type B (61 pence = 

25 coins), with Westminster Abbey order 
of Service document dated 1926 

FDC £105 

MB2 — 1932, type D (67 pence = 26 coins). 
Personally distributed by the reigning 
Monarch for the first time since 1684 

FDC £110 

MB3 Elizabeth II, 1959, type B (33 pence = 
13 coins), with St. George’s Chapel (Windsor 
Castle) document dated 1959 FDC £100 

H3234 - 1562, tall narrow bust with 
large rose. S'. 1960 

nearly F/F 75/-; good F £6 
H3235 — — 1564, cross pattee on rev. S. 

1962 . . . . . . nearly F, R £7 

H3236 — Half groat, no rose or date. S'. 1963. 
Plate 8 . . . . good VF £22/10/— 

H3237 James I, first coinage, halfgroat, mm. 
thistle. S. 2002 good F £5/10/— 

H3238 Second coinage, halfpenny, mm. lis. 
S. 2015. good F 45/- 

H3239 Third coinage, halfgroat, mm. lis. 
S. 2023 .nearly EF 85/- 

H3240 Charles I, half groat, la, mm. anchor. 
Y. 2153 . .. VF 35/- 

H3241 — 2a, mm. plume. •S. 2154 
nearly EF 85/- 

H3242 Penny, 31. S. 2176 F 15/- 
H3243 Halfpenny, rose both sides. T. 2182 

good F 32/6 
H3244 Briot’s first milled issue, halfgroat. 

S. 2200. Plate 6 
almost FDC, toned, a gem £20 

H3245 Oxford, groat, large bust. R. Large 
single plume above declaration, 1645 below. 
S. 2330. Plate 6 

EF, a superb piece £30 
H3246 Commonwealth, penny. S. 2556 

fair 25/-; good F 75/— 
H3247 Charles II, first issue, twopence. 

S. 2596 . . . . nearly EF £5/10/— 

H3248 Second issue, machine made twopence. 
S. 2604 .VF 55/- 

H3249 Third hammered issue, threepence. 
S. 2611 .. .. .. nearly ¥ 30/— 

H3250 — penny. S. 2613 about F 27/6 

MONIES. 
MC6 — Old head, 1893 FDC £15 
MC7 - 1894, 1895, 1896, 1897, 1898 

1899, 1900, 1901 each, FDC £12 
MC8 Edward VII, 1902 

EF £11; FDC £13 
MC9 — 1903, 1904, 1905, 1906, 1907 

FDC £12 
MC10 George V, type A, 1915 FDC £20 

MCI 1 — type B, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 
1926   FDC £20 

MCI2 — type C, 1928 FDC £20 

MCI3 — type D, 1933 FDC £20 

MCI 4 - 1935 EF £23; FDC £30 

MCI5 - 1936. Distributed bv Ed. VIII 
FDC £32 

MCI6 George VI, type A, 1939, 1944, 1945 
FDC £17 

MCI7 — type B, 1947, 1948 FDC £17 

MCI8 — type C, 1950, 1951 FDC £18 

MCI9 Elizabeth II, tvpe A, 1953 
FDC £85 

Sets in Cases. 
MCI Victoria, Young head, 1865,1871, 1872, 

1875, 1879, 1880, 1882, 1884, 1885 
each, FF £15 

MC2 - 1882 good, EF £17/10/- 

MC3 - 1887 .. . . EF £20 

MC4 — Jubilee head, 1888 FDC £21 
MC5 - 1890,1892 each, FDC £20 

MAUNDY 
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A1C20 — type B, 1954, 1960, 1962, 1964 
FDC £22/10/- 

MC21 - 1965 .. FDC £27/10/- 

Uncased sets. 

MS22 Charles II, type B, undated 
good F £8/10/-; EF £25 

MS23 — type C, 1673 .. .. VF £16 

MS24 - 1676 goodV F £17/10/- 
MS25 — — 1680 marly VF £14/10/- 
MS26 — — 1682 nearly VF £13/10/— 

A1S27 — — mixed dates 
VF £12; EF £20 

A1S28 William and Mary, mixed dates 
VF £15 

MS29 William III, 1700 
EF except for 4d. which is F/VF £32/10/— 

A1S30 — mixed dates about F £12/10/— 

MS31 Anne, mixed dates 
good VF £17/10/— 

MS32 George I, mixed dates 
almost EF £25 

MS32A George II, 1739 VF £24 
MS33 — 1746 VF £20; almost EF £25 
MS34 George III, type A, 1772 

good VF £12/10/- 
MS34a — type C, 1800 nearly EF £15 
A1S35 — type D .. nearly EF £12 

A1S36 George IV, 1822, Small head three¬ 
pence . . . . . . . . EF £14 

A1S37 — 1823, normal 3d. 
EF except 4d. which is scratched £11 

A1S38 — 1827 .EF £12 

A1S39 William IV, 1831 EF £14 

A1S40 Victoria, Young head, 1840, 1844 
each, good EF £15 

A1S41 - 1846, 1847 each, VF £11 

A1S42 - 1850, 1854, 1861, 1863, 1864, 
1867, 1868, 1873, 1874, 1877, 1880, 1883, 
1884, 1885, 1886 each EF £15 

MS43 - 1859 1866, 1882 
each, FDC £17/10/- 

A1S44 - 1887 .. EF £19/10/- 

A1S45 — Jubilee head 1888 nearly F.F £15 

A1S46 - 1890, 1891 each, EF £15 
MS47 - 1891,1892 each, FDC £19 

MS48 — Old head, 1894, 1895, 1896, 1897, 
1899 .each, EF £10 

MS49 - 1901 .. FDC £11 
MS50 Edward VII, 1902 FDC £12 

A4S51 — 1903, 1904, 1905, 1906, 1907 
each, EF £10 

MS52 George V, type A, 1919 
FDC £17/10/- 

MS53 — type B, 1927 FDC £20 

A1S54 — type C, 1928 EF £16; FDC £19 

MS55 - 1929, 1930, 1932, 1933 
FDC £19 

MS56 -  1935 .. EF £23 

MS57 Edward VII, 1936 (type as previous 
year) . . .. .. FDC £30 

MS58 George VI, type A, 1937 FDC £16 

MS 59 - 1938, 1940, 1942, 1943, 1944, 
1945, 1946 . . . . each, FDC £16 

A1S60 — type B, 1947, 1948 
each, FDC £16 

MS61 — type C, 1949, 1950, 1951 
each, FDC £18 

MS62 - 1952 . . FDC £25 

AIS63 Elizabeth II, tvpe A, 1953, Coronation 
year .. . . FDC £82/10/- 

A1S64 — tvpe B, 1954, 1955, 1958, 1959, 
1960, 1961, 1962, 1963, 1964 

each, FDC £22 
MS65 - 1965 .. FDC £27 

j As in most cases we have only one example of each number for sale and this | 
may be sold when your order is received, please send alternative numbers 

j or instruct us if we may send another piece somewhat like it if possible. | 

ENGLISH COPPER COINS. 
K624 Charles II. Halfpenny, 1673, no stops 

on obv. P. 512 RR, good Fj nearly VF £9 

K625 — 1675 scarce, F 60/— 
K626 — Pattern with plain circle. Obv. as 

current 2d. Ii. qvatvor, etc. Plate 10 
R, good EF £30 

K627 Tin farthing, 1684 . . F 55/— 

K628 James II. Tin halfpenny, 1685. P. 539. 
Plate 10. . .. .. .. good 
EF (very rare condition for this issue) £100 

K629 — — Similar nearly EF £60 

K630 -Similar VF I nearly VF £35 
K631 Tin farthing, 1685 good F £11 

K631a William and Mary. Tin halfpenny, 
1690, date on edge. .. good VF £30 

K632 -Plate" 10 good EF/EF £85 

K633 - 1691 date in ex. and on edge 
fair 95/-; good F £20; nearly VF £32/10/- 

K634 Tin farthing, 1690 fair j nearly F 70/- 

K635 - 1692 .. R, good F £16 
K636 — AL halfpenny, 1694 

F 20/-; nearly VF 80/- 
K637 -Double struck obv. and rev. 

R, good F £5 
IC637A-Proof. P. 612 

RR, good VF £35 
K638 -P. 615 RR, Flfair £5 

K639 Farthing, 1694, double ex. line 
good F 17/6; good VF 45/- 

K640 -BRITANNIA. P. 618* 
R, good F 60/- 

K641-Single ex. line. P. 619 
F 25/-; VF 60/- 
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K642 William III. Halfpenny, type I, 1695 
scarce, nearly F/F 50/- 

K643 — 1696 F 45/- good F/VF 60/- 
K644 — 1697 .. F 30/-; VF 55/- 
K645 -No stops either side 

P, nearly VF 80/— 
K646 -No stop after tertivs 

P, nearly VF/VF £7 
K647 — 1698 

PPP, F £6; VF/nearly VF £15 
K648 Type 2, date in legend, 1698 

R, fair 30/-; good F £5 
K649 — 1699 fair 17/6; F 40/-; VF £5 
K650 Type 3, date in ex. 1699 

F 20/-; VF 60/- 
K651 — 1700 

scarce, fair 12/-; F 25/-; VF 60/— 
K652 -BRITANNIA. P. 697 

P, nearly VF 50/— 
K653 — 1701 fair 10/-; F 22/6; VF 50/- 

K654 -GVLIELMVS . TERTIVS. P. 705 
P, F 40/— 

K655 Farthing. Type 1, 1695 
scarce, nearly VF 70/— 

K656 — 1697 F 35/-; nearly VF 60/- 
K657 — 1699 .. F 40/— 
K658 -GVLILEMVS . . RR, F 90/- 
K659 — 1700 F 17/6 
K660 Type 2, date in legend, 1699 

good F 30/- 
K661 George II. Young head, halfpenny, 

1733 F 12/6; VF 30/- 
K662 — 1734 .. .. F 12/6; VF 30/- 
K663 — 1736 F 14/-; VF 35/- 
K664 — 1737 F 15/-; good VF 50/— 
K665 — 1738 F 12/6; good VF 40/— 
K666 — 1739 F 12/6; VF 30/- 
K667 Old head, 1740 and 1742 each F 15/- 
K668 — 1744 P, F 17/6; nearly VF 37/6 
K669 — 1746 scarce, good F 21/- 
K670 — 1747 

scarce, F 15/-; VF/nearly VF 30/- 
K671 — 1748 F 10/6; VF 27/6 
K672 Farthing:—(a) 1741, P, F 17/6 ; (b) 

1744, F 12/6; (c) 1746, F 10/6; VF 20/-; 
v over u P, nearly VF 50/—; (d) 1749, F 8/6; 
good VF 30/- 

K673 George III. First issue halfpenny. 
1770 F 15/-; VF 35/- 

K674 — 1771 
fair 6/-; F 12/6; VF 27/6; nearly EF 55/— 

K675 — 1772 /a/r 6/-; F 12/6; VF 27/6 
K676 — 1773 

/air 6/-; F 12/6; VF 37/6 
K677 — 1775 . . . . . . scarce, 

fair 7/6; F 17/6; VF 45/-; near/y EF 90/- 

K678 Contemporary forgeries (several 
portraits for each date):—(a) 1771, P, 
F 5/-; VF 10/6; (b) 1772, scarce, F 4/-; 
VF 8/6; (c) 1773, F 2/6; VF 5/6; (d) 1774, 
F 3/6; VF 7/-; (e) 1775, F 2/3; VF 5/-; 
EF 10/6. 

K679 Third issue, halfpenny 1799 
F 4/-; VF 8/6; EF 20/- 

K680 — — 6 relief gunports. P. 1249 
VF 9/6; EF 35/— 

K681 — — 9 relief gunports. P. 1250 
VF 25/- 

K682 Victoria. Copper issue, penny, 1843 
PP, good F £6 

K683 — 1844 .. .. P, EF £5 
K684 — 1845 

P, F 40/-; nearly VF 80/- nearly EF £10 
I<685 — 1846, def: .. P, F 25/- 
K686 — 1849 . . PPP, ncar/y EF £50 
K687 — 1859 small date scarce, VF 32/6 
K688 Halfpenny, 1838 . . .. EF 45/— 
K689 — 1841 F 4/6; VF 10/6; FDC 50/- 
K690 — 1843 P, fair 15/-; good F 35/— 
K691 — 1844 .. .. P, F 17 6 
K692 — 1846 .. P, gaod F 15/- 

K693 — 1847 .. .. P, F 20/- 
K694 — 1858/7 

F 3/-; VF 8/6; goad EF 27/6 
K695 Bronze issue, penny, 1860, toothed 

border. P. 1629 
scarce, good F 40/-; nearly FDC £8/10/— 

K696 — 1865 

K697 
I<698 
K699 

K700 
K701 
K702 
K703 

VF 
K704 
K705 

K706 
K707 
K708 
K709 

scarce, F 12/6; good VF/VF 47/6 
— 1867 .. scarce, F 12/6 
— 1870 .. . . P, VF 80/- 
— 1874H, new ohv., old rev. 

good VF 35/- 
— — New obv., new rev. VF 40/— 
— 1879 P.1715 .. good VF 30/— 
— 1882H .. .. F7/-;VF 20/- 
— 1887 F 5/-; 
25/-; EF 60/- nearly FDC £5/10/— 
— 1889 .. F 41-; good VF 351- 
Halfpenny, 1860, dotted border 

FDC 60/— 
— 1880 .. R, nearly EF 60/— 
— 1881H .. . . P, F 15/— 
— 1886 . . . . F 3/6; EF 27/6 
— 1887 F 3/-; VF 12/6; FDC 50/- 

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY TOKENS. 
The numbers correspond to those in 

Williamson's work, all are farthings and round 
unless otherwise stated. When ordering please 
quote number and County, this is important. 

13 Yorkshire. Barnsley, id, Francis Usher 
of Barnslye mercer. Talbot 

nearly VF 60/— 

17 Bazvtry, id, Samuell Trubshaw, 1664. 
Unicorn . . . . good VF 70/— 

18 Bedale, id, William Lodge of Beadle 
(three lines), 1668. Rose-bush 

good F/VF 65/- 

19 William Lodge of Beaded, 1664, Mercers’ 
Arms .. .. .. . . F 35/- 
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32 Beverley, Ad, William Wilberfoss 
good VF 80/— 

36 Boroughbridge, Francis Calvert, 1656 
R, (pierced) F 25/- 

39 Bradford, Ad, John Cooke and Josuah 
Farrand. Lion rampant . . VF 65/— 

44 Ad, John Preston, 1666. Family Arms 
nearly VF 60/— 

46 Bridlington, Town halfpenny, 1670 
F 40/— 

54 Id, Ralph Porter, 1670. RMP conjoined 
R, nearly VF £5 

65 Doncaster, Ad, Thomas Burton, 1667. 
Mercers’ Arms .. . . good F 35/— 

69 Ad, Nicholas Doughtie, 1666. Saddlers’ 
Arms . . . . . . . . VF 80/— 

77 Ad, Benjamin Marshall. Angel (Mayor 
1669).VF 60/- 

78 Ad, William Moody, 1666. Bakers’ Arms 
good F 35/— 

97 Great Preston, Ad, Walter Widdope. 
Pick-axe . . .. R, nearly VF 80/— 

100 Guisborough, Ad> Thomas Harrison, 1666. 
Kings head . . . . nearly VF 60/— 

109 Halifax, Ad, Jonathan Kighley, 1666. 
Salters’ Arms . . . . R, VF 75/— 

123 Holbeck (Parish of Leeds) Ad, John 
Dixson of Houlback neare Leeds, 1668. 
Shears .. R, good F/nearly VF 75/— 

124 Ad, John Smith of Holbeack, 1666. 
Clothworkers’ Arms good F, scarce 57/6 

129 Hozvden, Ad, John Wighton of Houlden, 
1668 (four lines). Family Arms 

VF R 80/- 
130 Huddersfield, Ad, Edmund Walker in 

Huthersfild, 1666 . . good F 60/— 
143 Hull, Ad, Robert Felloues, 1668. Stocking 

(pierced) VF 25/— 
151 Richard Perry at Ye Whit Swan 

good F 50/— 
159 Ad, Elizabeth Thompson, 1669. Galleon 

(octagonal), R, good VF 90/— 

164 Idle, Ad, Edward Mackereth, 1668. 
scarce, VF 70/— 

177 Leeds, Id, Ambrose Ambler, 1669. Roll 
of tobacco between pipes 

R, F55/-;VF £6 
178 Id, Rich. Atkinson at ye Scarbrough 

Castle, 1669. Castle RR, VF /good F £1 

182 Ad, Henry Coates, 1666. Roll of tobacco 
F (chipped) 55/— 

189 Id, Robert Freeman and Thomas 
Messinger their peny. Jug, double-headed 
eagle .. .. RR, VF £7/10/- 

260 Pontefract, Timothy Feild. Grocers’ 
Arms . . . . . . nearly VF 50/— 

264 Pontefract, Tho. Hathornewhite, 1669. 
Hawthorn-bush.. .. good F/'F 40/- 

266 Robert More. Grocers’ Arms VF 55/— 

272 Richmond, Ad. Nicholas Beckett, 1667. 
Oak tree.. . . nearly VF 55/— 

290 Robin Hood's Bay (LJarish of Whitby), Ad, 
Roger Dickinson, 1669. Robin Hood, Little 
John with bows and arrows. (Heart-shape) 

RR, pierced VF £9/10/- 
296 Scarborough, £d, John Fowler, 1667. 

Man carrying gun RR, Fjgood F 85/— 

297 Ad, Peter Hodgson, 1667. Salters’ 
Arms . . .. . . good VF 70/— 

317 Sheffield, Ad, Michaell Baker, 1667 
nearly VF 50/— 

320 Robert Boughton, 1663. Kings head 
nearly VF 45/— 

326 Ad, Robert Downes, 1670. Grapes 
nearly VF 65/— 

338 Skipton, Ad, Richard Dixon, 1668. 
(churchwarden 1662) . . good F/VF 65/— 

347 Stokesley, God save the King, 1665. 
Kings head .. . . nearly EF £5 

349 Thirsk, Robert Bell, 1664. Family 
Arms . . .. . . . . VF 10/6 

379 York, Ad, Tho. Allott in Thursday 
Markett, 1668, Griffin . . nearly VF 55/— 

382 York, Ad, William Bell Grocer, 1665 
nearly VF 50/— 

391 Ad, James Cauton, Marriner. 1667. 
Anchor . . .. . . nearly VF 50/— 

397 Ad, Robert Gardner, 1667. Swan 
good F/F 50/— 

406 Ad, George Hutchinson, 1669. Grapes 
good VF 80/— 

411 Ad, John Kettlewell, Glassman, 1666. 
Pot of lilies . . . . . . VF 55/— 

412 Ad, George Kighley Yorke his A (four lines), 
1668. Pegasus . . . . F/VF 80/— 

414 Ad, James Leech, 1666. Skinners’ Arms 
VF 50/- 

421 Ad, John Moore, 1667. Ship VF 50/— 

431 Ad, Phillipp Rosendall in Water Lane. 
Three men with globe . . about F 40/— 

26a Uncertain. Ad, John Anthony, 1667. 
Merchants mark (unpublished) R, VF 65/— 

29 For William Brock and Robert Couldry 
VF 30/- 

39 Ad, John Hartley Ob., 1660. Rose tree 
good F 50/— 

66 No legend P.C. R. Church, no legend 
F 27/6 

92 The Farthing of a Merchant of the Staple 
of England. Staple-Merchants’ Arms, 
Fleece VF (3 dies) 40/- 

106 Digna Dignis Eveniunt. Youth receiving 
crown from sky. R. Man whipping donkey 

VF /good F 50/— 

As in most cases we have only one example of each number for sale and this 
may be sold when your order is received, please send alternative numbers 
or instruct us if we may send another piece somewhat like it if possible. 
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FOREIGN COINS. 
EUROPEAN COINS. 

Cl AUSTRIA, BOHEMIA, HUNGARY, 
etc. (the Crown-lands of the Holy Roman 
Empire), Maximilian I, broad double taler, 
1509. MAXIMILIAN VS • DEI • • GRA • 

ROM • IMP • SEMP : AVG * ARCHIDVX • AVSTRIE. 

Crowned emperor, in armour, carrying 
standard, on horseback r., date below. 
R. Crowned shield with double eagle 
within two circles of smaller shields. 
Probszt 8; S.-R. 27. Plate 10 

RR, nearly EF £200 
C2 Ferdinand I, 1531-64, taler, undated, 

Joachimsthal, Bohemia. Young crowned 
bust r., cuirassed and shouldering sceptre. 
R. infans • hispaniae etc., eagle 1., with 
quartered shield in centre. Markl 706; 
At. z. A. 4; Don. 1040. . VF £27/10/- 

C3 — reichstaler of 72 kreuzer, undated, Tirol. 
Old three-quarter crowned and cuir. bust r. 
shouldering sceptre. R. Crowned imperial 
double eagle, orb with 72 (kreuzer) below. 
M. 1676; S.-R. 129 R, good VF £27/10/- 

C4 Ferdinand II, taler, 1627, Breslau, Silesia. 
Laur. and cuir. bust r. with high ruff, date 
below truncation. It. Crowned Imperial 
double eagle with quartered shield in centre, 
mm. w (Wratislavia) below. Fried, z S. 213; 
S. -R. 288 . . R, nearly VF/VF £26 

C5 Ferdinand III, taler, 1658, Kremnitz. 
Laur. and cuir. bust r. with falling collar. 
R . Crowned double eagle with quartered 
shield in centre . . . . VF £12 

C6 Leopold I, 1658-1705, double taler, un¬ 
dated, Hall. Laur. and cuir. younger bust 
with long wig and prominent lip, r. R. 
Eagle of Tirol 1. EFjgood EF £42 

C7 — taler, 1691, Hall. Laur. and cuir. bust 
with cloak and prominent lip, r. R. 
Crowned quartered shield with eagle of 
Tirol in centre . . . . EF £10/10/- 

C8 Joseph I, taler, 1710, Hall. Broad laur. 
and cuir. bust with cloak and long wig r. 
R. Crowned shield. Dav. 1018 

good EF £12 

C9 Karl VI, taler, 1733, Hall. Large bust r. 
with long wig and Roman cuirass. R. 
Similar. D. 1055 . . good EF £12 

CIO Maria Theresia, taler, 1765G, Gilnz- 
burg. Diad. cuir. bust r. R. Crowned 
double eagle with shield of many quarterings 
in centre. Dav. 1147; M.z.A., p. 2661 

goodW F £5/15/- 
Cll — taler, 1780, Vienna. Old bust r. with 

widow’s veil. R. Similar. M. z. A., p. 282; 
Dav. 1117 

early striking, nearly EF /good EF 87/6 
C12 DENMARK, Christian IV, speciedaler, 

1646. Crowned and cuir. bust r., over 
legend and date. R. Crowned shield in 
circles of shields. Schou 19 .. EF £12 

03 Frederik III, speciedaler, 1649. Crowned 
and cuir. large bust r. R. Similar. Schou 18. 
Plate 9 . . . . . . R, good VF £50 

04 Frederik III, obsidional krone, 1659, 
struck during war against Sweden; and 
relief of Copenhagen. Crowned f3, eben — 

ezer in field. Ii. Hand, about to seize 
crown, severed from arm by sword from 
heaven. Schou 32; Maill., pi. 27. 1 

RR, EF £34 
05 Christian V, double krone, 1675. The 

king on horseback r. R. Crowned shield. 
Schou 12.. .. good VF £27/10/- 

06 Frederik IV, krone of 4 marck, 1723, 
Konigsberg. Cuir. king on horseback r. R. 
Crowned shield in the collar of the elephant- 
order. Schou 3 . . . . EF £19 

07 Christian VII, speciedaler, 1801, for 
Sleswig-Holstein. Head r. R. Crowned 
shield between value. Schou 1 

nearly VF £14/10/— 
08 Frederik, VI, rigsdaler, 1824. Head r. 

R. Crowned shield, date below. Dav. 73 
EF £20 

09 Frederik VII, speciedaler, 1848, on his 
accession. Head r. R. Head of the late 
king Christian VIII r. Dav. 75 EF £20 

C20 GERMANY, Bavaria, Maximilian III 
Joseph, taler, 1757. Cuir. bust r. R. The 
Virgin on clouds . . nearly VF 35/— 

C21 — — taler, 1770. Similar 
good F/nearly VF 35/— 

C22 Brandenburg - Franconia, Albrecht 
and Georg, taler, 1544. Three-quarter cuir. 
busts facing each other. R . Cross fleur-de- 
lisee, four shields in its angles. S.-R. 6013 

good VF £27/10/— 

RECENT ISSUES 
• 

BAHRAIN. The Bahrain dinar of 1000 fils introduced in Oct. 1965. Complete set 
of six coins, cu.-ni. 100, 50 and 25; AL 10, 5 and 1 fils. Obv. Palm tree. R. 
Value, etc. unc. 10/6 

Postage: 9d. inland 

CANADA. Elizabeth II, 7R dollar, 1965 with the new portrait of Her Majesty. 
R. Canoe. bag scratches, but unc. 151- 

Postage: 9d. inland 
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C23 Brunswick-Calenberg, Erich II, taler, 
1569. ericvs . d . G etc.; inner circle: • ex • 
dvris — gloria. Wild man facing, holding 
quartered shield. R . Imperial double eagle 
with 24 in orb. Knigge 127 
small chip in edge, R, nearly VF £18/10/- 

C24 — Wolfenbiittel, Julius “ spectacles ” 
taler, 1588, Goslar. Shield with six 
quarterings, three helmets above. R. 
ALUS IN SERVIENDO CONSVMOR GOSLARIAE; 

wild man standing, holding trunk of tree 
and candle, hour-glass and spectacles 
hanging from his arm, springing horse and 
date in field. Fiala 309. 

R, VF /good VF £32 
C25 — Friedrich Ulrich, 1613-34, \\“Glucks” 

(fortune) taler, undated, die menschen in 
DER WELDT / TRACHTN ALSO NACH GELT 

(mankind is striving for worth) crosswise 
four views in angles: heron hunt, miner, 
angler and alchemist. Fortune with sail on 
orb, on which 1J in. sea with sailing ship. 
Knyph 218. Plate 9 

RR, good VF/VF £70 
C26 — taler, 1617. Shield with many 

quarterings and helmets. R. Wild man 
standing. Knyph 226 good VF/VF £12 

C27 August the Younger, 1635-66, ship-taler, 
undated. Cuir. bust half r. with falling 
lace-collar. R. alles mit bedacht — iacta 
est alea; two ships ready for departure, 
crossed keys on larger ship, man standing on 
shore. Knyph 503 . . .. VF £25 

C28 — taler, 1638. Shield with many 
quarterings. R. Wild man standing, 
holding tree. Fi. 64; Knyph 7754 var. 

nearly VF £9 
C29 — first bell-taler, 1643. Three-quarter 

bust 1., holding baton. R. Bell, between 
rosaces, with inscription nil nisi. Knvph 
450 .R,goodV F £18 

C30 — 4 taler, on his death 1666. Tree 
with falling leaves, skull at its roots, rIgUI / 
sic transit gloria below. R. Biographical 
data in circle and field. Knyph 556 

R, VF £10/10/- 
C31 Anton Ulrich, taler, 1707. Shield with 

many quarterings and helmets. Ii. Wild 
man standing, RB in field. Fiala 1045 

good VF/VF £10/10/- 
C32 Karl, taler, 1764. Bust r. R. Horse 

cantering 1. . . . . nearly VF £6 
C33 Hamburg, wedding taler, 17th century. 

qvoso devso conivnxit etc. Our Lord 
blessing young couple in contemporary 
garments. R. Wedding-scene at Canaa 

good VF £18 
C34 — 5 m., 1908% D. 659; J. 65 EF 45/- 
C35 Palatinate, Frederick II the Sage (der 

Weise) Elector, taler, 1548. fride . d . g : 
co : pala . REE . ba etc. Three-quarter 
bust r., holding sword and orb, handle 
pointing to b in legend. R. The three 
shields of Bavaria and Palatinate. Exter II, 
312 .. R, VF/goodVF £22/10/- 

C36 Saxe-Weimar, Johann Ernst and seven 
brothers, taler, 1612. Four busts each on 
obv. and rev. Alerseb 3795 

good VF £12/10/- 

C37 Saxe-Altenburg, 5 m., 1903, commem. 
50th anniv. of reign. Head r. Dav. 8116 

good EF 85/- 

C38 ITALY, Genoa, Ligurian Republic, 
1798-1805, eight lire, 1799. Shield with 
fasces in wreath, l 8 below. R. Liberty 
and Equality standing. Pag. 12 

R, good F £18 
C39 Lucca, Felix and Elisa Bacciochi, 5 

franchi, 1806. Conj. busts r. R. Value 
in wreath. Pag. 252 . . good F £6 

C40 Milan, Philip II, scudo, 1582. Bust r. 
with ruff. R. Crowned shield. C.N.l. 66 

R, fairlgood F £ 15/10/— 

C41 Napoleon I, 5 lire, 1813. Head r. R. 
Shield on crowned mantle. Pag. 310 

good F/VF £5 
C42 Provisional Government, 5 lire, 1848. 

Value in wreath. R. Libertv standing. 
Pag. 213.VF £10 

C43 Venice, Francesco Erezzo, 1631-46, 
scudo della croce, V. 11. Shield with the 
lion of St. Mark. R . Cross fleur-de-lisec. 
C.N.l. 1 .. VF £10/10/- 

C44 Provisional Government, 5 lire, 1848. 
Lion on base of which xi agosto. II. 
Value. Pag 178. Plate 9 FDC £30 

C45 MALTA, Emmanuel Pinto, 30 tari, 1757* 
Crowned quartered shield in branches. R* 
St. John standing half r., holding fiag> 
paschal lamb to r. Sch. 4 

nearly VF £5/5/- 

C46 Francesco de Ximenes, 2 scudi, 1774. 
Cuir. bust r. R. Crowned double shield. 
Sch., pi. 19, 2 . . . . nearly VF 95/— 

C47 Emmanuel de Rohan, 2 scudi, 1796. 
Bust r. R. Crowned shield, has been mtd. 

otherwise VF 35/— 
C48 RUSSIA, Peter the Great, 4 rouble, 1720. 

Laur. and cuir. bust r. R. Crowned 
double eagle. Petrov 744 RR, VF £15 

C49 Catherine I, rouble, 1727, St. Petersburg. 
Diad. and cuir. bust r. R. Similar. 
Dav. 1665; Petrov 207 nearly VF £18 

C50 Catherine II, rouble, 1764. Crowned 
small bust r. R. Similar good F £6 

C51 — rouble, 1773, St. Petersburg. Larger 
bust r. R. Similar 

nearly VF/VF £8/10/— 

C52 Nicholas I, rouble, 1845, St. Petersburg 
good VF 47/6 

C53 Alexander II, rouble, 1859, commem¬ 
orating monument of Nicholas I. Dav. 290 

good EF £15 

C54 — rouble, 1877, St. Petersburg 
good VF 37/6 
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C55 SWITZERLAND, 5 francs, 1851. Hel¬ 
vetia seated. Divo 5 .. good VF 85/— 

C56 Geneva, 5 francs, 1848. Demole 707; 
Dav. 375 .. proof, FDC £20 

C57 St. Gallen city, square 4 taler, 1620 
(klippi). Bear walking 1. R. Crowned 
imperial eagle. Tkle. 85 

RR,goodW F £42 

CROWNS OF THE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH, ETC. 
Wl AUSTRALIA, George VI, crown, 1937 

nearly EF 60/— 
W2 BERMUDA, Elizabeth II, crown, 1959 

wtc. £6 
W3 - 1964 .unc. 15/- 

W4-proof-like specimen. Original case 
scarce, FDC 60/— 

W5 BRITISH TRADE DOLLAR, 1899, b 

VF 35/- 
W6 — 1901, b .. good VF/EF 50/- 

\V7 — 1930, b.EF 60/- 
\V8 CANADA, George V, dollar, 1935 

nearly FDC £9 
W9 George VI, dollar, 1950 . . EF 35/— 

W10 — — 1951 . . .. nearly unc. 60/— 

Wll Elizabeth II, dollar, 1953 unc. 60/— 

W12 - 1957 .EF 21/- 

W13 — — 1958. British Columbia com- 
mem. . . . . . . .. EF 22/6 

W14 - 1959 .EF 15/- 

W15 - 1963 .unc. 15/- 

W16 -- 1964. Charlottetown commem. 
bag scratches, unc. 15/— 

W17 - 1965, revised portrait 
bag scratches, unc. 15/— 

W18 CEYLON, Elizabeth II, 5 rupees, 1957 
unc. 80/— 

W19 CYPRUS, George V, 45 piastres, 1928 
good VF 80/— 

W20-proof.. RR, FDC £105 

W21 GHANA, ten shillings, 1958, proof 
FDC £7/10/- 

W22 NEW ZEALAND, George VI, crown, 
1949 .. . . . . .. unc. £5 

W23 Elizabeth II, crown, 1953 .. VF 25/-^* 
W24 SOUTH AFRICA, George VI, crozcn, ^ 

1947 . . .. . . unc. £5/10/— 

W25 —- 1948 .. . . .. unc. £5 

W26 - 1949.. .. goodW F 55/- 

W27 — — 1952. Van Riebeeck tercentenary 
unc. £5 

W28 Elizabeth II, “ selected ” crown, 1953 
scarce, FDC £7/10/— 

W29 - 1954.. .. R, FDC £13 

W30 - 1955 .. scarce, FDC £8/10/- 

W31 - 1957.. .. R, FDC £10 

W32 — crown, 1958 . . ' . . unc. £5 

W33 — “ selected ” crown, 1960. Parliament 
buildings .. .. . . FDC £5 

W34 Republic, “ selected ” 50 cents, 1961 
FDC 80/- 

W35 -- 1962 .. .. R, FDC £10 
W36 - 1964 . . . . FDC 40/- 

W37 SOUTHERN RHODESIA, Elizabeth 
II, crozvn, 1953 . . . . . . unc. 65/— 

W38 STRAITS SETTLEMENTS, Edward 
VII, dollar, large size, 1904 

nearly FDC £7/10/— 
W39-small size, 1908 good EF £5 
W40 George V, dollar, 1920 

nearly FDC £6/10/— 

BRITISH COMMEMORATIVE MEDALS. 
M.I.—Medallic illustrations of British History. 
Ml Kings and Queens of England. Com¬ 

plete set of 7E 41, by Dassier. Busts r. and 1. 
R. Sepulchre on which biographical dates. 
Thirty-four medals (without case) 

EF and better £20 
M2 Elizabeth I. Assistance to the Dutch 

Provinces, 1585. AL 31. Elizabeth on 
throne giving roses to deputies of the 
Provinces. R. Two Spaniards sharing hay 
with a horse and ass. M.I. 86 good EF 70/— 

M3 James I. Alliance with France and 
the United Provinces, 1609. 7R 51. 
Hand from Heaven holding cord, on which 
the shields of France, England and Holland. 
R. Inscription in ten lines. M.I. 22; 
Van Loon II, 50 

slight trace of mounting, R, EF £20 
M4 Charles I. Marriage, 1625. /R. 22 

Busts of Charles and Maria Henrietta facing 
each other. R. Cupid holding rose. M.I. 1 

VF 42/- 

M5 — Tribute to Henrietta xMaria, 1628. 
/R 30, by Briot. Conjoined shields, England- 
France. R. Grove, date in exergue. M.I. 23 

good VF 50/— 

M6 — Scottish coronation, 1633. 7R 30, 
by Briot. Crowned bust 1. R. Thistle and 
rose-tree combined. M.I. 60 

nearly EF £7/10/- 

M7 — Baptism of James (II), 1633. xR 29. 
Inscription and date in laurel wreath. R. 
Crowned shield of Britain. M.I. 65 

good EF 52/6 

M8 Robert Devereux Earl of Essex, 1642. 
xR 38 X 28. Badge as reward for troops in 
the Parliamentary forces. His bust nearly 
facing, sword in hand, sx engraved above, 
two circles of legend engraved. R. The 
Houses of Parliament. M.I. 113 Ring for 
wearing. Plate 10 
face slightly rubbed, RR, good VF £32/10/- 
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A19 Peace or War, 1643. /R 28. Laur. head 
r. R. Sword and laurel crossed between 
crowned c — r. ALL 124 good F 55/— 

M10 Giles Strangway released from the 
Tower, 1648. /R 60, by Roettier. His 
cuir. and draped bust r. R. View of the 
Tower. AI.I. III R, nearly EF/EF £21 

Mil Death of Charles I, 1649. /R 28, by 
T. Rawlins. Bust 1. in two circles of legend. 
R. Rock buffeted in storm. ALL 191. 
Ring for suspension 

RR, hair rubbed, VF £18 
M12 Memorial for Charles I, 1649. AL 50, 

by Roettier. His bust r. R. Hand from 
heaven holding crown. ALL 200 EF 40/- 

M13 Trial of John Lilbourne, 1649. AL 38. 
?by Simon. His bust 1. in three circles of 
legend. R. Rose in circle of legend. ALL 3 

R, good F/VF 70/- 
A114 Charles II. Coronation, 1661. 7R 30, 

by Simon. Crowned bust r. R. Peace 
crowning king. ALL 76 

good EF £7/10/- 
M15 Popish plot and murder of Sir 

Edmundbury Godfrey, 1678. /R 38, copy 
by Alilton. His bust r. R. Godfrey 
strangled in the presence of the Pope. 
see ALL 247 . . good EF £6/10/- 

A116 James, Duke of York (James I) and 
Mary of Modena, 1680. JR 50, by Bower. 
His cuir. bust r. R. Her bust 1. ALL 256 

RR, nearly VF £ 12/10/— 
M17 Earl of Shaftesbury released from 

the Tower, 1681. JR 42 by Bower. Bust 
r. R. View of London with the river 
Thames. Ai.I. 259 . . good F 85/— 

A118 James II, Coronation, 1685 (official). 
JR 33, by Roettier. Laur. and cuir. bust r. 
R. Hand from heaven holding crown. 

ALL 5 . . nearly EF £7/10/— 
M19 Mary of Modena, coronation, 1685. 

JR 33, by Roettier. Her laur. bust r. R. 
Queen seated on mound. AI.I. 1 

EF £6/6/- 
A120 Duke of Monmouth beheaded, 1685. 

7R 38, by Smelzing. His head r. R. Head 
spouting out blood. M.I. 26 

R, good EF £14 
A 120a Death of Monmouth and Argyle, 

1685. JR 61, by Arondeaux. Bust of James 
II on base ornate with British shield, 
Neptune with ships in background. R. 
Justice trampling on serpent, stands be¬ 
tween the blocks on which the heads of the 
conspirators, their bodies beneath. M.I. 21 

collector's 
marks on edge, R, good VF £ 10/10/— 

A121 William and Alary, coronation, 1689. 
JR 35, by Roettier. Conj. busts r. R. 
Jupiter throwing thunderbolt against Phae¬ 
ton. ALL 25 practically FDC £9/9/- 

M22 Toleration Act, 1689. JR 50, by P. H. 
ATiiller. Laur. and cuir. bust r. R. 
Britannia, Religion and Liberty at her 
sides, clasps William’s hand; inscription on 
edge. M.I. 64 . . R, good EF £22/10/- 

A123 Death of Queen Alary, 1694. A1 48, 
gilt, by Roettier. Bust r. R. Biographical 
dates. AI.I. 343 . . good VF 37/6 

A124 Queen Anne, coronation, 1702. JR 33, 
by Croker. Bust 1. R. Anne as Pallas 
killing monster. ALL 4 

practically FDC £5/5/— 
M25 — coronation. 7R 32, by Christian 

Wermuth, struck from broken dies. Similar 
but lovelock on the left shoulder. ALL 5 

RRR, EF £8/10/— 
A126 — Capitulation of the towns on the 

Aleuse, 1702. /R 36, by Croker. Crowned 
bust 1. R. Liege bombarded. M.I. 26 

good EF £5 
M27 — Battle of Blenheim, 1704. /R 44, 

by Jan Boskam. Bust 1. li. View of the 
battlefield with the river Danube in back¬ 
ground, Duke of Alarlborough on horseback 
in front. ALL 48 R, good EF £ 12/10/— 

M28 — Battle of Ramillies, 1706. JR 35, 
by Croker. Bust 1. R. Aiap of the 
conquered places, held by two angels. 
M.I. 92 . . . . EF /good EF 85/- 

M29 — Union of Scotland and England, 
1707. JR 48, by Croker. Crowned bust 1. 
R. Crowned shield of Britain on base 
between lion and unicorn. M.I. 107 

VF/EF £8/10/— 
A130 — Capture of Lille, 1708. .41 46, by 

P. H. Muller, Augsburg, insvla flandr etc. 
Victory trampling on the prostrated city- 
goddess, and robbing her of the mural 
crown. R. French soldier terrified by the 
Gorgon shield, held by Pallas seared; 
inscription on edge. M.I. 159 

RR, good EF £17/10/— 
M31-7R 44, by Croker. Crowned bust 1. 

R. insvla capta etc. Victory holding lis 
of France over map of the city. ALL 169 

nearly FDC. £10/10/- 
M32-/R 48. cofvndamvs lingvam etc., 

erection of the tower of Babel. R. Lille 
bombarded, sun and moon above; inscrip¬ 
tion on edge. ALL 170 RR, EF £15 

A133 — Battle of Malplaquet, 1709. /R 46, 
by Croker. Crowned bust 1. R. French 
army attacked in wood. M.I. 197 

good EF £10 
A134 — Capture of Douai, 1710. /R 46, 

by Croker. Laur. bust 1. R. Victory 
writing the city’s name on column. ALL 213 

good EF £12 
A135 — Peace of Utrecht, 1713. /R 34, by 

Croker. Laur. bust 1. R. Peace standing 
at sea-shore. M.I. 257 nearly FDC 32/6 

M36 George I, proclaimed king, 1714. 
JR 68, by Hannibal. Cuir. bust r. with long 
wig and cloak. R. Pallas accompanied by 
Religion, presenting king with the insignia 
of royalty. M.I. 2 R, EF £37/10/- 

M37 — entry into London, 1714. AL 47, 
by Croker. His bust r. R. London 
turreted presents George with the keys in 
front of the Royal Exchange. M.I. I 

EF 35/- 
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A138 — coronation (official) by Croker. 
Cuir. bust r. R . Britannia crowning king. 
M.I. 9 . . . . . . good VF 80/— 

M39 — Act of Grace, 1717. /£ 45, by 
Croker. Cuir. bust r. R. Clemency 
leaning against column. M.I. 37 

EF 35/- 

M40 George II, coronation, 1727. 7R 34, 
official, by Croker. Cuir bust. 1. R. 
Britannia crowning king. M.I. 4 

nearly EF/EF 87/6 

M41 Caroline, coronation, 1727. /R 34, 
by Croker. Bust 1. R. Queen, standing 
between Religion and Britannia. M.I. 8 

EF 85/- 

M42 Prince Charles and Prince Henry 
Stuart, 1729. Al 45, by Hamerani. hvnc 
etc. Cuir. head of Charles r. R. Bust of 
Prince Henry r. AI.I. 35 good VF 75/— 

M43 Charles, Duke of Marlborough, 1742. 
7R 45, by Dassier. Cuir. bust r., hair bound 
by ribbon. R. dvx / de / Marlborough / 
mdccxlii. M.I. 202 .. .. EF £10 

A144 Rebels repulsed by the Duke of 
Cumberland, 1745. 7R 33, by Pingo. 
Cuir. bust r. R. Lion attacking wolf. 
M.I. 265. . . . . .nearly FDC 50/— 

M45 Prince Charles Edward expelled 
from France, 1749. /E, 32. Highlander 
standing facing. R. mea • res • agituf, 
rose. M.I. 358 . . RR, EF 85/— 

M46 Prince Charles, 1750. AL 34, by 
Pingo. Young head r. R. Leafless tree, 
from which springs sapling. M.I. 359 

RR (283 struck), EF £5 
M47 Queen Charlotte, coronation, 1761. 

/R 34, by Natter. Bust r. R. Queen 
crowned by angel EF /good EF £6/10/- 

M48 Death of Lord Clive, 1766. iR 42, by 
J. van Noort. His unif. bust nearly facing. 
R. Pyramid with biographical dates, Fame 
at its sides nose 
slightly rubbed, R, good VF/VF £10/10/— 

M49 George IV, coronation, 1821. 7R 38, 
by Pistrucci. Laur. head 1. R. Britannia 
crowning king . . nearly FDC 75/— 

A150 — Similar in AL . . . . EF 25/- 
M51 Duke of Clarence, later William IV, 

Lord High Admiral of the Sea, 1827. 
jR gilt 65, by Henning. Head r. R. 
Britannia with trident on waves, ship 
behind. B.N.M. 585 . . EF £6/10- 

M52 William IV, coronation, 1831. /R 33, 
by Wyon. His head r. R. Head of Queen 
Adelaide r. 

good EF but nicks on edge 65/- 
M52a-Similar in AL ‘ . . EF 21/— 
M53 Victoria, coronation, 1838. R 38, 

by Pistrucci. Diad. young head 1. R. 
Queen receiving crown from Scotland, 
England and Ireland . . good EF £6 

M54 — — Similar in /E good EF 37/6 
M55 Edward VII, coronation, 1902. /R 58. 

His crowned bust r. R. Bust of Queen 
Alexandra r. . . .. good VF 60/- 

As in most cases we have only one example of each number for sale and this 
may be sold when your order is received, please send alternative numbers 
or instruct us if we may send another piece somewhat like it if posisble. 

WAR MEDALS AND DECORATIONS. 
Campaign Medals. 

F3180 Waterloo, 11th Reg. Light Dragoons 
nearly VF £26 

F3181 — 1st Batt., 4th Reg. Foot 
VF/EF £22/10/- 

F3182 Military G.S., 2 bars, vittoria, 
Pyrenees, 82nd Foot . . VF/EF £34 

F3183-ROLEIA, VIMIERA, 91st Foot 
EF £37/10/- 

F3184 — 7 bars, c.orunna, fuentes d’onor 
CIUDAD RODRIGO, BADAJOZ, SALAMANCA, 
vittoria, toulouse, 95th Foot Rifles 

EF £45 
F3185 Army of India, 1 bar, bhurtpoor, 

Serjt., 59rh Foot . . . . EF £25 
F3186 Sutlej, ferozeshuhur in ex., Serjt., 

1st E.L.I.EF £5 
F3187 Punjab, 2 bars, chilianwala, 

goojerat, 24th Foot .. VF £12/10/- 

F3188-14th Lt. Dragns. 
good F £8/10/- 

F3189 Crimea, 3 bars alma, balaklava, 
inkermann, Scots. Fus’r. Gds. Imp'd 
naming .. . . . . EF £7/10/— 

F3190 Second China War (1857-1860), 
2 bars, fatshan 1857, canton 1857. Un¬ 
named as issued to R.N. nearly VF 85/- 

F3191 Canada G.S., 1 bar, fenian raid 1866, 
Pte., 3rd V.V.R. . . VF £22/10/— 

F3192 - 47th Regt. VF £22/10/- 

F3193 South Africa (1877-1879), without 
bar . . . . .. .. EF 70/— 

F3194 — bar, 1877-8-9, Pte., 2/24th Foot 
EF £12/10/- 

Roll states “ Killed at Isandlhwana.” 

F3195 - 1879, 2/21st, 58th, 91st and 
N/6th R.A. . . . . each, VF 87/6 

F3196 Afghanistan, 1 bar, Kabul, Sergt. 
2/9th Foot . . . . EF 70/— 

F3197 — 2 bars, ahmed khel, kandahar, 
2,/60th Foot .. . . . . EF 95/— 

F3198-charasia, Kabul, Dvr., G/3rd 
R.A. . . . . . . . . EF 95/— 

F3199 Egypt, 1 bar, the nile 1884-85, 
1/R1. Ir. Regt.VF 57/6 

F3200 East and West Africa, 1 bar, sierra 
leone 1898-99. 2/W.I.R. . . VF 90/- 
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F3201 Third China War (1900), 1 bar, 
relief of pekin, A.B., H.M.S. Enndymion 

EF 85/— 
F3202 India Medal (1895-1902), Ed. VII, 

bar, waziristan 1901-2, 43rd N.F. Hosp’l 
VF £7 

Medal is thinner than the original issue and does 
not bear the date “ 1895.” 

F3203 Khedive’s Sudan, without bar, Un¬ 
named .. . . . . . . VF 35/- 

F3204 — 1 bar, hafir. Unnamed VF 65/- 
F3205 — 2 bars, the atbara, khartoum, 

1/Cam. High’rs . . .. .. VF 70/— 
F3206 Queen’s S.A., 3 bars, c.c., O.F.S., 

JOH., 1/Suffolk .. .. .. VF 30/— 
F3207 -c.c., o.f.s., trans., 1/Border 

VF 30/- 
F3208 India G.S., Ed. VII, 1 bar, n.w.f. 

1908, 1/W. Yorks.VF 65/- 
F3209 — Geo. VI, 1 bar, n.w.f. 1937-39, 

Sjt. R. Signs. . . .. EF £6/5/- 

GROUPS. 

F3210 Pair:—Crimea, without bar; Turkish 
Crimea, Clerk Com’t. good VF 80/— 

F3211 — S.A., bar, 1879; *” I.G.S., bar, 
Burma 1885-7, Pte., 2/21st and 2'R. Sco. 
Fus.VF £1 

F3212 — Egypt, bar, suakin 1885; 
Khedive's Bronze Star 1884-6, Pte., 
2/E. Surr. R.VF 70/- 

F3213 — Egypt, 2 bars, suakin 1885, tofrek; 
Khedive’s Bronze Star, Pte., 1/R1. Berks. R. 

VF 90/- 

F3214 — Queen’s Sudan; Khedive’s Sudan, 
1 bar, hafir, Pte., N. Staff. R. The only 
British Regt. present . . VF £7/10/- 

F3215-2 bars, the atbara, khartoum, 
Pte., 1/Cam. Highrs. .. VF £5/10/— 

F3216 — 1914-18, W.M. Mer. Ser. Medal, 
Geo. V.VF 55/— 

F3218 Four:—Q.S.A., 3 bars, C.C., o.f.s., s.a. 
1902; 3 Gt. W.M., Pte., Rl. Irish Rif. and 
R.M.L.I.VF 50/- 

F3219 — 1914 Star., B.W.M., Victory, 
L.S.G.C., Geo. V., Sjt. R.A.V.C. 

VF 45/- 

F3220 — 3 Gt. W.M.; I.G.S.; Geo. V, bar, 
waziristan 1919-21, Capt. R. A. Scott, 19 
Hrs. and 16 Cavy. . . VF £6/10/- 

F3221 Five:—Crimea, 4 bars, alma, bal., 
ink., seb. ; South Africa 1853;Q.S.A.,3bars, 
trans., s.a. 1901, s.a. 1902; L.S.G.C., Vic. 
Turkish Crimea. Familv group to Rif. Bde. 

VF £13 
F3222 — Q.S.A., 2 bars, c.c., o.f.s.; 3 Gt. 

W.M.; Mercantile Marine W.M., Eng. 
R.N.R.VF 70/- 

F3223 — 1914 star; B.W.M.; Victory (Oak- 
head); L.S.G.C., Geo. V.; Belgium Order 
of Leopold., R.Q.M.S., Line. R. 

VF £5/5/- 

F3224 — Q.S.A., 6 bars, bel., modd. r., 

drieff., joh., dia.h., bel.; K.S.A., 2 bars; 
1914 star; B.W.M.; Victory, Pte., Scots. 
Guards . . . . . . VF £5/10/— 

F3225 — 2 Gt. W.M.; G.S., Geo. V, 1 bar, 
IRAQ; 1939-45; Defence; W.M. First three 
named to Capt. B. L. Rigden VF £8/10/— 

F3226 Six:—Q.S.A., 3 bars, c.c., o.f.s., 

trans.; K.S.A., 2 bars; 3 Gt. W.M.; L.S. 
G.C., Ed. VII. Band Serjt. Cheshire R., as 
worn . . . . nearly VF £6/10 '— 

F3227 — I.G.S., Geo. VI, 2 bars, n.w.f. 

1936-37, n.w.f. 1937-39 (not fixed); 1939-45 
star; Defence; W.M.; Mer. Ser. Medal, 
Geo. VI.; L.S.G.C., Geo. VI, bar, regular 

army, Cpl. R. Signals and R.A.V.C. 
VF/EF £14/10/- 

F3228 Seven:—Q.S.A., 4 bars, rel. of kimb., 
paard, drief., trans.; K.S.A., 2 bars.; 
3 Gt. W.M.; L.S.G.C., Ed. VII.; Mer. Ser. 
Medal, Geo. V., W.O. York. R. VF £8 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

Orders, Decorations and Medals. 

F3229 Small Army Gold Medal. For 
badajoz with bars for salamanca and 
vittoria awarded to Lieut. Colonel Francis 
Brooke, 4th Regt. Foot. With gold buckle. 
See back cover. . . . . EF £500 

F3230 Order of the British Empire. 
Badge of Member (M.B.E.). 1st issue, 
Britannia centre. Bow ribbon—Ladies 
wear. In case of issue . . . . VF 70/- 

F3231 Imperial Service Order (I.S.O.), 
Geo. V. Seven pointed star of silver; in 
centre, circular plaque of gold with Royal 
cypher in dark blue lettering 

EF £12/10/- 
F3233 Volunteer Officer’s Decoration, 

Victoria. In case of issue . . VF 70/— 

F3234 Territorial Decoration, Geo. V. 
VF 70/- 

F3235 Victoria Diamond Jubilee, 1897 
Silver.VF 70/- 

F3236 Visit to Ireland, Ed. VII, named to 
R.I.C. Bronze. . . . VF 75/— 

F3237 Geo. V. Coronation, 1911, ROYAL 
PARKS.VF 95/- 
Named to one of the 109 Park Keepers actually on 
duty. 

F3238 Arctic Medal (1818-1855). Victoria, 
1st issue. Octagonal. Silver. Unnamed as 
issued VF £8/10/— 

F3239 L.S.G.C., Ed. VII. Indian army, 
R. I.otus flowers and palm, 13th D. of C. 
Lancers .. .. scarce, VF £5/10/— 

F3240 Territorial War Medal. For 
Voluntary Service Overseas 1914-1919. 
Gnr., R.A.VF 80/- 

F3241 L.S.G.C., Wm. IV., Naval, 1st issue 
(Established 1831). R Anchor, etc. Master 
at Arms, H.M.S. Kent, 26 years. 

VF £8/10/- 
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F3242 St. John of Jerusalem Service 
Medal. SeftonN.S.G. Div.,S.J.A.B., 1937, 

EF 35/- 
F3243 C.Q.D. S.S. “ Republic ” Life 

Saving Medal. Commemorating the 
rescue of over 1,700 lives in 1909. Presented 
bv the passengers of the “ Baltic ” and the 
“ Republic.”.EF £5 

F3244 Davison’s Nile Medal (1798). Bronze 
gilt to Petty Officers . . . . VF 90/— 

F3245 — Bronze, other ranks .. VF 80/— 
F3246 Boulton’s Trafalgar Medal. Pewter 

in rim case with ring suspension 
scarce, about VF £10 

FOREIGN ORDERS. 
DECORATIONS AND MEDALS. 

F3247 Austria. Officer’s service cross. In 
rase of issue. With recipient's name and regt., 
etc., engraved on lid plate . . EF 75/— 

F3248 — Marianner Cross. Black and white 
enamel cross. Obv. In centre, red enamelled 
cross and legend. R. 1871. In case of issue. 
Slight enamel damage in rev. centre 70/— 

F3249 Belgium. Miltary Decoration (for 
Distinguished Service). Gilt cross, rays 
between arms, obv. centre. Lion and motto. 
R. Cypher and motto . . .. EF 27/6 

F3250 Denmark. Fred. VII. Bronze 
medal for Schleswig Campaign 1848-1850 

VF 45/- 
F3251 — Christ IX. another for campaign 

1864  VF 45/— 
F3252 France. Order of Agricultural Merit, 

Badge of Chevalier. Six pointed star 
enamelled white. Wreaths of oak and 
Indian corn between arms. Slight enamel 
damage to tips of one arm 65/- 

F3253 — Bronze medal for Franco-Prussian 
War 1870-71  VF 22/6 

F3254 — Mexico 1862-1863. With original 
ribbon (Mexican Eagle etc.) . . VF 40/— 

F3255 — China, 1860. With original ribbon. 
(Yellow zvith Chinese characters) VF 40/- 

F3256 — Dahomey 1892 . . VF 35/- 

F3257 — Colonial with 4 bars, algerie, iles 
DE LA SOCIETE, COTE D’OR, LAOS ET MEKONG 

VF 35/— 

F3258 — Orient. Bronze medal VF 25/— 

F3259 — Dardanelles. Bronze . . VF 25/— 

F3260 — Levant, bar levant. Bronze 
VF 25/- 

F3261 Germany. Group of five:—Iron Cross 
1914 (2nd class); Order of the Red Eagle; 
Order of the Crown of Prussia; Silver cross 
for 20 years’ service; Bronze Red Cross 
medal. All with correct ribbons and mounted 
as worn . . .. . . VF £12/10/- 

F3262 — China 1900-1901. Bronze gilt 
VF 25/- 

F3263 Italy, Umberto. Africa Campaign, 
bar, campagna 1895-96, Bronze VF 27/6 

F3264 — — United Italv 1848-70, silver 
VF 20/- 

F3265 — Eman. III. Guerra Italo-Turca 
1911-12, silver .. .. .. VF 25 - 

F3266 -Libya 1919 .. VF 25/— 

F3267 — War Cross 1914-18. Merito di 
Guerra . . . . .. . . VF 20;— 

F3268 Iraq. General Service Medal 1939-45. 
Gilt . . . . . . . . EF 50/— 

F3269 — Victory Medal. 1945. Silvered. 
VF 35/- 

F3270 Jordan. War Medal 1939-45. Bronze. 
EF 55/— 

F3271 Spain. Royal Order of Maria 
Christina. Founded 1889. Breast star. 
Plaque of faceted rays, cross superimposed. 
Laurel wreath entwined with four swords. 
In centre, Arms of Spain.and blue band 
inscribed al merito en campagna 

EF £12/10/- 

F3272 — Order of Charles III. Small breast 
badge (30 mm.). Ball-tipped Maltese cross, 
fleur-de-lis in angles. In centre represen¬ 
tation of the Virgin of the Immaculate 
Conception. R Cypher and virtuti et 
merito . . .. . . . . VF 57/6 

F3273 — Order of Military Merit. Breast 
badge. Red enamelled cross. In centre 
Arms of Spain with a Bourbon shield, li. 
Initials m.m. . . . . . . EF 77/6 

F3274 — Medal for Morocco. Created 1916. 
Alfonso XIII. Ribbon bars, melilla 
tetuan . . . . . . . . VF 60/— 

F3275 — Paix du Maroc. paz-1909-1927. 
Given by Spanish Govt, for operations in 
North Morocco . . . . . . VF 40/- 

F3276 — Philip V. Silver medal, ad villam 
vitiosam 1710. Arms of Spain embroidered 
in gold and red thread on white ribbon 

VF 50/- 

F3277 — Alfonso XIII. To officials and 
troops to commemorate taking the oath of 
office—17 May, 1902 . . . . VF 35/— 

F3278 U.S.A. Pair:—U.S. Navy Spanish 
Campaign 1898. Edge reads “ Ch. Mach 
U.S.S. Petrel—No. 1528.” Dewey Medal, 
Battle of Manila Bay, 1 May 1898. 
Authorized by Congress 3 June 1898. Obv. 
Bust of Comm. Dewey and inscription. R 
Gunner seated on Gun and legend. Edge 
reads “ Harold I. Lutken, chief Machinist.” 
Bronze . . . . . . . . VF £25 

As in most cases we have only one example of each number for sale and this 
may be sold when your order is received, please send alternative numbers 
or instruct us if we may send another piece somewhat like it if possible. 



MAGNA CARTA 
750 years commemorative medal—by Paul Vincze 

We are now taking orders for this fine medal by Britain’s leading medallist. 

The obverse depicts the barons presenting the Great Charter for King John’s 
signature at Runnymede on the 15th June, 1215. The reverse shows the rolled 
charter and royal seal. 

This medal is being issued in one size only, 2\ inches diameter. The 22 carat gold 
will be limited to 500 and the sterling silver to 5,000 numbered medals. The 
9 carat gold will not be a limited issue. 

MG2 Gold 22 carat (approx. 4 oz.) £122/10/- 

MG3 Gold 9 carat (approx. 3 oz.) £50 

MG4 Sterling silver (approx. 3 oz.) £9 

n.b. No more orders can be taken for platinum medals owing to the difficulty in 
obtaining this metal. 

s. d. U.S. $ c. 
6 .07 

1 /- .14 
21- .28 
2/6 .35 
31- .42 
4/- .56 
51- .70 

10/- 1.41 
15/- 2.11 
20/- (£1) 2.81 
30/- 4.22 
40/- (£2) 5.62 

CONVERSION TABLE 
s. d. U.S. $ c. 
50/- 7.03 
60/- (£3) 8.43 
70/- 9.84 

p
 

o
 

oo 11.24 
90/- 12.65 
£3 14.05 
£5/10/- 15.46 

£6 16.86 
£6/10/- 18.27 

£7 19.67 

£8 22.48 

s. d. U.S. $ s. 
£9 25.29 
£10 28.10 
£20 56.20 
£30 84.30 
£40 112.40 
£50 140.50 
£60 168.60 
£70 196.70 
£80 224.80 
£90 252.90 
£100 281.00 

Printed in England by Robert Stockwell Ltd., 5-13, Baden Place, London, S.E.l 
and published by B. A. Seaby Ltd., 65, Great Portland Street. W.l. 
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